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 First Session, eSale, Commencing at 9.30 am

MILITARIA 

�*
New South Wales Lancers, �895-�903, hat badge in voided 
white metal (46mm) (Grebert p67). Extremely fine. 

$200

Type worn by the NSW Lancers in the Anglo-Boer War.

2*
Australian Commonwealth Cadet Corps, �903-06, collar 
badge in brass (2�mm) (Cossum �02). Very fine. 

$80

3*
Queensland Medical Department, c�890s, hat badge in 
bronze (56mm) (Grebert p220). Traces of mint lustre, 
extremely fine. 

$�50

4*
Queensland Defence Forces, pre �900, pair of collar badges 
in gilt (2�mm) (Grebert p224). Toned good very fine. 

$80

5*
Port Curtis Infantry, Queensland, �900-�9�2, collar badge 
in voided brass (39mm) (Cossum 32), by J.R.Gaunt & Son 
Ltd, London. Very fine and very scarce. 

$250

6*
Australian Engineers, �900-�2, hat badge in brass (58mm) 
(Cossum 95), one lug missing. Very fine. 

$60

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.
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7*
Australian Army Medical Corps, �900-�9�2, hat badge in 
brass (65mm) (Cossum 98). Good very fine. 

$�50

8*
Australian Commonwealth Cadet Corps, �903-�906, hat 
badge in brass (36mm) (Cossum �02). Good very fine. 

$200

9*
Royal Australian Artillery, �9�2-�8, hat badge (43mm) 
(Cossum �49), in oxidised bronze, by Stokes & Sons, Melb. 
Nearly extremely fine. 

$200

�0
World, includes Australia, Royal Australian Artillery, �9�2-
�8, hat badge in oxidised bronze (50mm) (2) (Cossum �50); 
General Service Badge, in gilt (44mm) (Cossum RS�48), a 
proposed new issue; small General Staff button, �9�2-48, 
in gilt, by Stokes (Cossum p38, b); also Great Britain, 24 
Regiment of Foot helmet plate (QVC), in gilt (95mm) (a 
modern issue); RAF WWII Dental Branch collar badge in 
oxidised bronze; also USSR (Russia), Air Force Military 
Pilot 3rd Class wings badge in gilt and enamel. Very fine 
- uncirculated. (7)

$90

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

��*
Australia, �4th Light Horse A.I.F., �9�2-�8, unofficial collar 
badge in oxidised brass (40.5x29mm) (Cossum �8�), by 
J.R.Gaunt, London. Very fine. 

$250
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�2*
Australia, �2th Light Horse Regiment (New England Light 
Horse), �930-42, collar badge in white metal (29mm) 
(Cossum p8, c). Very fine. 

$70

�3*
Australia, �5th Light Horse Regiment (Northern Rivers 
Lancers), �930-42, hat badge cast in white metal (45mm) 
(Cossum p9, b), no scroll at base, said to be a cast copy. 
Dark toned very fine. 

$70

�4
Australia, 4th Infantry Battalion (The Australian Rifles), 
�930-42, pair of collar badges in brass (Cossum p�4, a); 
22nd Infantry Battalion (The South Gippsland Regiment), 
�930-42, pair of collar badges in oxidised bronze (Cossum 
P�9, a); 49th Infantry Battalion (The Stanley Regiment), 
�930-42, pair of collar badges in voided brass (Cossum p27, 
a); 58th Infantry Battalion (The Essendon Rifles), �930-42, 
collar badge in brass and enamel (Cossum p29, c); 60th 
Infantry Battalion (The Heidelberg Regiment), �930-42, 
pair of collar badges in brass and enamel (Cossum p30, c); 
�0th Western Australian Mounted Infantry, �948-53, pair 
of collar badges in white metal (Cossum 305). Very fine - 
uncirculated. (5 pairs + single)

$�50

�5*
14th Infantry Battalion (The Prahran Regiment), collar 
badge in oxidised brass (30mm) (Cossum p�6, d). Good 
very fine. 

$40

�6
Australia, �7th Infantry Battalion (The North Sydney 
Regiment), �930-42, hat badge in oxidised bronze (52mm) 
(Cossum �7, c), mounted on a small wooden shield and with 
Australia metal shoulder title below; b&w photo of soldier in 
a metal frame and with a Rising Sun collar badge affixed at 
top of frame, the photo marked 'La Sibyll/Goulburn'; leather 
holder containing a compartment with mirror with fold-over 
bracket for free standing, also includes a compartment with 
a comb, on this compartment is affixed a small Rising Sun 
badge; another leather fold-over wallet with a gilt impression 
of a small Rising Sun badge above the initials, 'C.E.H.', 
inside is a compartment with a polished stainless steel plate, 
like a mirror, and another compartment for a comb. Very 
good - fine. (4)

$60

La Sibyll Studios was a supplier of picture frames and provided a photo 
mounting service at its premises at 250 Auburn Street, Goulburn.W, NSW.

�7*
22nd Infantry Battalion (The Richmond Regiment), �930-
42, hat badge in brass (45mm) (Cossum p�8, d). Very fine. 

$300

�8
24th Infantry Battalion (The Kooyong Regiment), �930-
42, hat badge in brass (52mm), and collar badge in brass 
(29.5mm) (Cossum p�9,c). Very fine. (2)

$50
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�9*
32nd Infantry Battalion (The Footscray Regiment), pair of 
collar badges, �930-42, in oxidised bronze (30mm) (Cossum 
p22, a). Very fine. (2)

$40

20
Australia, 40th Infantry Battalion (The Derwent Regiment), 
�930-42, collar badge in brass (30mm) (Cossum p24, c); 
Australian Army Service Corps, �930-42, hat badge in brass 
(45mm) (Cossum p33, d); Australian Corps of Signals, �930-
42, hat badge in brass (52mm) (Cossum p35, c); Australian 
Army Nursing Service, �948-53, cap badge in white metal 
(34mm) (Cossum 340); The Royal Australian Armoured 
Corps, �953-60, hat badge in white metal (4�mm) (Cossum 
392); also WWI Returned from Active Service badge (AIF), 
reverse numbered 2�55�5; WWI, RVA (Rejected Volunteers' 
Association) Victoria, badge in silver, reverse numbered 434; 
Jack's Day, lapel pin; medalets for Welcome to the American 
Fleet, Australian Celebrations, �908, in gilt (22x29mm) 
(C.�908/��), also Fifty Years Commonwealth of Australia, 
in gilt bronze (3�mm) (C.�95�/6). Fine - nearly extremely 
fine. (�0)

$70

part

2�*
Australia, The St George Regiment, 45th Infantry Battalion, 
�930-42, hat badge in oxidised brass (64mm) and another 
in oxidised bronze (64mm) (Cossum p25, d), both with two 
lugs on back, the first missing one lug; a pair of non-opposing 
collar badges in brass (28mm), also a single in oxidised 
bronze (30mm) (Cossum p25, d), all with two lugs on back. 
Fine - very fine. (5)

$�50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

22
Australia, 47th Infantry Battalion (The Wide Bay Regiment), 
�930-42, hat and collar badge in brass (Cossum p26, c); 
Australian Instructional Corps, �930-42, collar badge in 
bronze (Cossum p33, a); 3/9th South Australian Mounted 
Rifles, �953-60, hat badge in white metal (Cossum 348); 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps, �960-85, collar 
badge in anodised and enamel (Cossum 455) (� clip-pin 
missing); RAE anodised title badges (2); Royal Australian 
Corps of Transport, �960-85, hat badge in anodised and 
enamel (Cossum 466); RAAF other rank's hat badge (QC), 
anodised; Army Combat Badge, in bronze, with two clip-pins 
on reverse; WWII Returned from Active Service badge, by 
Amor, Sydney, reverse numbered A3�5708; RAAF officer 
cap badge in oxidised, with two screws on back but missing 
backing plate and with two separate screw-back crowns; 
WWII Rising Sun sweetheart brooches in sealed acrylic (2), 
one with pin-back and one missing pin-back; also � Recruit 
Training Battalion, Kapooka N.S.W. gilt and enamel keyring. 
Very fine - extremely fine. (�7)

$�90
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23*
47th Infantry Battalion (The Wide Bay Regiment), �930-42, 
hat badge in brass (5�mm), and a pair of collar badges in 
brass (29mm) (Cossum p26, c). The collar badges toned, 
otherwise very fine. (3)

$60

24
Australian Instructional Corps, �930-42, pair of officer's 
collar badges (KC), in bronze and enamel (28mm) (Cossum 
p33, a). Good very fine. (2)

$50

25
Australian Army Medical Corps, �930-42, hat badge in 
brass (66mm), and a pair of collar badges in oxidised bronze 
(32mm) (Cossum p33, c). Good very fine - extremely fine. 
(3)

$50

26*
Australian Instructional Corps, �930-42, hat badge in bronze 
(45mm), and two collar badges in bronze (28.5mm) (Cossum 
RS33). One collar badge missing one lug, otherwise good 
very fine. (3)

$�00

27
Australia, hat badges for Army Chaplain with collar badge 
(both KC), 43rd Regiment (KC), 48th Infantry Battalion 
(KC), 49th Infantry Battalion with collar badge pair, 5�st 
Battalion, 59th Infantry Battalion (KC), Royal Engineers 
(KC) with collar badge pair, 3rd Battalion Werriwa Regiment 
(QC), Royal Australian Regiment (QC); also collar badges 
for 29th Infantry Battalion (2), 45th Regiment, 57th 
Infantry Battalion (KC, 2), 58th Infantry Battalion (KC), 
60th Infantry Battalion (KC), Royal Military College (KC), 
Wide Bay Regiment. Mounted on rubber display mats, a 
few appear to be copies, otherwise very fine - extremely 
fine. (23)

$280

28
Australia, Rising Sun collar badges (KC), in oxidised bronze. 
Very fine. (5)

$50

part

29*
Australia, Royal Australian Infantry Corps, �948-53, collar 
badge (Cossum 324); Royal Australian Engineers, �953-60, 
hat badge (QC) (Cossum 394); Royal Australian Corps of 
Signals, �953-60, collar badge pair (Cossum 396) (� with 
soldered pin-back, � with lugs); Royal Australian Infantry 
Corps, �960-85, hat badge (QC) (Cossum 449); unknown 
cap or collar badge featuring kangaroo sitting in front of a 
rising sun and below a blue and white enamelled bar, possibly 
school cadets (Cossum RS52); Anzac sweetheart badge 
(32mm), in gilt and enamel featuring crown wreath around 
emu with Rising Sun above and scroll below reading Anzac; 
RAAF other ranks' cap badge (KC) (2, one with lugs and one 
pin-back; also RAAF pilot's embroidered wings (KC), with 
four clip pins on back. Fine - good very fine. (�0)

$�50

30*
Australia, board of badges, a few collar badges (8), but 
mostly hat badges (8�), mostly �930-42, and also some trade, 
qualification or title badges (25). Secured to a cloth board 
(approx 90x60cm), very fine - extremely fine. (��4)

$�,500

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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3�*
Australia, board of Rising Sun badges, noted Camel Corps 
(2), as well as some commemorative issues, includes hat and 
collar badges as well as some sweetheart badges and tie bars 
and embroidered cloth badges (2�). Secured to a cloth board 
(approx 90x60cm), fine - uncirculated. (�28)

$�,000

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

32*
Australia, board of badges with an oversize manufactured 
brass Rising Sun (KC) at top centre, includes hat and collar 
badges and titles (a few with only one title and a few with 
no titles) as well as an embroidered shoulder title for each 
one, includes the following Regiments, Royal Australia, 
Royal Queensland, Royal New South Wales, Royal Victoria, 
Royal Tasmania, Royal South Australia, Royal Western 
Australia, Royal Australian Infantry, Royal Australian 
Armoured Corps, Hunter River Lancers, �0 Light Horse, 
Second Cavalry, Third Cavalry, Fourth Cavalry, Prince of 
Wales's Light Horse, Royal New South Wales Lancers, 
First Armoured Regiment, Queensland Mounted Infantry, 
Victorian Mounted Rifles, Perth University, Adelaide 
University, University of New South Wales, Melbourne 
University, Sydney University, South Australian Mounted 
Rifles, Queensland Mounted Infantry, Queensland 
University, Special Air Service, Royal Australian Artillery, 
Royal Australian Engineers, Royal Australian Electrical & 
Mechanical Engineers, Royal Australian Army Ordnance 
Corps, Royal Australian Corps of Transport, Commando, 
Monash University, Royal Australian Army Dental Corps, 
Royal Australian Signals, Australian Army Aviation Corps, 
Australian Army Psychology Corps, Australian Intelligence 
Corps, Australian Army Legal Corps, Australian Army 
Catering Corps, Royal Australian Survey Corps, Royal 

Australian Army Medical Corps, Royal Australian Army 
Pay Corps, Royal Australian Army Nursing Corps, Royal 
Military College Duntroon, Royal Australian Army 
Chaplains' Department, Royal Australian Corps of Military 
Police, Australian Army Band Corps, Royal Australian Army 
Educational Corps, Army Apprentice, Royal Australian Army 
Service Corps, Commando (different badges to previous), 
Regional Universities Regiment Queensland, The Pilbara 
Regt, Australian Army Public Relations, Australian Cadet 
Corps, Women's Royal Australian Army Corps, Norforce, 
Queensland Agricultural College, Far North Queensland, 
all badges with crowns have (QC), (badges 62 + titles ��2 
+ embroidered titles 62). Secured to a cloth board (approx 
120x80cm), a few good very fine, but mostly extremely fine 
- uncirculated. (236)

$500

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

33*
Australia, board of badges and an embroidered shoulder title 
for each one, includes the following Regiments, Illawarra, 
Derwent, Werriwa, Royal Australian Infantry, Melbourne 
Rifles, Hindmarsh, Macquarie, Victorian Scottish, Royal 
Melbourne (KC), Cameron Highlanders ofWestern Australia, 
Wide Bay, New South Wales Mounted Rifles, North 
Queensland, South Australian Scottish, Adelaide University, 
Swan, City of Newcastle, Royal Australian, City of Perth, 
Hume, North Western Victorian, Northern Victorian, 
North Shore (KC), Melbourne University, Launceston, 
Kennedy, Sydney University (KC), Capricornia (KC), Perth 
University, St George, Adelaide Rifles (KC), Byron Scottish 
(KC), Moreton, Queensland University, Darling Downs, all 
badges are (QC) unless indicated, also across the bottom of 
the board are another �5badges (all QC and all different 
except two identical but not included above). Secured to a 
cloth board (approx 90x60cm), a few very fine but mostly 
extremely fine - uncirculated. (50 badges + 35 titles)

$500

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

34
Australian Rising Sun, hat badges (8), collar badges (9), all 
KC; Australia metal titles (6); another Rising Sun badge with 
map of Australia in centre, created post WWII for use on 
surplus Army hats sold to public. Fine - very fine. (24)

$200
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35
Australia, History of the Rising Sun Hat Badge Collection, 
housed in timber hinged-lid case, the lid with a large Rising 
Sun badge in the centre, with printed history on the underside 
of the lid and examples of the types of Rising Sun badges 
fitted into a plush base with details below each badge. 
Uncirculated. 

$90

36
Royal Tasmania Regiment, �960-85, hat badge in gilt and 
white metal (50mm) (Cossum 434), with clip pins on reverse, 
stored in a plush case. With glue in holes behind the wreaths, 
extremely fine. 

$50

37*
Australian Camel Corps, hat badge, unofficial A.I.F. �9�2-
�8, replica sand cast in brass (4�mm) (Cossum RS37), with 
two lugs, one of these resoldered. Fine. 

$�00

38*
Australia, Queensland Agricultural College, officer training 
unit hat badge, by A.J.Parkes, Brisbane, with two clip-pins 
on reverse. Toned extremely fine. 

$60

39*
Australia, 2nd Commando Regiment, pair of collar badges, 
each with two clip-pins on reverse. Uncirculated. (2)

$50

40
Australia and Great Britain, Navy officer's hat badge in 
gilt and silvered, with brass backing plate; Navy officer's 
bullion hat badge (early QC); another Navy officer's bullion 
hat badge (QC); also Navy officer's beret badge in gilt and 
silvered (QC); Women's Australian Auxiliary Air Force 
chromed ashtray with enamelled W.A.A.A.F. badge affixed 
(QC); Australian Air League tinnie; Empire Air Training 
Scheme badge in plastic (QC); also British Intelligence 
Corps hat badge in acrylic (QC); Royal Marines cap badge 
in acrylic; also Royal Engineers hat badge in brass (EVIIR). 
Very fine - good very fine. (�0)

$70

4�
Great Britain, The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) hat badge, 
�898-�92�, in white metal (Kipling & King 63�), mounted 
on plaid cloth under perspex in a timber frame (�7x24.5cm). 
Badge good very fine. 

$30

42
Great Britain, hat badges for Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders; Army Air Corps (KC) (missing lugs); Royal 
Lincolnshire Regiment; Notts & Derby Regiment; Royal 
Berkshire Regiment; �7th (Duke of Cambridge's Own) 
Lancers; 3rd King's Own Hussars; Royal Lincolnshire 
Regiment; Royal Engineers (KC); Army Service Corps (KC) 
(2, one voided, one not voided); Royal Fusiliers (KC) (2, 
one slide back, one lug back); Exeter Volunteer Regiment; 
various other hat, collar and rank badges (�4, three missing 
some lugs); Royal Regiment of Fusiliers hat red and white 
feather plume; also Queen Victoria Golden Jubilee Medal 
�887, in shape ofa bronze Maltese Cross. Poor - extremely 
fine. (30)

$250

43
Great Britain, army hat badges, all King crown or earlier 
types, noted 45th Regiment of Foot (QVC), King's Dragoon 
Guards pre �9�5 and another �9�5-�937, Royal Scots Greys, 
Lincolnshire Yeomanry and others, also rank badge for WOI 
with backing plate, as well as trade badges for Bandmaster, 
Bandsman (2), Trumpeter, Sniper, Marksman, all except last 
with backing plates, also a King's Badge for Loyal Service 
WWII; an embroidered and gold braid crest for the University 
of London. The badges mounted on rubber display mats, 
very fine - good extremely fine. (26)

$220
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44
Great Britain, hat badges for various units including Cheshire 
Regiment, Derbyshire Yeomanry, Duke of Cornwalls Light 
Infantry, Manchester Regiment, Royal Berkshire Regiment, 
Royal Engineers,Royal Gloucestershire Hussars, South 
Lancashire Prince of Wales Volunteers, The Devonshire 
Regiment, The Lancashire Fusiliers, The Leinster Regiment, 
The Royal Dragoons, Westminster Dragoons Imperial 
Yeomanry Regiment, all with lugs or sliders. Mostly very 
fine. (�3)

$80

45*
Great Britain, WWI, Royal Tank Corps hat badge in silvered 
brass (48mm) (K&K.��56). Lugs missing, otherwise very 
fine. 

$50

46
Great Britain, Parachute Regiment hat badge in white metal 
(KC), with slider on back; Parachute Regiment, a pair of 
shoulder titles in brass with backing plates. Extremely fine. 
(3)

$80

47
British Colonial, WWII, Cyprus Regiment cap badge (KC), 
in brass, with slider-back. Very fine - good very fine. (5)

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

48
British India, I.E.M.E. (Indian Electrical & Mechanical 
Engineers) officers' service dress cap badge (KC), a large 
version cast in gilt white metal (�3.5x�5cm), securing fittings 
on back missing, probably for fitting to a shield. Much gilt 
worn off, otherwise good fine. 

$50

49*
Germany, Prussia, helmet plate in die stamped bronze. Very 
fine. 

$70

50
Germany, �933-45, Naval Minesweepers, Sub-Chasers & 
Escort Vessels War Badge �940 (type B), by R.S. (Rudolf 
Souval, Vienna); Naval High Seas Fleet War Badge �94� (type 
B), by F.O (Friedrich Orth); also small pin-back cap eagle in 
brass (wingspan 48mm). Very good - fine. (3)

$�50

5�
Germany, WWII, Luftwaffe Transport and Glider Squadron 
Clasp for Transport Pilots, in gilded and silvered tombac, 
maker's mark '�/58' (probably L/58 Glaser & Sohn, 
Dresden). Good very fine. 

$250

52
Germany, WWII, a large selection of badges, most appear 
to be reproductions. One toned extremely fine but mostly 
uncirculated. (�6)

$�50

53
World badges, includes Canada, Royal Canadian Postal 
Corps, hat badge (QC); Royal Canadian Engineers, hat badge 
(QC); Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, hat badge (QC); 
Royal Canadian Army Cadets, cap badge (QC); Canadian 
Provost Corps, cap badge (QC); South Africa, �st South 
African Infantry Brigade collar badge; Transkei Defence 
Force collar badge; USA, 3rd Cavalry Regiment Brave Rifles 
insignia badge; also 3 different collar badges. All except two 
collar badges missing lugs or pins, fine - very fine. (��)

$50

54
World badges, includes Great Britain, City of London 
Yeomanry (Rough Riders) hat badge in gilt; Canada, General 
Service pair of collar badges in bronze (KC), also Canada 
shoulder title in bronze; also unidentified badge or award, 
probably Russian. One collar badge heavily oxidised, 
otherwise very fine. (5)

$40
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55
Various items, includes RAF officer's embroidered hat badge 
(QC); Flight Lieutenant dress uniform shoulder boards (3, 
KC[2], QC[�]) and tropical uniform shoulder boards (2); 
RAF dog tags for 56�086 C.Clarke (4), two different types 
but both in round and octagonal fibre compound; 2 sets of 
miniature medals, one set of four and another set of six; 
various ribands (7 different lots) and a few loose full size 
ribbons; Korea Service Medal �950-53 copy; Royal Artillery 
senior NCO's arm badge in bronze; unidentified Pakistan 
military unit embroidered badge (KC) made by British 
Embroidery Works, Karachi; an unused pin-back ribbon 
suspender. Good - extremely fine. (lot)

$�00

56
Australia, W.R.A.A.C. pennant, affixed to it are a Royal 
Australian Army Nursing Corps badge (QC) attached to a 
brooch bar as well as 6 lapel pins, mostly sporting related 
and another with a miniature timber baseball bat attached 
to a ribbon; another pennant for Royal Australian Signals 
Corps with various (�5) Australian, British and USA badges 
attached as well as a lapel badge for Ruthven Soldiers Club; 
various other badges and title bars as well as buttons for 
Australia (7), British (�8) and USA (�), also two metal pieces 
of a belt, some small b&w photos (appear to be Middle East 
and Asia), and some cigarette cards (5) from Australian Wild 
Flowers series, the loose badges, photos and cards stored in 
a metal tin. Good - extremely fine. (lot)

$�50

57*
Australia, Pattern �907 steel bayonet, stamped on the ricasso 
on one side, 'X OA with broad arrow above' (Orange Feeder 
Factory for the Lithgow Small Arms Factory), on the opposite 
side is stamped, 'MA/�907/�/45/3', with wood and metal 
handle and metal and leather scabbard, this marked, 'OA' 
on the front of the chape and 'Mangrovite 44' on the back 
of the leather. Scabbard leather hard and discoloured, the 
blade with some pitting, otherwise nearly fine. 

$�50
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

58*
Australia, Pattern �907 steel bayonet, stamped on the ricasso 
on one side, 'X OA with broad arrow above' (Orange Feeder 
Factory for the Lithgow Small Arms Factory), on the opposite 
side is stamped, 'MA/�907/�/3/45', with wood and metal 
handle and metal and leather scabbard, this marked, 'OA' 
on the front of the chape and 'Mangrovite 44' on the back 
of the leather. Scabbard leather hard and discoloured, all 
metal dark toned good fine. 

$�50
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

59*
Australia, Pattern �907 bayonet, ricasso stamped 'MA 
(Lithgow Small Arms Factory)/907/43/5' on one side and 
'Broad Arrow/OA (Orange Feeder Factory for Lithgow Small 
Arms Factory)' on the opposite side, with wood and metal 
handle, the wood on one side stamped, 'SLAZ (Slazenger) 
42', the pommel stamped on one side, 'D/64662', with 
metal and leather scabbard, this stamped on the lower metal 
section, 'OA (see above)'. The blade with some toning, all 
other metal dark toned and some loss of metal on back of 
scabbard, otherwise fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

60*
Australia, Pattern �907 steel bayonet, stamped on the ricasso 
on one side, 'X OA with broad arrow above' (Orange Feeder 
Factory for the Lithgow Small Arms Factory), on the opposite 
side is stamped, 'MA/�907/�/6/45', with wood and metal 
handle and metal and leather scabbard, this marked, '?A' 
on the front of the chape and 'Mangrovite 43' on the back 
of the leather. Scabbard leather hard and discoloured and 
metal dark toned with pit marks, all other metal dark toned 
and the blade with many dark marks, otherwise good. 

$90

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

6�*
Australia, WWII, Bolo style machete stamped on the front of 
the blade, 'D (broad arrow) D/M over P/-44' (MP is maker, 
Marsden Products Pty Ltd of Sydney), with chequered 
bakelite grips on handle, at the pommel is a hole with carry 
cord attached, no scabbard. The blade blackened and with 
some surface marks from use and the grip with some surface 
loss, otherwise very good. 

$�20

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.



�0

62*
Australia, WWII, Bolo style machete, no maker's marks, 
with wooden handle with hole at end for attaching cord, no 
scabbard. With some cuts on handle, otherwise fine. 

$�20

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

63*
Australia, trench art bread knife with stainless steel saw 
edged blade by Geo. Wostenholm & Son, Sheffield, England, 
with silver plated .50 calibre shell casing for a handle and 
this marked on the end, 'R A 42' (Remington Arms �942), 
affixed at the side is a silver plated RAAF badge (KC), the 
blade is soldered to the handle by a bullet-like section; also 
another stainless steel bread knife by the same maker with the 
same markings, also with a plated shell casing handle with 
a bronze button at the end for Australian Military Forces 
(KC), the blade soldered to the handle by a bullet. The second 
knife with most of the saw edge worn down and with much 
plating missing from the handle and fitting, otherwise the 
first very fine and the second very good. (2)

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

64*
Belgium, SAFN M�949 steel bayonet, with wood and steel 
grip, one side of the pommel is stamped, 'S.A. 30' with a faint 
crown above and the opposite side is stamped, 'AL03888', 
with steel scabbard and this marked at the top, '0�9�4'. 
Nearly very fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

65*
China, People's Republic, SKS type 56 spike bayonet, with 
sliding mechanism for fitting to rifle and end bracket that 
allows it to fold in a cut-out in the rifle's forestock. Very 
fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

66*
China, 79/85 Dragunov SVD sniper rifle bayonet, (�958-
�963), sawback blade, heavy plastic scabbard, handle and 
scabbard privately etched 5�30, (33cm long). Very fine and 
rare as a sawback style. 

$�00

67*
Czechoslovakia, M�923 Mauser steel bayonet with wood 
and steel handle, steel scabbard and this marked 'E95 
(crossed swords) 50 tgf'. Some minor loss of wood on 
the handle and a few light oxidation spots on the blade, 
otherwise fine. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

68*
Czechoslovakia, VZ-24 steel bayonet with wood and steel 
handle and steel scabbard, the ricasso of bayonet marked 
273 and the frog stud on the scabbard marked, 'E3 (rampant 
lion) 46'. The blade with stain marks, otherwise fine. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

69*
Finland, M27 steel bayonet, the blade marked in the ricasso 
by maker, 'Hackman & Co', with wood and steel handle, 
the top of the pommel marked, '78', with steel scabbard. 
With oxidation on scabbard and handle area and some stain 
marks on blade, otherwise nearly fine. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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70*
France, Infantry short sword, a Gladius model �83�, 
with ribbed brass handle and guard, the guard marked, 
'S.H./IX.A38.' on one side and on the opposite side, 'S', no 
scabbard. The blade heavily pitted, the handle and guard 
good fine, overall good. 

$60

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

7�*
France, Model �874 Gras sword bayonet, the spine of the 
blade inscribed, 'Mre d'Armes de St Etienne Mars �880' (The 
Manufacture of Weapons of Saint Etienne March �880), 
serial number on guard �75�6, the same number also on 
scabbard. Some bumps to handle and pitting to guard and 
the front of the blade, otherwise fine. 

$�00

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

72*
France, Model �892 steel bayonet for Berthier carbine, 
hooked quillon, this marked on one side, 'BC94047', 
with wood and steel handle, metal plug on top of pommel 
missing, with steel scabbard in a leather holder with belt 
loop. The blade with black spotty toning and other metal 
with oxidation and the leather holder aged, otherwise very 
good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

73*
France, c�9�5, Lebel spike bayonet Model 86/93/�6, with 
brass handle and steel scabbard, the guard stamped 37338 
and the scabbard stamped with what appears to be 9348. 
Oxidation on scabbard and pitting to the handle, otherwise 
fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

74*
France, WWII period, spike bayonet in steel for MAS36 rifle, 
four grooves in blade with housing release catch. Bend in 
spike towards the tip, otherwise toned fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

75*
Germany, Imperial German Naval Cadet Model �872 dagger, 
the blade elaborately etched but most of this is worn away, 
the ricasso with maker's mark of two back-to-back squirrels 
over C.E (Carl Eickhorn), brass guard with Imperial crown 
and below this is a swivel bracket with fouled anchor, 
with brass handle but the round top piece on the pommel 
is missing, with leather and brass scabbard. The handle is 
a bit loose and there are some cuts on the front edge, the 
blade with some pitting and dark spotting areas, otherwise 
good and scarce. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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76*
Germany, WWI Mauser steel bayonet, the ricasso is stamped, 
'Simson & Co/Suhl' and on the spine are the letters RB in 
a circle, the guard is numbered 64�, with wood and steel 
handle, the scabbard is leather and brass fitted in a leather 
belt fitting, the securing fitting on the guard is stamped, 'd 
8958'. With dark toning on all metal and a few small wood 
chips on handle, otherwise nearly fine. 

$90

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

77*
Germany, steel knife bayonet M84/98 2nd Pattern for 
Mauser rifle, with wood and steel handle, the butt marked 
on one side, EX408, with steel scabbard. The scabbard with 
a few small bumps, otherwise toned good fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

78*
Germany, 98/05 Mauser butcher bayonet, ricasso with 
maker's name, Ferd. Esse Elberfeld, spine stamped, '(crown)/
W/�6/(crowned B)', with metal guard and wood and metal 
handle, the pommel missing release button and also stamped 
with crowned B, with metal scabbard. The scabbard and 
handle metal dark toned and some oxidation and the blade 
with some stain marks, otherwise very good. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

79*
Germany, WWI machine gunner's bayonet, the ricasso 
stamped with maker's mark on one side and DS on the 
opposite side, with crowned W inspection mark on the 
spine, with wood and steel handle, with metal scabbard. 
The scabbard with some bumps, the blade with some dark 
marks and spotting, otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

80*
Germany, WWII, Kriegsmarine dagger with double edged 
steel blade with etched pattern on both sides and with mark 
of Eickhorn, Solingen on the ricasso, with wire wrapped 
bone handle and guard with naval symbol on both sides, 
the pommel features an eagle with Third Reich symbol, with 
a brass patterned scabbard with two suspension rings, the 
handle wrapped with a silvered lanyard. Some wear and a 
few bumps on the scabbard, otherwise very fine. 

$750

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

8�*
Germany, WWII, Kriegsmarine dagger with double edged 
steel blade with etched pattern on both sides and with mark 
of Eickhorn, Solingen on the ricasso, with bone handle and 
guard with naval symbol on both sides, the pommel features 
an eagle with Third Reich symbol, with a brass patterned 
scabbard with two suspension rings. Small crack at top of 
bone handle and missing wire wrapping, otherwise very 
fine. 

$700

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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82*
Germany, small Kriegsmarine letter opener with denazified 
eagle pommel, cast in silvered steel with Kriegsmarine symbol 
on both sides of guard, with silvered steel wire wrapped 
handle. With loss of silvering around ricasso area, otherwise 
good fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

83*
Germany, WWII, Luftwaffe officer's silvered double edged 
steel dagger, with maker's mark of Alcoso, Solingen on the 
ricasso under the guard, the metal guard has the Luftwaffe 
eagle on one side and on the other side is inscribed, 'H.H.', 
with a wire wrapped celluloid handle and a metal pommel 
featuring the Third Reich symbol with leaves around, the 
metal scabbard has a textured finish with two suspension 
rings and fitted to these are two buckled straps connected to 
a metal bracket for fitting to a belt, wrapped on the handle 
is a silver lanyard. Good very fine. 

$400

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

84*
Germany, WWII, K98 bayonet, stamped on one side of 
ricasso by maker, '4�asw' (�94� E. & F. Horster), and on 
the opposite side, '93�/s', with bakelite and steel handle, the 
pommel marked, 'A883/A883', with metal scabbard marked 
at the top, '4�40', in a leather holster with belt loop, the 
holster marked on the back but the details indecipherable. 
Some loss of paint on the scabbard and a few oxidation 
marks on spine of handle, otherwise good very fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

85*
Great Britain, c�8�6-30, Pioneer or Baker Rifleman's steel 
short sword with saw back, spine at ricasso stamped by 
maker's, 'Osborn/& Gunby', with brass guard and brass 
handle with a beak-nose lion head pommel, variety without 
front hand guard, no scabbard. Blade with pitting and edge 
nicks as well as dark toning, otherwise very good. 

$250

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

86*
Great Britain, �853 72 socket bayonet for Martini Henry 
rifle, steel blade marked with WD and broad arrow in ricasso 
as well as 4��7, with suede leather and brass scabbard, at 
the top section of the brass is also stamped with WD and 
broad arrow and the frog stud is stamped �5�4. With some 
pitting to metal and the blade with dark spotting and toning, 
otherwise very good. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

87*
Great Britain, �855 Lancaster Sappers and Miners sword 
bayonet, with pipeback blade stamped on ricasso with crown 
over L, with brass guard and brass and chequered timber 
handle with spring at one side, the guard has number 653 
on one side, no scabbard. Pitting to blade and some edge 
nicks as well as dark toning, the handle aged and with an 
edge chip, otherwise good. 

$�00

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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88*
Great Britain, Martini Henry Pattern �876 socket bayonet, 
the ricasso marked, '(upright arrow)/WD (War Department)/
(crown)/E (Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield)/35', socket 
numbered 2237, with leather and brass scabbard, this 
numbered 2237 on the frog stud. The leather in the scabbard 
cracked with age and the bayonet with black spotting on the 
blade, otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

89*
Great Britain, Martini Henry Pattern �876 socket bayonet, 
the ricasso marked, '(upright arrow)/(crown)/45/E (Royal 
Small Arms Factory, Enfield)/97', also other markings 
including asterisk and number 2, with leather and brass 
scabbard, this marked '(broad arrow/WD/(crown)/E/7' above 
the frog stud and an upright and down pointing broad arrows 
on the leather, also '(broad arrow)/WD' on the chape. The 
leather in the scabbard aged and the brass fittings in need of 
a clean and with a few nicks, the bayonet with black spotting 
on the blade and stain marks, otherwise fine. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

90*
Great Britain, �888 Mk2 Lee-Metford rifle bayonet, the 
ricasso stamped with crown over E.R and �903 and 7 '03 
on one side and arrow over EFD over crowned 35 over E 
and an X on the opposite side, with a crown over 88 over E 
inspection mark on spine and on the opposite side the number 
�, with a wood and steel handle, the pommel stamped �45 
over ��4 on one side, with a metal and leather scabbard this 
stamped with an upright arrow on the back. Some dark tone 
marks, the leather in the scabbard aged and the metal dark 
toned, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

9�*
Great Britain, British P�888 Mk� Type 2 steel bayonet with 
maker's mark on one side of ricasso and multiple marks on 
the opposite side including Queen Victoria's mark and the 
date 6'90 (June �890), the pommel impressed with number 
448, no scabbard, on the handle is scratched the initials, D 
J. The metal with pitting and dark toning, otherwise very 
good. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

92*
Great Britain, Wilkinson bayonet with ricasso stamped with 
crown (nearly invisible) over VR and � '97 and Wilkinson 
London on one side and upright arrow above WD and below 
this is crown over 35 over W and below this is X, with wood 
and metal handle, suede and metal scabbard, this stamped on 
top, 'L3', the scabbard is fitted into a leather holder with belt 
fitting. With oxidation on metal on bayonet and scabbard 
and some dark spotting on the blade, the suede scabbard and 
leather holder well aged, otherwise very good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

93*
Great Britain, �888 Mk2 Lee-Metford rifle bayonet, the 
ricasso stamped with crown over VR and 6'99 on one side 
and arrow over EFD over crowned 5R over E and an X on 
the opposite side, with a wood and steel handle, the pommel 
stamped 3�69 on one side and an asterisk on the opposite 
side, with a metal and leather scabbard this stamped 3 203 
on top of the opening and with 98 over an asterisk on the 
back, the scabbard is fitted into a leather holder with belt 
fitting and this marked on the back, '5 M.R./���'. The blade 
with some dark toning and the scabbard and leather holder 
aged, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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94*
Great Britain, c�9th century, steel socket bayonets, the 
first with unclear marking on edge of socket, the second 
is a similar but smaller bayonet, no markings. The second 
bayonet with heavy oxidation, the first with black spotting 
and toning, otherwise poor - very good. (2)

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

95*
Great Britain, bayonet with ricasso stamped with crown 
over ER (nearly invisible) and 4 '02 on one side and on the 
opposite side, 'an upright arrow/EFD (Royal Arms Factory, 
Enfield)' and below this, 'crown/53/E' and below this is 
X, the spine also stamped, 'D/83/E', with wood and metal 
handle, leather and metal scabbard with leather holder 
with belt fitting, the back of the scabbard marked, 'upright 
arrow/EFD/crown/7/E' and below this '04', the back of the 
leather holder marked, 'A I R/426'. The metal on the handle 
with oxidation, the blade with some dark spotting and the 
leather items aged, otherwise very good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

96
Great Britain, Wilkinson bayonet with ricasso stamped with 
crown over ER and 5 '02 and Wilkinson London on one 
side and X and indistinguishable mark and an arrow, with 
wood and metal handle, the metal guard has had the barrel 
hole removed, perhaps to use as a dagger, no scabbard. With 
oxidation, pitting to blade and black spotting, otherwise 
good. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

97*
Great Britain, jack knife, Pattern 6353/�905, with single 
blade, can opener and marlin spike, this with unclear 
stampings on both sides, with bexoid handle and suspension 
loop. Opening of blade and other items extremely tight, 
otherwise fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

98*
Great Britain, �907 Pattern bayonet, with markings on 
both sides of ricasso but difficult to read, one side appears 
to be, '(crown)/GR/�907/��/??/Sanderson', the opposite 
side appears to be, '(crown)/X/3/X', with wooden and metal 
handle, the handle marked on the wooden grip, 'O', with 
leather and metal scabbard in a leather holder with belt 
fitting, the holder also marked on back but difficult to read, 
appears to be, 'KVZ/�943'. The leather very aged, the blade 
with some tone spots, otherwise very good. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

99
Great Britain, Pattern �907 steel sword bayonet, the ricasso 
marked, '(crown)/GR/�907/�� �7/Chapman', the opposite 
side with proof mark and broad arrow, with steel guard 
this marked on one side, '2/D (broad arrow) D', with wood 
and steel handle, with leather and steel scabbard, the top 
edge marked, '2nd M.D 46�83'. The blade with heavy 
oxidation and the wood in the handle damaged, otherwise 
poor - good. 

$50

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.No mail out for 
this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer to make own 
arrangements.
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�00*
Great Britain, Wilkinson bayonet with ricasso stamped 
with crown over (details not visible and �90?) and 2 '�9 
and Wilkinson on one side and upright arrow and other 
unclear details, on one side of the blade is stipple engraved 
with the name, 'Ike Jackson', with wood and metal handle, 
the wooden grip also with stamp on both sides but unclear, 
with leather and metal scabbard, this stamped on top and 
bottom section but details unclear. With dark toning on metal 
on bayonet and scabbard, the suede scabbard well aged and 
with white spotting, otherwise very good. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�0�
Great Britain, Pattern �907 bayonet for Lee Enfield rifle, 
steel blade with steel guard and wood and steel handle, 
all markings worn away, with leather and steel scabbard, 
at the top marked, 'RE', fitted into a later issued black 
and khaki holder for fitting to a belt. The blade heavily 
pitted with bumps on the spine, the scabbard with loss of 
surface covering, otherwise poor, an example of a well used 
bayonet. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�02*
Great Britain, WWII British Lee Enfield steel spike bayonet 
No.4 MkII with No.4 Mk� scabbard. Remnants of tan paint 
at top edge of scabbard and with oxidation on scabbard, 
otherwise fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�03*
Great Britain, WWII British Lee Enfield steel spike bayonet 
No.4 MkII with No.4 Mk� scabbard. Scabbard with 
remnants of tan paint, bumps and knob missing at tip, 
otherwise fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�04*
Great Britain, WWII, jungle carbine bayonet for .303 
rifle, with blued steel blade and with a black painted steel 
scabbard, the ricasso marked with a circled letter P and �94. 
The scabbard has lost much of its paint and the blade has 
retained much of its bluing, good fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�05*
Great Britain, Fairbairn Sykes British Commando dagger, 
with double edged steel blade (length �7.5cm), with a black 
cast metal handle and guard, no maker, no scabbard. Very 
fine. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�06*
Great Britain, combat survival knife with steel blade, metal 
guard and wood and brass handle, the pommel with an 
upright broad arrow above number �3, in akhaki webbed 
canvas military sheath with belt fitting, the back of the 
sheath marked, '(broad arrow) M.E.Co (Mills Equipment 
Co) �942'. Nicks on blade and spine as well as stain marks 
and dark spotting and small piece missing from tip of blade 
and some dig marks on pommel, otherwise very good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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�07*
Great Britain, Lee-Enfield No. 9 Mk. � steel bayonet, maker's 
mark, 'circled P (Royal Ordnance Factory, Poole) �949', no 
scabbard. Oxidation marks along spine, otherwise oiled 
and very fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�08*
Great Britain, Type D survival knife in steel and marked on 
one side, '�27/82�4' and below this, 'J R �980 and Broad 
Arrow' (probably Joseph Rodgers of Sheffield), with wooden 
grip and leather sheath, this with a few studs missing. The 
blade with some oxidation and pitting, otherwise very 
good. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�09*
Great Britain, paratrooper's knife/dagger with steel blade 
and folding brass handle, the locking bracket on the handle 
marked, 'No. 6'. The blade with oxidation and some dents 
to brass handle, otherwise very good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��0*
Italy, M�87� Vetterli knife bayonet with WWI Carcano 
modification, steel blade with ricasso marked, 'D/Torino', 
metal guard marked on one side, X VV6697, with wood 
and metal handle with spring at one side, with leather and 
brass scabbard. The scabbard aged and other metal with 
oxidation, all need cleaning, the blade with oxidation, 
otherwise good. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

���
Italy, WWI - WWII knife bayonet, �89� Pattern for use 
on M�89� Mannlicher-Carcano rifle, with scabbard and 
frog, stamped details on blade illegible, on crossguard is 
numbered EN58�6. Chips in timber handle and some spots 
on scabbard, the blade heavily oiled, otherwise fine. 

$�60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��2*
Japan, WWII, officer's shin gunto katana, single edge curved 
steel blade, bronze floral decorated tsuba, with decorated 
silver plated habaki, the tsuka (handle) with cut-out pattern 
leather over previous damaged cover, the button holding the 
handle to the tang could not be removed so any maker's 
details on the tang are unknown, with painted steel scabbard, 
this with regulation military bronze fittings including a 
suspension loop which has a chain hanger, metal clip and 
leather belt strap fitted. The leather strap broken, the blade 
with small edge chips and surface marks, otherwise very 
good. 

$300

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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��3*
Japan, Arisaka Type 30 rifle bayonet with hooked quillon, 
the ricasso with stamp of Toyoda Jidoshoki Seisakusho 
(Toyoda Automatic Loom Works) under Nagoya supervision, 
with wood and metal handle, the pommel stamped with a 
symbol and 22342, with a metal scabbard. All metal with 
oxidation and the blade with black toning marks, some loss 
of wood on the handle and the scabbard with pitting and 
dents, otherwise good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��4*
Japan, Arisaka Type 30 steel bayonet, the blade ricasso 
marked for Kokura (Tokyo) Arsenal, with wood and steel 
handle, on top of the pommel is stamped with a circled 
stylised P (?) and number 302�5, with steel scabbard and 
leather holder with belt loop fitting. With a few dark tone 
spots on blade and the leather holder aged, otherwise good 
fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��5*
Japan, Arisaka Paratrooper bayonet, the blade ricasso 
marked for Kokura (Tokyo) Arsenal and National Denki, 
with wood and steel handle, on top of the pommel is stamped 
with an hard to read figure, possibly 3 and the number 
�2778', inset on one side of the wooden handle is part of 
a bronze Australian Rising Sun collar badge, no scabbard. 
With oxidation and blackening, otherwise very good. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

A note with the bayonet stated that this bayonet was taken by 'Harry' 
Bennell of 2/�4 Battalion. The addition of part of the Rising Sun badge 
was added by him in �943 in central PNG and carried by him as a fighting 
knife until �945.

TX4660 Pte Melvyn Henry 'Harry' Bennell 2/�4 Aust Infy Bn.

��6*
Trench art knife, WWI, steel blade with brass guard, the 
handle is leather wrapped and the pommel is said to be a 
brass detonator cap, this with some Japanese markings. 
Pitting and black spotting to blade and several dig marks 
to pommel, otherwise very good. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��7*
Portugal, Austrian made Steyr Model �886 Kropatschek 
sword bayonet for Mannlicher rifle, spine inscribed, 'Steyr 
�886', guard marked, 'CC848', the back of the guard and 
the ricasso stamped with a symbol which is a Portuguese 
mark, with wooden and steel handle, this missing locking 
bolt at pommel, with steel scabbard and this marked at the 
top, 'JJ905', the frog stud on the scabbard marked, 'OE/WG' 
(Steyr factory mark). Short crack at top of wooden section 
on handle and most metal dark toned and blade with some 
dark marks, otherwise very good. 

$80

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��8*
Siam, M�896 steel knife bayonet for Mauser rifle, ricasso 
marked with Siamese text, with wood and steel handle and 
with steel scabbard, this marked at the top on one side, 
'E.Pack & S./�939', and on the opposite side 5474 and some 
other unclear number. Some loss of wood on handle, some 
pit marks on blade and dark marks on blade and scabbard, 
otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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��9*
Spain, plug bayonet with steel blade marked, 'FaD Toledo', 
with large steel guard and ringed steel handle, no scabbard. 
With some pitting to metal and some oxidation, otherwise 
very good. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�20*
Spain, M�94� Mauser Bolo steel bayonet, the ricasso 
marked, 'Toledo' on one side and on the opposite side, 
'6450/B', with wood and steel handle and steel scabbard, 
this marked at the top, '6450/B'. Toned and with some 
oxidation, otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�2�*
Sweden, M�896 steel knife bayonet for Mauser rifle, ricasso 
marked, 'EJ (crown over anchor) AB' on one side and on the 
opposite side, '(crown) over 390', with steel textured handle 
and with steel scabbard, this marked at the tip with a crown 
on one side and �05 on the opposite side. Some pitting to 
blade, otherwise very fine. 

$90

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�22*
Switzerland, Model �889/99 Schmidt-Rubin steel bayonet, 
the ricasso with maker's name, 'Waffenfabrik/Neuhausen', 
with steel guard, this numbered on one side, 398295, with 
wood and steel handle, with steel scabbard and part of a 
leather strap. The blade with dark spotting and toning and 
the wood on the handle with a few dig marks, otherwise 
fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�23*
USA, Remington No.5 long export bayonet, blade stamped, 
'Remington Arms Co.Ilion,N.Y.U.S.A.', with wood and 
metal handle, with metal scabbard and leather holder to fit 
belt. With graffiti scratched on both sides of the wooden grip, 
the leather belt fitting aged and with some damage, loss of 
black paint on all metal and some dark spotting and toning 
on blade, otherwise very good. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�24*
USA, WWII, Army Air Forces folding machete, known as 
the 'jungle knife', the blade marked by maker, Camillus, 
with black composite grip, the cutting edge protected by 
a removable black metal guard. With oxidation and stain 
marks, the folding mechanism very stiff, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

These machetes were packed with the B-2 and B-4 bail-out kits issued to 
Army Air Force crews operating in the Pacific Theatre of war.
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�25*
USA, Korean War era, M5A� steel bayonet, the underside 
of the cross guard marked, 'U.S. M5A�' on one side and on 
the opposite side, 'Milpar Co' (Columbus Milpar & Mfg), 
with khaki steel scabbard with integral webbing frog, the 
scabbard marked, 'U.S. M8A�/PV/H'. A few small areas of 
oxidation, otherwise very fine. 

$�30

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�26*
Sword bayonet, an �887 Pattern Martini Henry sword 
bayonet with metal guard and chequered leather grip on 
handle, no markings visible, no scabbard. Pitting and 
oxidation to all metal and some damage to leather grip, 
otherwise good. 

$60

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�27*
Short sword, �9th century French Briquet style steel short 
sword, with brass guard and brass ring grip handle, no 
markings, no scabbard. Dark spotting on blade and some 
oxidation, otherwise fine. 

$�20

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�28
Unidentified bayonet, similar to Bulgarian M�895 bayonet, 
markings on ricasso not legible, on metal scabbard is stamped 
'FG/GY', bayonet fitting on ricasso appears to have been 
removed. Blade heavily pitted and scabbard with oxidation, 
poor. 

$40

�29*
Bayonet/Knife, unidentified, with steel blade, the ricasso 
appears to have details erased, no guard and with wood and 
metal handle, it appears that some metal parts may have been 
removed from the guard and handle, in a wooden scabbard 
with leather belt fitting attached on back. Blade with heavy 
black toning, otherwise very good - fine. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�30
Australia, WWI, Light Horse horseshoe pouch in leather, 
on the back is impressed �9�4 and on the front is �4 LH 
(although the H is barely visible), also Department of 
Defence letters and arrows, under the flap is a pouch marked, 
'Hepburn & Gale/�90�', inside this is a horseshoe nail, on 
the back is an integral sword frog. Very good. 

$70

�3�*
Australia, Army Light Horse Regiment slouch hat original 
emu feather plumes, one with feathers attached to what 
looks like an animal skin base, the other fitted to a sewn 
semi-circular leather base. Fine - very fine. (2)

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�32
Australia, WWII Army uniform jacket in khaki woollen 
material with oxidised bronze buttons and Rising Sun collar 
badges, on each shoulder board are three pips for the rank 
of Captain and the Australia title bar all in oxidised bronze, 
inside is Defence arrow stamp and the label reads, 'N230/
Made in/Australia/�944/Size (faded but appears to be 75)'. 
Good very fine. 

$�50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.
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�33
Australia, WWII era Army dress uniform jacket in khaki 
woollen material with oxidised bronze buttons and Rising 
Sun collar badges, on each shoulder board are two oxidised 
bronze pips for the rank of Lieutenant, on each shoulder is 
the unit colour patch for Australian Army Ordnance Corps, 
and on one sleeve is one embroidered Overseas Service 
chevron, there is no belt but at the waist on the back area 
are two metal clips for fitting a belt, the label on the inside 
reads, 'Peape's/Sydney/Made In Australia'. Noted a few small 
moth holes, otherwise good very fine. 

$�30

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�34
WWII hats, includes Army officer's hat fitted with an 
Australian Rising Sun badge (KC); Air Force officer's hat 
with metal and embroidered badge (KC); Canada, blue cold 
weather cap marked by maker, Rayman Cap Co, Toronto, 
Canada, �942; also Germany, WWII, Army cap with 
embroidered hat badge. The first three hats with some moth 
holes, the first two and last need cleaning and the material in 
the last cap is very stiff, overall good - very fine. (4)

$�00

�35
Australia, Army Infantry officer's uniform peaked cap, with 
chin strap attached to gilt side buttons and with internal 
lining, on the underside of the cap is the maker's label, 
M.Reiner & Co Pty Ltd, with Defence upright broad arrow 
and Victoria, Australia, at the front of the cap is the anodised 
and enamel badge of The Royal Queensland Regiment (QC) 
�960-85 (Cossum 43�). With a few moth holes on the top, 
otherwise very fine. 

$50

�36
Australia, Army slouch hat with puggaree, and with chin 
strap and on the inside band is written, 'Ferg.S', fitted at 
the front is the Royal Australian Electrical & Mechanical 
Engineers, �960-85, hat badge(Cossum 459) and at the side 
is affixed The Australian Army Rising Sun hat badge (�99� 
issue), on the opposite side is an unidentified colour patch. 
Some loss of material on brim edge, otherwise very fine. 

$70

�37
Australia, assorted lanyards (6); British water canteen in 
blue metal with cork stopper and with khaki webbing wrap 
and with attachment strapping. The webbing wrap with 
some moth holes and unsecured at the top and with some 
loss of material at the top and base, otherwise good - very 
fine. (7)

$50

�38
Australia/USA, Model M� steel helmet, inside marked 84�4-
50-753-5792, with chin strap and lining, written in two 
places on the lining is the name, J.M.Ward. Very fine. 

$80

�39
Australia/USA, Vietnam era, Model M� military helmet, 
inside marked, 'Cat. No. 84�5-50-753-5792', with inner 
lining, this with some splits in the leather, at the front of 
the helmet is remnants of painted Rising Sun badge (QC). 
Very good. 

$50

�40
Australia, The Royal Australian Regiment uniform red with 
black horizontal centre stripe woven stable belt, with gilt 
buckle (QC), the belt and buckle made by Hobson & Son, 
London. Very fine. 

$80

�4�
Australia, Army Patrol Blues peak cap with The Australian 
Army Rising Sun badge (QC) in gilt at front and Australian 
Military Forces anodised silver securing buttons on neck 
strap, also Army standard peak cap with Australian Military 
Forces anodised silver securing buttons on neck strap, 
both caps are size 56 and made by Chorleys, Canberra. 
Uncirculated. (2)

$90

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�42
Australia, Army slouch hat with puggaree, and with chin 
strap this held on one side by a pin, attached at the upturned 
side is the Royal Australian Regiment hat badge (QC); 
another Army slouch hat with puggaree, and with chin strap, 
attached to the puggaree at the front is the Royal Australian 
Artillery hat badge (QC); RAN sailor's cap with tally band 
for H.M.A.S. Hobart, with chin strap, the leather band badly 
deteriorated, with Defence broad arrow and maker's label, 
Herman & Jospe, Sydney, Australia, inside written in pen is 
the name, S.Carr. The first hat with a few small moth holes, 
the second hat riddled with holes at the top and the last hat 
with foxing and considerable loss of material on leather 
internal band, otherwise poor - fine. (3)

$60

�43
Australia, Army slouch hat with puggaree, and with chin 
strap, attached at the front is the Norforce hat badge and 
at the side is affixed to the puggaree is the colour patch for 
Northern Territory Observer Unit; also officer's peaked cap, 
with chin strap but button for strap missing at one side, no 
hat badge, inside with label of Christie's , Sydney and also 
�00% Wool Made in Hong Kong. Both hats with some loss 
of material due to pest infestation, otherwise fine. (2)

$�00

�44
Australia, Army belt buckle in brass coated nickel fitted 
with Australian Commonwealth Rising Sun badge in bronze 
(KC). Fine. 

$50

�45
Australian, British and New Zealand, Navy tally bands (29), 
full and short lengths, c�950, includes H.M.S. Collingwood, 
H.M. Submarines, H.M.A.S. Arunta, H.M.A.S. Parramatta, 
H.M.A.S. Sydney, H.M.N.Z.S. Endeavour; also Merchant 
Navy, Lloyd Triestino M.S. Australia, together with a brass 
and copper powder flask, c�900. Last item missing top, 
dented with part base and sides split, good - fine. (30)

$�00

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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�46
Australia, Navy dress uniform in dark blue wool with gold 
braid on each sleeve to show the rank of Lieutenant, with 
eight gilt Navy buttons (QC), and on each shoulder is a gold 
embroidered 'Australia' patch, on the left breast are ribands 
for Vietnam Medal �964-73, Defence Force Service Medal 
and South Vietnam Campaign Medal �964-72, together with 
a pair of trousers, a brass buckled trouser belt and a black 
necktie, the label inside the jacket reads, 'Batty & McGrath/
Tailored/Sydney/Australia', also in the breast pocket is a 
spare button and spare joined riband for the first and last 
riband. Good very fine. (jacket, trousers, belt & tie)

$�50
Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�47
Navy sailors' hats, includes white hats with tally bands 
for 'H.M.A.S. Albatross'; 'H.M.A.S. Kuttabul', inside the 
second marked 'R63633 Ross W H'; also black wool hat 
with red pommel with tally band for 'Stoker SSSS-Btn SS Sea 
Sovereign Niguel'. The first two white hats with age toning 
and foxing, the last hat with a few moth holes at tally band 
tail, otherwise very good - fine. (3)

$70

R63633 William Henry Ross, sales assistant, born 02Jul�947 at Glen Innes, 
NSW; Enl.25Jul�964 at Sydney for a period of 9 years until 24Jul�973.

�48
Australia, RAN officer's white peaked cap fitted with gold 
wire bullion badge (QC), inside sticker reads, 'A.G.C.F. 
(Australian Government Clothing Factory)/�980/Size.7'; 
Australian Army Aviation Corps light blue beret with the 
unit nickel-plated badge at front, no lining, drawstring tied at 
back to adjust fitting. The first cap badge well used, otherwise 
very fine - good very fine. (2)

$70
Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�49
Australia, RAN Officer's beret badge (QC), in gilt and 
enamel, with two clip-pins on reverse; postcards, one 
featuring HMAS Sydney, three featuring SMS Emden and 
one featuring Kapitan Muller, all appear to be reproductions, 
two photos, one colour and one b&w of an unidentified 
Australian sailor; copy of the letter sent by the Captain of 
the Sydney to the Captain of the Emden on 9 November 
�9�4. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (9)

$50
�50
Australia/Great Britain, RAAF blue woollen uniform with 
embroidered Parachute Jump Instructor badge (QC) on left 
breast, Air Force black plastic buttons on shoulder flaps, 
all other buttons plain black plastic, RAF Warrant Officer's 
embroidered badge on right sleeve, left sleeve badge missing, 
below the first badge are two rows of ribands for service in 
WWII, Korea, General Service, Vietnam, and RAF LS&GC, 
on the inside of the jacket is a label that reads, 'C.G.C.F. 
(Commonwealth Government Clothing Factory)/�969/A 
(upright arrow) F/Size-p/8405.66.0�2.3769' and printed 
in ink is the name 'Holt', together with a matching pair of 
trousers, also a white mess jacket with blue RAF Warrant 
Officer shoulder boards, and an embroidered Warrant 
Officer's embroidered badge on the right sleeve as well as 
a gold bullion Parachute Jump Instructor badge (QC) on 
left lapel, jacket has �6 (6 small, 2 medium, 8 large) gilt 
Air Force buttons. The white mess jacket needs cleaning to 
remove many foxing marks, otherwise fine - good very fine. 
(2 jackets, � trousers)

$�60
Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�5�*
Australia, pre-federation dark blue uniform woollen jacket 
with red wool stand-up collar edged with gold braid, dark 
blue shoulder board straps edged with red piping and the 
front and rear lower back of the jacket also with red piping, 
the cuffs decorated with gold worsted braid, all buttons (�6 
in total) in brass for Military Forces N.S.W., written in ink 
on inside of collar is the name, 'A. Mendoza'. Noted some 
small moth holes and foxing spots on inner lining, otherwise 
very fine and scarce. 

$350

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

lot �52
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�52*
English Civil War 1642-51, Cromwellian Lobster Tail Pot 
Helmet, four articulated neck guards and nose guard with 
wing nut fitting, one ear flap with original leather straps, the 
other ear flap loose but with original leather straps although 
one is slightly damaged. With oxidation, ageing, pitting, 
some small loss of metal on underside and a few small dents, 
otherwise very good and scarce. 

$�,000

�53
Great Britain, Combat Vehicle Crewman's Helmet, by 
National Plastics, tan coloured, sticker inside with broad 
arrow states, 'Size: Large (in pencil 207�28)/Nato Stock No. 
84�5-99-652-3860/Contract No. FVE ��8/453' and below 
the broad arrow is pencilled, 'Sig', with liner and strapping. 
Much loss of paint on the outside of the helmet and the 
leather lining damaged and deteriorated, otherwise good. 

$50

�54
Great Britain, WWII, Civil Defence Mark II steel helmet, at 
the front and back in white paint is 'R.P/R.' (Repair Party/
Roads), with chin strap and lining. With oxidation and stain 
marks, otherwise very good. 

$90

�55*
Germany, M�6 steel helmet, with chin strap and padded 
white leather replacement internal lining. Considerable loss 
of paint due to oxidation, otherwise fine. 

$�50

�56
Germany, M35 steel helmet with WWII Army decal on one 
side and shield decal with colours of black, white and red on 
the opposite side, with chin strap and internal leather lining, 
under the rear skirt is impressed, details unclear but appears 
to be 'star �64/2996'. The whole surface of the helmet is 
weather affected resulting in a sandpaper-like rough finish, 
otherwise fine. 

$�50

�57*
Germany, M35 steel helmet with Luftwaffe decal on one 
side and shield decal with colours of black, white and red 
on the opposite side, the whole helmet is chicken wire 
wrapped, with chin strap and internal leather lining. Some 
loss of Luftwaffe decal and other decal stained, otherwise 
good fine. 

$500

�58*
Germany, M35 steel helmet with camouflage cover, with chin 
strap and internal leather lining. The cover faded, otherwise 
very fine. 

$250
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�59*
Germany, steel combat helmet with shield decal with colours 
of black, gold and red on one side and a skull and cross bones 
decal on the opposite side, with chin strap and with what 
appears to be new internal lining. Very fine. 

$�50

�60
Germany, Gladiator Luftschutz blue helmet as used by air 
raid crews during WWII, winged decal at front (this mostly 
worn away), with chin strap and lining, on the underside 
of the rear guard is printed in gilt, 'Hochstpreis 8.00RM/
Vertrieb genehmigt/gemab S 8 Luftschutzgesetz/Kopfweite: 
56' (Maximum price 8.00RM/Sales approved/in accordance 
with Section 8 of the Air Protection Act/Head width 56). 
With surface oxidation and some cracking to leather lining, 
otherwise very good. 

$70

�6�
Germany, navy blue peaked cap, with inner lining and 
maker's details, C A Fischer, 5800 Hagon, "Stirndruckfrei", 
affixed at the front is a cockade and below attached by wire, 
although the badge clasps are present, is a WWII era Police 
hat badge. Hat needs cleaning, otherwise very fine. 

$�50

�62
Germany, WWII, reproduction paratrooper M38 steel 
helmet, with as new leather liner and strapping, the exterior 
surface has been sprayed unevenly with white paint. Apart 
from the unexplained spray painting extremely fine. 

$50

�63
Germany, WWII, Luftwaffe Shooting Lanyard Grade I. 
Extremely fine. 

$�30

�64
Germany, Army field combat military issue webbing belt, 
the back of the buckle marked '�2 - �27 - 433�/��0 64 44'; 
Poland, Army brown leather holster for PA63 and PA64 7-
round pistol. Very fine - good very fine. (2)

$20

�65
Germany, WWII, Waffen SS officer's brocade dress belt and 
buckle. Nearly extremely fine. 

$70

�66
Germany, WWII, NSDAP armband in red and white cotton 
with die printed black insignia; Luftwaffe eagle armband 
in white cotton with die printed black eagle; Luftschutz 
Crowd Control unit dark blue cotton armband with O 
in white cotton, worn by volunteers of the National Air 
Raid Protection League; also Luftwaffe enlisted man's 
embroidered cloth breast eagle in off-white on blue-grey 
backing. The armbands are aged and dirty and need washing, 
otherwise very fine. (4)

$�30

�67
Germany, WWII, belt buckles (2), one for Army enlisted man 
and another for Luftwaffe. Both possibly reproductions, 
fine. (2)

$30

�68
Federal Republic of Germany, army jacket, shirt and tie, 
the jacket with 4th Army Corps shoulder badge; Captain's 
shoulder boards; Artillery collar badges; also German Armed 
Forces Badge for Military Proficiency; Bundeswehr Army 
Activity badge for lone fighter, hand embroidered; Practice 
badge of the Jaeger Combat Unit (Taetigkeitsabzeichen); 
Netherlands MLV (Militaire Lichamelijke Vaardigheid) 
Military Physical Proficiency badge; and a parachutist badge; 
also two ribands, one of these with German Sports Badge 
clasp. The clothing uncirculated, the badges and ribands very 
fine - uncirculated. (lot)

$50

�69
Italy, Infantry officer's hat with badge of 9th Alpine Division, 
label on inside reads, 'Unione Militare/Torino'. Wear to edges 
and a small hole at the top of hat, some gold braid loose on 
badge and some marks on visor, otherwise fine. 

$60

�70
Spain, Army steel helmet, with chin strap and lining. Surface 
oxidation and a crack in the top (approx 13cm), otherwise 
very fine. 

$50

�7�
Swiss Army buttons, by Schaener, Bern (�0), smaller (4), 
Heraldic arms (2), USA, Waterbury, Conn; Brass Bern?. Some 
with toning, very fine - extremely fine. (�8)

$30
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�72*
USSR, WWII, Soviet air force officer's summer cap (pilotka) 
and affixed at the front is an officer's cockade cap badge, 
on the inside lining of the cap is the Russian maker's name, 
sewn at one side of the cap are embroidered arm patches for 
Soviet Army Tank Corps, Soviet KGB Military Police, Soviet 
Army Air Force, on the opposite side are a range of Soviet 
hat, breast and lapel badges (total of 20). Very fine. (lot)

$�50

lot �37

�73*
USA Army Combat Field Uniform Jacket, affixed to the 
collar on one side is the eagle rank badge for Colonel, on 
the other side is the US Army eagle, on the sleeve is the arm 
patch for Military Assistance Command Vietnam, above the 
right pocket is the name, 'Millett' and something has been 
removed above this, and above the left pocket is, 'U.S.Army', 
above this is the Master Parachutist Badge and above that 
is a clip-pin riband for the Medal of Honour, all badges 
and patches are embroidered. With some small white spots 
and a few small stains and collar button missing, otherwise 
very fine. 

$250

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

Colonel Lewis Lee 'Red' Millett was awarded the Congressional Medal of 
Honour for the Korean War where he was serving as a Captain. He later 
served in the �0�st Airborne Division as an intelligence officer and then 
served in the Vietnam War as a military advisor to the Phoenix Program 
with the aim of eliminating Viet Cong sympathisers. He retired at the rank 
of Colonel in �973 and died on �4 November 2009.

Citation for Medal of Honour:- Capt. Millett, Company E, distinguished 
himself by conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity above and beyond the 
call of duty in action. While personally leading his company in an attack 
against a strongly held position he noted that the �st Platoon was pinned 
down by small-arms, automatic, and antitank fire. Capt. Millett ordered 
the 3d Platoon forward, placed himself at the head of the 2 platoons, and, 
with fixed bayonet, led the assault up the fire-swept hill. In the fierce charge 
Capt. Millett bayoneted 2 enemy soldiers and boldly continued on, throwing 
grenades, clubbing and bayoneting the enemy, while urging his men forward 
by shouting encouragement. Despite vicious opposing fire, the whirlwind 
hand-to-hand assault carried to the crest of the hill. His dauntless leadership 
and personal courage so inspired his men that they stormed into the hostile 
position and used their bayonets with such lethal effect that the enemy fled 
in wild disorder. During this fierce onslaught Capt. Millett was wounded by 
grenade fragments but refused evacuation until the objective was taken and 
firmly secured. The superb leadership, conspicuous courage, and consummate 
devotion to duty demonstrated by Capt. Millett were directly responsible for 
the successful accomplishment of a hazardous mission and reflect the highest 
credit on himself and the heroic traditions of the military service.

�74
USA, West Point cadet's parade hat in leather and felt, early 
20th century, with large brass West Point badge at front, 
Cadet U.S.M.A. button at one side but missing button on 
opposite side, also missing chin strap chain and plume at 
top front edge, inside in a diamond shape is 'The/Cadet 
Store/West Point/N.Y. 'Some loss around edges of leather, 
otherwise very good, badge toned very fine. 

$40

�75
USA, WWII, Army leather holster for Colt M�9�� pistol, 
the back with belt hooks as well as slits for a belt, US 
impressed in relief on the flap; also an unidentified truncheon 
in blackened timber (approx 4�cm long). Small split on the 
closing hole for the holster flap, otherwise very good; the 
truncheon fine. (2)

$60
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�76
Australia, woven colour patches for �9th Chief Engineer 
Works and also HQ Training Command (Army); woollen 
shoulder titles for Australia, S.A.S. and Who Dares Wins; 
shoulder boards AGC (Adjutant Generals Corps), for 
Captain (white) (2), khaki, and camouflage; SPS (Staff 
and Personnel Support), in camouflage for Captain (2) 
and Second Lieutenant (2); rank badge shoulder boards, 
Brigadier (camouflage), Colonel/Australia (khaki) (2), 
Colonel (camouflage) (2), Lieutenant Colonel/Australia 
(khaki) (2), Lieutenant Colonel (camouflage) (4), tan (2), 
Captain (camouflage) (�), �st Lieutenant (camouflage) (2), 
2nd Lieutenant (camouflage) (2, one wool and one cotton); 
Australian Navy, Able Seaman dress uniform shoulder 
boards (2), Hull Technician Sergeant dress uniform shoulder 
board; RAAF Pathfinder shoulder slide cloth badge. Very 
fine - uncirculated. (35)

$�00

�77
Australia, WWII colour patches for Corps of Signals, Army 
Service Corps, 2/8 Infantry Battalion; Great Britain, Royal 
Armoured Corps embroidered shoulder badge (QC); USA 
forces in Brisbane, Australia victory morale embroidered 
patch, WWII For Victory, Hawaii with large V, features 
3 dots and a long dash (Morse code for the letter V). The 
second and third patches with some moth damage, otherwise 
fine - very fine. (5)

$30

�78
Australia, �948-53, Army 2nd Lieutenant pair of gilt 
epaulette cords with gilt AMF button (KC) at one end and 
bi-metal pip at other end; �4 Light Horse Regiment, WWI, 
pair of colour patches (modern issue, with small split at top 
of one); embroidered shoulder titles for New South Wales 
Mounted Rifles, Melbourne Rifles, Riverina Regiment, Swan 
Regiment, Victorian Mounted Rifles. Very fine - uncirculated. 
(9)

$60

�79*
British Army gorget, in brass, with rolled edge, features an 
oval copper centrepiece bearing 3 lions. The centrepiece worn 
and scratches on reverse of gorget, otherwise fine. 

$70

�80
Assorted militaria, includes lanyards (3) and another 
ceremonial officer's lanyard with one metallic tip end; red 
and white cloth pennant; cloth Piper's badge; two sets of 
shoulder boards and a lanyard, all unused in reddish brown; 
two pairs of Major-General's gorgets with embroidered gold 
braid oak leaves, one full-size pair and one small size pair; 
Indian Medical Service Lt-Colonel's dress shoulder board; 
RAAF large black bakelite button (KC); The King's School 
Cadet Unit hat badge; Army one metal star ( Brigadier-
General) affixed on a red metal plate for fitting above car's 
number plate to indicate rank of occupant; British Royal 
Scots Greys hat badge; also part of an Army �.5 inch wide 
web belt; and a what appears to be a vintage auger hand 
drill or a tool for clearing barrel of a vintage gun; also a 
miniature spear-like prong in screw-top timber cylinder; 
framed (approx 20.3x�7cm) and illustrated battle honours, 
features a Rising Sun badge above a �9 Infy Bn colour 
patch, above the badge are 3 allied flags, all within a wreath 
which shows all the battle honours, with other illustrations 
including Australia's coat-of-arms and a kangaroo, the frame 
has no glass and the illustrated silk-likematerial has many 
marks. Good - uncirculated. (24)

$�20

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.
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�8�
British New Guinea, Armed Constabulary, binoculars 
in brass, on the side of one glass lens is the name, 
'W.D.H.Palmer', and on the side of the other lens is the 
name, 'New Guinea'. Fine. 

$80

On �6 February �893 W.D.H.Palmer took up duties as the Commandant 
of the British New Guinea Armed Constabulary, a para-military group 
comprising men from New Guinea, Papua and the Solomon Islands. 
Unfortunately he only lasted one year before ill health forced him to leave 
the country.

�82*
Australia, WWI Army issue military compass in brass, reverse 
impressed, 'broad arrow/S. Mordan & Co/6422�/�9�7', in 
leather case with leather shoulder strap, the case impressed 
by maker, 'Hathaway Son & Co/Walsall/�9�6', and also 
with the name, 'Capt/E. C/Derrington'. The leather case with 
some stitching broken and with a break in leather strap, all 
repairable, the compass age toned, otherwise fine. 

$�50

Edwin Cooper Derrington, insurance agent, age 2�, born at Payneham, Sth 
Aust; Applied for Commission �9Aug�9�4 in Aust Expeditionary Force, 
with previous service in Light Horse at school, 2 years in Light Horse 24 
Regt, 2nd Lieut 8 Light Horse Brigade Staff; Emb.22Oct�9�4 with 3LHR; 
to Lieut 0�Feb�9�5; to Gallipoli 09May�9�5; to France 29Dec�9�5; to 
Captain �5Apr�9�6; WIA 04-06Aug�9�6 GSW legs, Romani; rejoined 
unit �0Sep�9�6; to be OC C Sqdn in Cadre of �LHR 20Sep�9�6; to School 
of Instruction, Zeitoun 3�Dec�9�6; TOS 3LHR 25Feb�9�7; to Major 
�2Jul�9�7; wounded accidentally �3Sep�9�7 slightly and remained on 
duty; Topographical Course, Zeitoun �5Sep�9�7; WIA 22Dec�9�7, GSW 
face, Palestine; to London for leave 07May�9�9; RTA �5Nov�9�9; Appt 
terminated 0�Feb�920.

�83
WWI, an English RAF pilot's wrist compass Pattern 26� 
No ���6B/57, with rotating black metal direction plate and 
leather wrist strap, the compass in blackened brass; another 
compass made in England for Herga & Co, Brisbane, with 
rotating metal direction plate in liquid, hinged range finder, 
removable metal cover and suspension ring, with the letters 
EMS scratched on back. Good; fine. (2)

$60

�84*
British Army, WWI, 'gas alarm rattle', a wooden ratchet for 
making noise when a gas attack was made so that nearby 
soldiers would know to put on protective equipment. Very 
fine and working. 

$�00

�85
Germany, WWI, small metal holder for small playing 
cards, on one side is engraved with floral decoration and 
'Weltkrieg/�9�4-�8', on the opposite side is also engraved 
with floral decoration and the name, 'S. Popp', also with 
some graffiti on the narrow section, looks like 'M O m'. 
Fine. 

$40

Weltkrieg translates as World War.

�86
Collection of military signal torches, two Australian issues 
marked on the reverse belt bracket, 'D broadarrow D/
LAMPS, Electric/No �/Kempthorne.Aust./�943'; a British 
one marked on reverse, 'D.B. Ltd/LE No 4'; a German 
one marked on the front, 'Hassia'; another unidentified, 
unmarked and in bright brass, possibly a trench torch; 
another from USA, a belt fitting tubular torch with lamp at 
90 degrees, marked on both sides, 'TL-�22-A' and on the 
base, 'Refill With No.55/USA Lite/Lok-Top Batteries/USA 
Lite/Made in U.S.A./U.S.Electric/Mfg. Corp. ' Most heavily 
toned and in need of restoration, good - fine. (6)

$70

�87
Great Britain, military signalling torch, in brass (length 
approx 25cm), by Shimwell, Alexander & Co, London, on 
the base stand is marked, 'Pro Pat/No 28083', at back is 
marked, 'A.P/�600�A/broadarrow'. No bulb or batteries 
so working order unknown, signalling mechanism seems to 
work, a few small bumps, otherwise fine. 

$30
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�88*
Great Britain, Range Finder No.�2 MkVII, Type F.T.37, 
Base 80cms, No. (impressed) 79� and also impressed with 
Defence upright arrow, complete with folding handles and 
also with folding metal tripod marked, 'Stand No � & 2 Infty. 
R.F./Mark II/Houghton Butcher Mfg. Co Ltd/�9�6/�029� 
and upright Defence arrow'. The rubber at each end is 
deteriorated with age and there are a few small spots of 
oxidation, otherwise very fine. 

$500

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

�89
Military rifle bore mirror, in a brass cylinder with Defence 
arrow markings, with short brass chain attached to cylinder; 
another unidentified item possibly related to rifle bore; 
metal gunpowder pot (4 different types); bullet made into 
a spaceship; also a long brass tube waterproof match stick 
holder, on the base is marked, 'Marble's/Gladstone/Mich. 
U.S.A.'Pat'd. �900' on the other end is scratched, 'R6E'. 
Fine - very fine. (8)

$60

�90
Militaria, a small collection of cartridge reloading and other 
gun tools, one reloader marked for J.C.Cocker, Patent 5535, 
noted a gun barrel bore measuring gauge by K.Steggles, 
England, also a small weighing machine 0 to �2 drachms, 
missing a few pieces. Good - very fine. (7)

$�80

�9�*
Sniper Glass, a long range telescope in a khaki painted metal 
casing (approx length 29cm), with an angled viewing lens. 
Much of the paint missing, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

�92
Australia, Army Pattern 37 mess tins (2), the bottom 
with broad arrow and numbered '7350-66-0�4-5895/
AECO/7/�969', both with folding handles and also a fitted 
knife, fork and spoon , with broad arrow and 'Grosvenor 
69�'. Fine. (5)

$�00

�93
Australia, WWII, Ear Drum Protectors (Aust.) MK.�, 
Medium, in tin marked Ident. No. L23/5�55, contents appear 
to be intact; Emergency Ration tin, Made in Australia, with 
Defence broad arrow, tin empty; Australian Red Cross 
Society tin of Talcum Powder appears to be nearly full; 
fitted knife, fork and spoon set from a soldier's kit; spoon 
by Allbrite Stainless Steel, with Rising Sun badge impressed 
onto the end of the handle. Good - fine. (7)

$80

�94*
Australia, WWII, hand cranked Hurricane Air Raid Siren 
Model HS�, Made in Australia, manufactured by R.V.B. 
Engineering Products Pty Ltd, made in metal, coloured khaki, 
and with a khaki wooden handle, when the metal crank 
handle is turned it makes a very loud klaxon sound. With 
some chips to the paintwork, otherwise good very fine. 

$250

�95
WWII, military chain-link, folding hand saw, with removable, 
fitted timber handles and tools, all in leather carry pouch to 
fit on belt, on one of the belt fittings is impressed, 'P.I./�943' 
and below this is the Defence upright broad arrow besides 
number 33. Leather case stiff, saw oiled and appears to be 
unused, very good - good very fine. 

$70

lot �96
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�96*
WWII, fold-out pocket telescope in brass, one side marked 
by maker, 'C S A/London', the other side with a Defence 
Department broad arrow above 43, in leather purse. Very 
fine. 

$�00

�97
Germany, WWII, Austrian made razor sharpening tool by 
Siemens, in hinged-lid bakelite case (approx 60x35x28mm), 
together with instruction sheet written in German. Very 
fine. 

$40

To operate the blade was placed in the device, then the box was closed and 
the cord was pulled backward and forward to sharpen the blade.

�98
Germany, WWII, civilian gas mask with screwed-on 
breathing filter made of aluminium, this marked RL�. 38/4 
also 5/�25 and with black painted numbers 74� and 3425, 
the mask rubber is marked 0435�2/K02765. The mask with 
three rubber splits, otherwise very good. 

$50

�99
Germany, WWII, rifle cleaning kit, comprises a light steel 
can, similar to a drink flask, with hinged lid top and 
bottom, inside is a chain pull-through, one large bore brush 
and another smaller brush, and an oiler, on the top lid is 
impressed Mundloss �936. The can and some other metal 
with oxidation, otherwise very good - very fine. 

$50

200
USA, Military medium 65 MSA 2E8 black rubber gas mask, 
numbered 2034-63-2054, and on the adjustable head strap 
C8RI DA-�8 035-AMC-455 (A) ECP. Needs cleaning, 
otherwise fine. 

$70

20�
Great Britain, WWII, wireless remote morse key, housed 
in a metal junction box with slots for attachment of Phone 
(headphones) and Mic. (microphone), titled on top, 'Unit 
Operator NO� MK2/YA 84�4', for use with vehicle mounted 
radios or portable backpack radio. Fine. 

$50

202
Clipsal Morse Telegraph Key, Cat No. 6�0, 2 terminal key 
with provision for third, in metal and black plastic; also 
compass in black metal and plastic, rotating direction plate, 
with hinged range finder and locking cover, across the top 
are the figures 0, �000, 2000 and 3000 and below this is 
�:25000 Meters. Fine. (2)

$60

203
World, includes an unidentified large, heavy, timber baton 
with patterned handle; also Japan, what appears to be a 
timber straight scabbard with coiled wire binding and a 
carry cord, also some Japanese text near the base. Fine 
- good fine. (2)

$50

204
Australia, Royal Australian Air Force brass plate (approx 
�4.8cm), in the centre is a cast disc with the RAAF badge 
(QC), around this is a plain surface and then a patterned 
raised edge, on the plain reverse is impressed, 'KOREA' and 
it appears to have had a loop for wall hanging. Very fine. 

$20

Probably a souvenir from service in the Korean War.

205*
USA, large cast brass plaque (approx 24.5x3�cm), features a 
US Navy eagle with a star at each side and top and bottom, 
at the sides are US Navy design anchors and below on two 
timber panels are a kangaroo facing right and an American 
eagle facing left, below this is a raised brass panel featuring a 
brass plaque (uninscribed) suspended at each side by anchor 
chains, the whole of the large plaque is fitted to a timber 
shield (approx 29.3x35.7cm; tot wt of plaque and shield 
5.�4kg), with keyhole fitting on reverse for wall hanging. 
Very fine. 

$�00

Probably connected to the USS Canberra, an American cruiser launched and 
commissioned in �943 and named in honour of HMAS Canberra which was 
lost during the Battle of Savo Island. She served in World War II and was 
awarded seven battle stars for her wartime service. She was decommissioned 
in �947 and recommissioned in �956. Her badge features a kangaroo.
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206
Bugle, in brass with silvered mouthpiece marked 'Pott. 
(Potters)/Aldershot', with coloured rope lanyard with tassel 
at each end, most likely Boer War period. With paint stains, 
toning and digs around mouthpiece, otherwise fine. 

$�00

207
Australia, WWI, bugle in copper and brass, fitted with corded 
suspension lanyard. With many bumps and dents from action 
in the field, otherwise good. 

$�00

208
Bugle, in nickel silver, upright Defence Broad Arrow over 
T.D.C. and below this is the maker's name and year of 
manufacture, 'Thos Dawkins & Co/205-207 City Rd/
London/�9�6/3', the mouthpiece is marked on the side of 
the bowl with the letter C and the stem is marked B&H. 
With dark toning on most of the surface except the top of 
the horn, otherwise fine. 

$�00

209
Canada, vintage bugle in copper and brass with badge of 
Ontario Regiment soldered to the top of the horn section, 
the original mouthpiece replaced with a silver plated brass 
type marked, 'Yamaha Japan ��'. A few dents as usual, 
otherwise fine. 

$�00

2�0
Australia, WWI King's Silver War Badge, reverse numbered 
A2992�; Returned from Active Service badge (AIF), reverse 
numbered �623��; Returned Sailors & Soldiers Imperial 
League Australia badge (large 2-figure type), by Swift Ltd, 
two lugs on back (one lug missing), reverse numbered A609. 
First two badges toned, otherwise very fine. (3)

$�50

First badge A2992� issued to Corporal George Hume and other badges 
from same source.

69�4 George Hume, gardener, age 43, born at Roxborough, Scotland; 
Enl.�2Feb�9�5 at Liverpool, Sydney, NSW and to Liverpool Army Camp; 
to L/Cpl �0Jul�9�7; Emb.�6Jul�9�7 with 20Rfts 20Bn; to Cpl 0�Aug�9�7; 
reverts to rank of Pte 23Jan�9�8; to France 24Jan�9�8; ops in Flanders, 
Villers Bretonneux and Hindenburg Line; RTA 04Jan�9�9; Disch.25Feb�9�9 
Medically Unfit due to age and rheumatism.

With research by Mostly Unsung.

2��
Australia, WWI, Volunteer for Active Service Medically Unfit 
badge, number �8372 on reverse; Nearest Female Relative's 
badge (AIF), by Stokes & Sons, Melb, reverse numbered 
�70390; Returned from Active Service (AIF) badge, by Stokes 
& Sons, Melb, number C9880 on reverse; Returned Sailors 
& Soldiers Imperial League badge (KC) large 2-figure type, 
by Prouds Ltd, reverse numbered P663�; War Widows' Guild 
pin-back lapel badge, in sterling silver, by Pyramid, reverse 
numbered W2939. All lugs and pins intact, very fine - good 
very fine. (5)

$�30

2�2
Australia, WWI, Volunteered for Active Service, Medically 
Unfit badge, in silvered brass, lug back, reverse numbered 
55644; another with reverse numbered 84674. Some silvering 
worn off, otherwise fine. (2)

$60

2�3*
Australia, WWI, Merchant Service War Badge, in gilt bronze, 
by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, 2 lugs on back, reverse 
numbered �29. Good fine. 

$200

part

2�4*
Australia, WWI, Merchant Service War Badge, in gilt bronze, 
by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, double lug back, reverse 
numbered 2597; WWII, Merchant Navy lapel badge, in 
white metal, �940 issue, by Wallace Bishop, Brisbane, 
double lug back, reverse numbered 2577. Very fine, the first 
scarce. (2)

$350

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.
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2�5
Mothers' and Widows' ribbon WWI, one star, numbered 
8469 on back of brooch bar. Edges frayed, otherwise very 
fine. 

$�50

2�6
Mother's and Widow's Ribbon (AIF), with one star, number 
�4840 on reverse of suspension bar. Metal toned, otherwise 
extremely fine. 

$�50

2�7
Mother's and Widow's Ribbon (AIF), one star, numbered 
33458 on reverse of suspension bar. Toned, fine. 

$�40

2�8*
Australia, WWI, Volunteered For Active Service, Retained 
For Home Service badge, Issued By The Navy Department, 
in gilt bronze (29.5mm), by Stokes & Sons, Melb, 2 lugs 
on back, reverse numbered 5��. Very fine and very scarce 
Navy issue. 

$200

2�9*
WWI, Munitions Worker badge in bronze (54x43mm), by 
Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, 2 lugs on back, number 43�4 
impressed on reverse. Toned nearly uncirculated. 

$300

220*
Australia, WWI, Soldiers Church Of England Help Society, 
badge in sterling silver and enamel (26mm), pin-back, 
securing lug resoldered. Good very fine. 

$50

22�*
Australia, WWI, League Of Soldiers Friends, Take Care Of 
Him, badge in gilt and enamel (25.5mm), by Stokes & Sons, 
Melb., pin-back. Good very fine. 

$50
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222*
Australia, WWI, Anzac A brass badge (�8mm), with two 
lugs. Very fine. 

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

223*
Australia, WWI, Anzac A brass badge (�7mm), with two 
lugs. Very fine. 

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

224*
Australia, WWI, War Chest Day, badge in voided gold and 
enamel (9ct; tot wt 2.79g; 24mm), by Angus & Coote Ld, 
Sydney, pin-back. Toned very fine. 

$�00

225
Australia, WWII, Female Relative badge, by G & E Rodd, 
�940, pin back with safety chain, reverse numbered A45986, 
with bar and four stars; The Australian Legion of Ex-Service 
Clubs, member badge (KC), in gilt, bronze and enamel, by 
Angus & Coote, screw-back (scarce circular type). The first 
with much surface spotting, otherwise very fine. (2)

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

226*
Australia, Female Relative badge WWII, by Amor, Sydney, 
numbered on reverse A287620, with four stars. Good very 
fine and scarce with four stars. 

$�50

227*
Australia, WWII Female Relative badge, with two stars, by 
G & E Rodd, �943, pin-back, reverse numbered AF�8048. 
Toned nearly extremely fine. 

$�00

228
Australia, AIF WWI Female Relatives badge in silver and 
enamel, reverse numbered ��4354; also a variety of lapel 
badges, mostly in gilt and enamel, includes several for RAAF, 
noted RAAF Wagga Golf Club (2), also RAAF Wagga A�2 
badge, �� Squadron, 486 Squadron and others, also cufflinks 
for RAAF, and another cased pair for RAAF �92� - �98�; 
Returned Services League Australia badge, reverse numbered 
A742�6; War Widow's Guild lapel badge numbered M.7640; 
Brisbane Water (NSW) Widows Club lapel badge; Widows 
Group Bundaberg Legacy brooch bar; Legacy Widows 
Club B.W. (N.S.W) name badge for Marion Massicks and 
another name badge for same person. Fine - extremely fine. 
(�5 + 2 pairs)

$70

229
Australia, Nearest Female Relatives' badge (WWI), reverse 
numbered 33��8, by Wm McLean & Co, Melb., pin-back; 
another identical badge, reverse numbered �9440, pin-back 
but securing clip missing; WWI Returned from Active Service 
(A.I.F.), reverse numbered �09824, by Austral Engv C, with 
two lugs; another, reverse numbered �558�5, no maker, 
lugs removed and pin-back fitted; also USA, Grand Army 
of the Republic, Woman's Relief Corps badge, �883, with 
red, white and blue ribbon attached by pin-back suspender 
bar with initials FCL (Fraternity, Charity, Loyalty). Fine 
- very fine. (5)

$�50

230
Australia, WWI Nearest Female Relative's badge (AIF), in 
silver and enamel by Stokes & Sons, Melb, pin-back with 
safety chain, reverse numbered �78780, with two bars, 
numbered 57286 and 57287; brass bar from The Wounded 
Stripe; General Service Badge, by Amor, Sydney, �948, double 
lug back, reverse numbered AF627�; brass tag (30mm), holed 
at top, impressed number on one side 66759. The last two 
items with some oxidation, otherwise fine - very fine. (4)

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

The brass tag possibly belonged to WWI 66759 Pte Percival Eric Miller or 
WWII 66759 LAC Allen Wilfred Kneale.
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23�*
Australia, WWI Nearest Female Relative's badge (RAN), 
by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, pin-back, reverse numbered 
�967. Very fine and scarce. 

$250

232*
Australia, WWI Returned From Active Service badge (AIF), 
by Amor, Sydney, two lugs on back, reverse with very low 
number 32. Very fine and very scarce with such a low 
number. 

$�00

233*
Australia, WWI Returned from Active Service (RAN) badge, 
in brass (28x39mm), two lugs on back, reverse numbered 
924. Some spotting, otherwise good very fine and very 
scarce. 

$200

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

234*
WWI Returned from Active Service (RAN) badge, in brass 
(28x38mm), two lugs on back, reverse numbered 94�. Very 
worn but also very scarce. 

$�40

235*
Australia, WWI Returned From Active Service badge (RAN), 
by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, with two lugs, reverse 
numbered 2330. Small edge nick, otherwise fine. 

$�50

236
Australia, WWI Returned From Active Service badge (RAN), 
maker's name nearly worn smooth but by Stokes & Sons, 
Melbourne, lugs removed from back and slide bar fitted, 
reverse numbered 47�5. Cleaned, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

237
Australia, slouch hat pendant with brimmed upturned at 
one side and with depiction of a Rising Sun badge on the 
upturned brim, all in brass (29x37mm), with loop on reverse 
for suspension. Discolouration on brim, needs a good polish, 
otherwise good fine. 

$50

lot 328
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238*
Australia, possibly WWI, unofficial Rising Sun badge with 
bust of digger in slouch hat facing left, scrolls at base blank 
possibly for inserting name of soldier and used as name badge 
at a function, in bronze (42x28mm), with fold-over prong at 
top for clipping to breast pocket. Toned extremely fine. 

$50

239
Australia, Volunteer Air Observers Corps, Chief Observer 
badge, by Stokes, numbered on reverse 54�; another 
Observer badge, by Stokes, numbered on reverse �2�09. 
The first scarce but with enamel chips and oxidation on the 
reverse and missing pin-back, otherwise fine, the second 
nearly extremely fine. (2)

$�50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

240*
Australia, WWII Mother's and Widow's badge, with one 
star, by Angus & Coote, �942, pin-back with safety chain, 
reverse numbered A5499; War Widows' Guild lapel badge, 
by Pyramid, pin-back, reverse numbered W8478. Very fine; 
good very fine. (2)

$�50

24�*
Australia, WWII, Mother's and Widow's badge, by Angus & 
Coote, �942, pin-back, reverse numbered A5566, bar with 
one star. Good very fine. 

$300

Mother's and Widow's badge number A5566 awarded to Mrs Phylis Enid 
Wiblen, widow of Pte N.W.Wiblen. Neville Ware Wiblen, labourer, born 
�4Jan�9�7 at Mororo, NSW; Enl.2�Nov�94� at Maclean, NSW and to 
36Bn; Emb.03Jun�942 to Port Moresby, NG; ops on Kokoda Track as 
Tommy Gunner; missing and later confirmed as KIA 2�Dec�942 during the 
the Australian attacks on Gona.

With research by Mostly Unsung (note a typing error showing badge number 
5556 instead of 5566).

242*
Mother's and Widow's Badge, by Angus & Coote, �942, 
numbered A�0246, with one star. Toned extremely fine. 

$�50

Information ex NAA Book ��, p69/72 - Badge issued on 4 February �944 to 
Mrs Doreen Duncombe at Marrickville, Sydney, NSW, widow of NX87285 
Pte Colin Duncombe.

Colin Duncombe, salesman, age 27, born at Newtown, Sydney, NSW; 
Enl.03Feb�942 at Paddington, Sydney, NSW, in � Training Battalion; 
Died accidentally while swimming in the Hunter River at Maitland, NSW 
�6Jan�944; Buried at East Maitland War Cemetery.

243
War Widows' Guild, badge in silver (32mm), unnumbered, 
by Pinches, London, pin-back, in original box. Very fine. 

$50

244*
Queensland Civil Defence badge, WWII, for Decontamination, 
in gilt and enamel, by Handford, pin-back, reverse numbered 
978. Extremely fine. 

$50

245
Australia, Incapacitated & Wounded Sailors & Soldiers Assn. 
of Q(ueensland), lapel badge in gilt and enamel (KC), by 
Bishop, Brisbane, double lug back, reverse numbered �063; 
RSL Younger Set, lapel badge in gilt and enamel (KC), by 
Amor, Sydney, pin-back; USA, WWII, Army Warrant Officer 
cap badge in gilt, by Wallace Bishop, Brisbane, pin-back. The 
first with toned reverse, otherwise good very fine; the second 
extremely fine; the last fine. (3)

$80

246
Incapacitated Sailors' Soldiers' & Airmens' Assn of Q'Land, 
member's lapel badge in gilt and enamel, 72 overlay on 
King's crown, by A.J.Parkes, Brisbane, pin-back, reverse 
numbered 30�5; Queensland Diggers Association, member's 
lapel badge (KC), in bronze and enamel, by Myers & Co, 
double lug back; Tramways & Omnibus S.S. & A. (Sailors' 
Soldiers' and Airmen's) Assn, member's lapel badge (KC) 
missing year overlay, in gilt and enamel, by Angus & Coote, 
double lug back. Very fine - extremely fine. (3)

$�30
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247*
Royal Australian Navy, Reserves badge (KC) in gilt and 
enamel (2�x28mm) by K. & D. Bertram Bros, Melbourne, 
impressed number on reverse '5542'. Good very fine. 

$70

248
Returned Service League Australia, Life Member badge (QC), 
in gold and enamel (9ct; 4.8�g), with double lug back, fitted 
onto the lugs is a brass and enamel 'Life Member' plate by 
Amor, Sydney, the reverse numbered, N2�97 and inscribed, 
'W.E.Tetlow/28.5.67'. Extremely fine. 

$�50

NX9855 William Eric Tetlow, fruiterer, age 2�, born at Sydney, NSW; 
Enl.05Jan�940 at Victoria Barracks, Paddington, Sydney, NSW; 
Emb.09Jan�940 to Middle East; Emb.�4Mar�94� from Middle East 
to Greece; to 2AGH 3�May�94� with dermatitis; RTA 08Feb�942; 
Disch.06Apr�942 Medically Unfit as Private ex 2/2 Bn.

249*
Returned Soldiers Assn Q(ueensland), Est.�9�6, lapel badge 
(KC), in silver and enamel (�9x33mm), by P.J.King, Melb, 
button back, reverse numbered 779. Very fine. 

$200

250*
RSA (Returned Soldiers' Association) New South Wales, 
badge (KC), in voided gilt (26x37mm), two lugs on back, 
reverse numbered 5952. Good very fine. 

$60

25�*
N.S.W Railway & Tramway Ex-Services Assoc., lapel badge 
in silvered and enamel (KC) (�9x25.5mm), by Angus & 
Coote, Jewellers, double lug back. Good very fine. 

$50

252*
47 Bn Australian Imperial Force, lapel badge in voided gilt 
and enamel (27x28mm), no maker, pin-back. Good very 
fine. 

$50

253
Australia, National Emergency Services New South Wales, 
Warden badge (KC), by Angus & Coote, pin-back; N.E.S. 
armband; also Identity Card for Miss Marie Gelling as 
666666 Auxiliary Ambulance Driver for Manly area, signed 
by Chief Warden of area of Manly; Certificate No.5565 
(27x22.8cm), issued at Sydney, �st September �939 certifying 
that Elizabeth Booth passed the requisite examination in 
First-Aid and Air Raid Precautions. Fine - very fine. (4)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

Marie Gelling of Manly was an accomplished skier and racer. In �949 she 
was elected to the committee of the Kosciusko Alpine Club, the first woman 
ever to hold office in the club since it was formed 40 years earlier.

254
Australia, WWII, Victoria, ARP (Air Raid Precautions), 
AC944 Warden badge, also Auxiliary Ambulance badge, 
and AP808 badge, all in silvered and enamel and issued by 
State Emergency Council, made by Bentley, the first two 
with 2 lugs on the back but the second badge missing one 
lug, the third with pin-back, the second with number 687 
on reverse. Fine - very fine. (3)

$50

255
Australia, ARP (Air Raid Precautions) Victoria, badge (KC) 
for Auxiliary Ambulance, in silvered and enamel, lug back, 
reverse numbered �329. Good very fine. 

$40
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256
Australia, Army Individual Readiness Notification (AIRN) 
badge (silver grade); Women's Royal Australian Army 
Corps hat badge in gilt (QC); Royal Australian Artillery hat 
badge and also collar badge, both in gilt; lapel badges for 
air force, includes two enamelled and gilt kangaroo badges 
and another air force roundel as well as two air force eagle 
badges and Royal Flying Doctor Service badge; Rats of 
Tobruk Association key ring for �966 25th Anniversary Siege 
of Tobruk �94�; Victory �9�9 medalets with ribbons as given 
to Australian school children (3), two by Amor Ltd and one 
by S&S (Stokes & Sons). Very fine - extremely fine. (�4)

$40

257
Australia, a variety of lapel badges, several Legacy pins, 
noted a few unit colour patch issues (5), also Returned Sailors 
& Soldiers Imperial League Australia badge (small 2-figure 
type), War Widow's Guild lapel badge, Royal Australian 
Navy 75th Anniversary �9��-�986 medal (32mm); also 2nd 
CC.NN.Division Italian Blackshirts militia arm shield in gilt 
and enamel. Mostly fine - uncirculated. (33)

$�00

258
Australia, a collection of war related tinnies and some 
other issues, noted Australian Air League, For Our Fighting 
Men War Chest, War Victims Relief Day, Reinforcement's 
Day Tasmania �9�7, North Sydney Carnival Hospitals & 
Charities Gala Day R.S.A, Win The War League I Serve, 
also Help! Miners Lockout �929-�930, and others. Mostly 
fine - very fine. (30)

$50

259
Australia, a collection of mostly commemorative war tinnies 
and a few other types, noted several Jack's Day types, Navy 
Day �9�8, Official Peace Button, and various others. Mostly 
fine - very fine. (2�)

$40

260
Australia, a collection of war related tinnies and a few other 
types, several Comforts Fund issues and Hospital issues, 
noted Australian Comforts Fund February �9�8, War Chest 
Day Scholar's Button, Hospital Day �9�8, Nurses Day �9�6, 
Hospital Saturday Fund Jubilee Appeal, and many others. 
Mostly very good - very fine. (20)

$40

26�*
Australia, RPF (Rockhampton Patriotic Fund), badge (KC) 
in silvered and enamel (�8.5x25mm), pin-back, reverse 
inscribed with number 248. Good very fine. 

$50

262*
Drysdale Returned Soldiers, AIF, fob in gold and enamel 
(�5ct; 5.3g; 34mm) with loop mount, by P.J.King Melb, 
inscribed on reverse 'Private A.H.Niblett 2�st Battn �9�5-
�6. Extremely fine. 

$400

Alfred Henry Niblett, labourer, age 24 yrs, born Drysdale, Vic; Enl.28Apr�9�5 
at Drysdale; RTA �8Jul�9�6.

263*
Australia, Masonic jewel for Mark Lodge No.�22, in gilt 
and enamel with Remembrance suspender and armed forces 
wreath emblem affixed to ribbon, stick-pin suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/Wor.Bro. E.R.Given/by the/
Members as a/Token of Esteem./20.7.64'. Toned very fine. 

$50

Possibly Ernest Roy Given who served in the RAN in World War �.
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264*
Masonic Lodge Claymore, 30 Bn New South Wales Scottish 
Regiment, Past Master jewel in gold with small silver 
crown on badge (9ct; tot wt �6.�9g), voided oval shape 
with 30th Battalion badge on obverse and with Masonic 
emblems at top, ring top suspension, with gold oval disc 
inscribed 'H.E.C.G' affixed to ribbon and with 9ct gold pin-
back suspender, reverse inscribed, 'Presented To/Wor.Bro.
H.E.C.Giedsted/Sixteenth Master/Of LodgeClaymore/No 
892/U.G.L of N.S.W./By The Bretheren/To/Commemorate 
His Year/Of Office As Master/Oct.�970 To Sept �97�'. 
Extremely fine. 

$450

265*
2nd King Edward VII's Own Gurkha Rifles, (Sirmoor Rifles), 
sweetheart brooch (27x3�mm), in silver and enamel with 
diamond-like jewels in crown, pin-back, features crown 
above ERI cipher of King Edward VII set above crossed 
kukris with black enamelled handles, inset at the end of 
each handle is a small diamond, in plush case by Hamilton 
& Co Ltd, Jewellers and Silversmiths, Calcutta, Delhi, & 
Simla. Extremely fine. 

$500

266*
Australia, sweetheart brooch in gold (�.85g), features a small 
cut-out circular Rising Sun badge (�5x�3mm) attached to 
a pin-back bar (39mm long) and with a safety chain. Good 
very fine. 

$�20

267*
Australia, WWI Infantry, A.I.E.F. (Australian Imperial 
Expeditionary Force), sweetheart badge in voided sterling 
silver (29x37mm), with pin-back (pin missing). Very fine. 

$�00

268*
Australia, WWI sweetheart brooch in gilt (34x2�mm), 
features a small Rising Sun badge with �9�5 in the sun rays 
at the top and the badge is above the voided word, 'ANZAC', 
pin-back. Some toning, otherwise extremely fine. 

$50

269*
Australia, WWI sweetheart brooch in voided gilt (32x33mm), 
features a small Rising Sun badge above a left facing emu 
within a fern leaf wreath and with king's crown above and 
below is a scroll with maple leaf at each end, the scroll bears 
the word, 'ANZAC', pin-back. Good fine. 

$50

270*
Australia, WWI sweetheart brooch in voided gilt and enamel 
(27x32mm), features a small Rising Sun badge above a left 
facing emu within a fern leaf wreath and with king's crown 
above and a scroll below, 'ANZAC', pin-back. Good very 
fine. 

$50
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27�
Australia, sweetheart badge featuring an image of a Rising 
Sun badge in gilt, blue and red enamel sealed under resin, 
oval in shape (46x34mm), with pin-back. Good very fine. 

$50

part

272*
Australia, sweetheart badges, small Army Rising Sun badge 
in silver and enamel with multiple synthetic gemstones fitted 
in the rays, pin-back (illustrated); RAAF wings in Mother-
of-Pearl with RAAF in gilt lettering across centre, pin-back 
but pin missing; RAAF voided silvered brooch suspended 
below a pin-back bar; small RAAF wings on a boomerang, 
in gilt and enamel, pin-back; RAAF badge on 9ct gold lined 
silver pendant; gilt brooch with silver kookaburra decorated 
with a garnet eye and three diamond-like stones on the bird's 
back, pin-back. Fine - very fine. (6)

$�50

273*
H.M.A.S. Sydney, voided sweetheart badge in gilt and enamel 
(37mm), pin-back with safety chain. Good very fine. 

$60

part

274*
Australia, Mother's badges, all in Mother-of-Pearl and 
include the word 'Mother' in gilt across the centre, one 
features a background of a leaf, one a patterned design, one 
a map of Australia (illustrated), one a rhombus shape, and 
two are Rising Sun shapes, all pin-back; also a gilt heart with 
enamelled word 'Mother' in a scroll with a bird below, the 
heart suspended by two short chains to a pin-back plaque 
with a gilt crown affixed, the whole face of the heart and 
plaque encased in acrylic. Fine - good very fine. (7)

$�00

275*
Remembrance brooch, in gold (9ct; tot wt 2.2�g; approx 
38x�7mm), pin-back, features a scroll bearing the word 
'Remembrance', at one end is a dove, at the other end is a 
suspended heart which also has a chain connected to the 
bird's mouth; also a handcrafted bow badge in gold (9ct; 
2.26g; approx 43x�5mm), pin-back. Very fine. (2)

$70

276
Australia, Marksman arm badge of crossed rifles with King's 
crown above, in gilt with backing plate. Some spotting on 
backing plate, otherwise good very fine. 

$30

277*
Shooting fob medal, handcrafted in voided silver (30x34mm), 
ring top suspension, hallmarked for Birmingham �905 by 
maker Herbert Bushell, unnamed. Toned very fine. 

$40
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278*
Cadets Queensland, �909, shooting prize fob medal in 
voided gold (9ct; �0.5g; 27x30mm), ring top suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'J.D.Cunningham./M.G.S (Maryborough 
Grammar School)/Cadets'. Good very fine. 

$400

279*
No.1 Metropolitan District Rifle Association, prize 
medal in voided silver (28mm), by A.J.Parkes, with ring 
top suspension, the reverse inscribed in the centre, "C"/
Grade/�9�4, and around the outside, Central Rifle Club. 
No.3 Team/R.Rowton.; another identical prize medal but 
with gold cover on central shield, reverse inscribed in the 
centre, Won by/R.Rownton, and around the outside, Central 
Rifle Club/Premiers �9�5. Very fine. (2)

$�00

280*
Australian Senior Cadets, Recreational Training prize medal 
(24mm), in silver and enamel, ring top scroll suspender, 
reverse inscribed, '3rd Div. S.C.C.C.Champ./�925./E.Bell/22 
Area, 2nd'. Good fine. 

$80

28�*
Australian Military Forces, Athletic And Military 
Competitions, prize medal (23mm), in silver and enamel, 
ring top scroll suspender, reverse inscribed, '(State/
Championships)/S.C. (Senior Cadets)/Physical Training/
B.C.A.Sundstrom/�0.4.26'. Small enamel chip, otherwise 
very fine. 

$80

282
Great Britain, Duke of York Royal Military School, Dover, 
prize medal in silver (32mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 
�93� by maker W.J.D (William James Dingley), reverse 
inscribed, '�93�./Boxing./Novices/Middle Cruiser/F.Willis.'; 
also an oval metal tag (3�x43mm), wide suspension bracket, 
plain reverse and on the obverse is an image of an Irish soldier 
marching in full battle regalia, the soldier is named Tommy 
Atkins, a generic term for a soldier in the British Army, 
around the top is the legend, 'It's A Long Way to Tipperary'. 
The first with edge bump and hairlines, otherwise good very 
fine, the second toned very fine. (2)

$30

283
Great Britain, Royal Navy prize medal, in silver and enamel 
(25x37mm), hallmarked for London �93� by maker 'J-P.' 
(John Pinches), ring top suspension, reverse inscribed, 'R.N/
Barracks/Portsmouth/Autumn/Cross Country/�93�/Winning 
Team'; another for Inter Part Football, Stokers, �932, 
handcrafted in silver (27x3�mm), unidentified hallmark 
by maker 'WN', ring top suspension, reverse inscribed, 
'H.M.S.Medway/IV S.F.'. Fine - good very fine. (2)

$60

284
Anglo-Indian prize goblet, in silver, marked by maker under 
the base, 'Goopee Nath Dutt, Bhowanipore, Calcutta', on 
one side is inscribed, 'S.V.L.H. Camp of Exercise/�89�-92/
Sword V Sword Mounted/2nd Prize/Won By/(unnamed)'. A 
few small bumps, otherwise toned very fine. 

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

S.V.L.H. was the Surma Valley Light Horse formed mainly of tea planters 
from the Silchar area in Assam in North East India. Originally named the 
Sylhet Volunteer Rifle Corps when formed in �880 and in �883 renamed 
as the Cacar and Sylhet Mounted Rifles and then in �886 it was renamed 
again to the Surma Valley Light Horse. It was disbanded in �947 when India 
gained independence.
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285*
Boer War Relief of Ladysmith, �900, medalet in silver 
(25mm) (C.�900/�9, this medalet), ring top suspension at 
top removed, obverse inscribed, 'T.M.Kennedy/Committee 
Man'. Very fine and rare. 

$�50
An article in Border Watch (Mt Gambier newspaper) outlined the rejoicing in 
Mt Gambier, South Australia when news of the Relief of Ladysmith reached 
the city. The rejoicing even eclipsed the celebrations for the Queen's Jubilee 
in June, �897. People left their businesses and employments and declared 
the day a holiday. The Chairman of the Board of Advice was asked to give 
the public school children a holiday so they could rejoice with their parents 
and the holiday was at once given. Flags were flown in the streets and from 
businesses and homes. The Town Hall bell was rung and within five minutes 
there were a few thousand people in the street cheering. Signal guns were 
also bought into action and a 2�-gun salute was fired.

286
Australia Centenary, 20�5 Anzac medallion (42mm); British 
Red Cross Society War Service Medal �9�4-�8; Lapel badge 
for Loyal Service (GVIR); RAAF sweetheart lapel badge; 
silver fob with 9ct gold centre piece; cigarette/cigar holders 
in sterling silver (2); Napoleon Brand pocket knife; USA 
Marine Corps medal; unfinished English coppers badges 
(3); Boer War �00th Anniversary, 2002, medal; Kimberley 
Star, jewellers copy; South Africa, a group of cast metal 
African warriors (�5mm ht); Japanese sweetheart mirror with 
photograph enclosed; Japanese Order of the Sacred Treasure 
8th class. Good - extremely fine. (25 items)

$200
Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

287
Honor To The A.I.F., Anzac Day �9�8, medal in silvered 
(27mm) and another in bronze (27mm) (C.�9�8/2), by S&S 
(Stokes & Sons), ring top suspensions. Toned good very fine 
- nearly extremely fine. (2)

$30

288*
German - American Folk Hiking Day, May �978, Nellingen 
NCO Wives Club, large voided commemorative in gilt and 
silvered, by Reu & Co, 7072 Heubach, with ribbon and 
pin-back ribbon suspender. Nearly extremely fine. 

$50

After WWII US troops occupied a Luftwaffe air base at Nellingen and built 
the Nellingen Barracks that included a heliport with numerous helicopters 
based there. In �992 the US troops withdrew and the area was converted to 
the town district of Scharnhauser Park.

289
British sailor hand decorated medallion, in brass (38mm), 
with bracket suspender, obverse, three leaf clover over 
a shield with a pair of dice in one quarter and a cup for 
throwing the dice in the opposite quarter, reverse, a battle 
ship and a laurel wreath and inside the wreath are the words, 
'Fortuna/Vin-Cit/Omnia' (Fortune Wins Everything). Some 
tone spots, otherwise very fine. 

$40

290
Australia, CAL (Centre for Army Lessons), LWDC (Land 
Warfare Development Centre) Australia, medallion in 
textured cupro-nickel (35mm), same design on both sides. 
Very fine. 

$50

29�
The Vietnam War Series, set of 6 oval brass pin-back $5 
donation badges and a miniature South Vietnam Campaign 
Medal without ribbon; also attached is a separate item 
being a Vietnam Veterans' Day lapel pin featuring the Long 
Tan Cross with a Vietnam Service 3 ribbon bar in gilt and 
enamel. In fold-out folder, this with foxing, the badges 
uncirculated. (8)

$50

292
Sands of Gallipoli, 90th Anniversary Medallion Set, with 
bronze replica Rising Sun badge and six medallions in brass 
alloy and finished in highly polished silver and gold (50mm), 
with a vial of sand collected from the Gallipoli Peninsula, 
with certificate 04790 of �5000; Sands of Gallipoli, Creating 
the Legend Collection, with bronze replica Rising Sun badge 
and five medallions in brass alloy and finished in highly 
polished silver and frosted gold (50mm), one medallion 
with some sand from the beaches of Gallipoli Peninsula, 
with certificate �682 of 2500; Sands of Gallipoli, Prominent 
Medals of Gallipoli, bronze replica Rising Sun badge and 
six medallions in brass alloy and finished in highly polished 
silver and frosted gold (50mm) overprinted with full colour 
reproductions of prominent medals from the Gallipoli 
campaign, with a vial of sand collected from the Gallipoli 
Peninsula, with certificate 00983 of 2500; all of the above 
sets in their own timber display stand; also Sands of Gallipoli, 
Prominent Medals of Gallipoli, two medallions in brass 
alloy and finished in highly polished silver and frosted 
gold (50mm) overprinted with full colour reproductions of 
prominent medals from the Gallipoli campaign, with a vial 
of sand collected from the Gallipoli Peninsula, with certificate 
0��24 of 5000, in a hinged lid case. The timber cases with 
some scuff marks and the last case with some wear, the 
medallions and other items uncirculated. (4 sets)

$200

293
Boer War, Queen Victoria, South Africa �900, gift tin 
(W95xL�55xD22), with painted lid and raised gold painted 
bust of Queen Victoria in centre but all gold paint faded, 
across the bottom of the lid is the message, 'I wish you a 
happy New Year', all the text on the lid is faded, inside is 
some residue of chocolate and its wrapping foil. Much gold 
plating missing, a renovation project, good. 

$�20
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294
WWI, Princess Mary Christmas �9�4 gift tin in brass, 
together with a packet containing a small biscuit with a 
descriptive card that reads, 'Original Biscuit/taken ashore at 
Gallipoli/�9�5/by/Lieut N.T. Svensen/�5th Battalion - No � 
Platoon/"A" Company A.I.F./Medals - Q.S.A. (QMR �4� 
Pte)/�9�4-�5 Star W.M. V.M. ' Good very fine. 

$80

295
WWII, small suitcase full of military items including shell 
case for British 2 Pounder AA gun (2PR No2, �94�); 40mm 
Mk II anti-aircraft shell (�94�); leather strapping, canvas 
items, clothing pieces related to L.T.Norton Sydney; bayonet 
(30.5 cm long); WWI mess tin in canvas bag (Melbourne 
�9�6). Very fine, housed in a David Jones Marlborough 
leather case. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

296
Shell casing, c�900, in brass (44mm at base and 93mm 
long), base stamped VS&M (Vickers, Sons and Maxim). 
Very fine. 

$30

297*
Australian/British Service Cap, a trench art cap made from 
the base of a brass German artillery shell casing (�2cm 
wide), the base marked, '��0/Polte/Dez (December)/�9�4/
Magdeburg/crown Mg2', with a brass visor fitted at front 
and affixed above it is an oxidised bronze Rising Sun collar 
badge. Oxidation spotting on outside and oxidation on 
inside, otherwise fine. 

$�00

The artillery shell was produced in �9�4 at the Polte Armaturen und 
Maschinenfabrik at Magdeburg, Germany.

298
Artillery shell casings, from French 75mm field gun converted 
into vases with a hammered texture all over and with floral 
decoration on one side and at the top is crafted like an open 
flower with six petals, on the base of one is 75 DE C (75mm 
De Campagne 'Field Gun') on one side and A RS L99 �5 
(made by Artelier de Construction de Rennes, Lot No.99 in 
�9�5) on the other side, on the base of the other is unclear, 
but they both appear similar. Very fine. (2)

$�40

299
Australia, trench art shell casing vase, size unknown as base 
markings removed but thin, the steel casing is fitted into a 
cast darkened silvered tree stump arrangement and with a 
koala and her joey on her back; a 2 pounder shell casing 
vase in brass, the base dated �9�6, with a hammered pattern. 
The first very fine, the second with edge nicks and pitting, 
otherwise good. (2)

$60

300*
Australia, WWI, trench art desk stand, features a spray 
of seven bullets fitted on one main cartridge case, on both 
sides in the centre of the spray is the Australian coat-of-arms 
resting on a boomerang, on this is inscribed, 'Australia Will 
Be There', and below this is an Australia metal title bar, the 
support cartridge case is fixed to a small timber base, the 
whole arrangement is silvered. Much of the silvering has 
worn off, otherwise fine. 

$70

30�
Australia, WWI, souvenir nut cracker bowl in stained timber 
(approx 2�cm diameter), with raised brass centrepiece for 
cracking nuts, on one side of the bowl is affixed a small brass 
plate that is marked, 'H.M.A.S. Sydney/Destroyed Emden 
�9�4', together with a stained timber hammer for cracking 
nuts. Bowl edge cracked but repaired, brass plate needs 
cleaning of oxidation, otherwise good fine. 

$80

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

302
Germany, crockery jug, sugar bowl and cup, all with image 
of a German Iron Cross within an open wreath on one side. 
Some wear to top edges, otherwise good very fine. (3)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.
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303
Trench Art, WWII, Spitfire crafted in brass and mounted on 
a curved rod above a circular, black timber stand; also WWI 
pilot's goggles with 2-part angled lens within steel frames 
in leather holder with air holes across top and bottom of 
each lens, with elastic strap, this damaged and loose at one 
side. The first very fine, the second with stiff leather and 
very aged, good. (2)

$50

304*
Australia, WWII, trench art, �3th Light Horse Regiment 
V.M.R. hat badge (Cossum �930-42, p8, d) in white metal 
sealed in an epoxy resin block in the colours of the unit colour 
patch, attached to a piece of timber attached at both ends to 
deactivated .303 cartridges and these fitted to a clear plastic 
base for display. Very fine. 

$�00

The �3th Light Horse Regiment was established in �9�5 and served in 
WWI. It was re-raised as a Citizens Force in Victoria with the designation of 
Gippsland Light Horse. In �939 it amalgamated with the �9th Light Horse 
to become the �3th/�9th Light Horse. It was disbanded in �943.

305
Australia, WWII, trench art vase made from the casing of 
a 40mm Bofors shell dated �939, affixed at one side is an 
Australian Rising Sun collar badge (KC) above a metal 
Australia title and below this is a metal AWAS (Australian 
Women's Army Service) title, lower down near the base is 
a Warrant Officer's rank crown above an Australian Rising 
Sun hat badge (KC). Fine. 

$70

306
Trench art, ashtray made from the brass base of the case 
of a 25 pounder mark II artillery shell dated �940, the case 
made by RLB (Royal Ordnance Factory Birtley, Newcastle, 
England), around the side are affixed four Netherlands Indies 
one tenth gulden silver coins, three of the four cigarette 
resting pieces are missing; lift lid box, possibly for cigarettes 
or trinkets, timber with metal covering and this decorated 
with a cherub and seated lady on the lid and with an active 
cherub on each side; also an empty Bryant & May's Safety 
Matches box. Fine; the metal box heavily oxidised, otherwise 
fine; very good. (3)

$70

307*
Australia, WWII, trench art display made from the base of a 
25 Pound shell casing dated �94� on the base and with four 
inert .303 cartridges roughly soldered at sides as support legs, 
the casing is higher at one side and has been cut out into the 
shape of a map of Australia and on this map has been cut-out 
the design of an emu and kangaroo at the sides of a shield to 
form the outline of the Australian coat-of-arms. Fine. 

$�00

308
Trench art, ashtray made from the brass base of the case of 
a 25 pounder mark II artillery shell dated �942, with broad 
arrow symbol on base; also a matchbox holder in silver by 
Tuck Chang of Shanghai, on the front is the badge of the 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps Armoured Car Company. Fine; 
very good. (2)

$60

309
Australia, WWII, trench art Japanese Navy 25mm steel 
shell casings for Type 96 anti-aircraft - anti-tank gun, one 
with the base marked S �0/�6 (probably made in October in 
Showa �6 [�94�]), the other marked S 2/�7 (probably made 
in February in Showa �7 [�942]), both bases also marked 
with an anchor and other Japanese characters, on one side 
of both is inscribed with 'A.I.F./Papua/�943-44' between two 
palm trees. Very fine. (2)

$�20

3�0
Australia, trench art, salt and pepper shakers made from 
bullet and shell casings, with screw-on base for standing 
upright, the casing marked '�942/20mm/BBC', on the side of 
each casing is affixed an RAAF badge with KC; another pair 
of salt and pepper shakers made from brass bullet and shell 
casings, with screw-on base for standing upright, the bases 
marked, 'No 9/I A N/MF/40/7'. Fine - very fine. (4)

$��0
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3��
Trench art artillery shell pots, (perhaps for small pot plants 
or vases), two brass 25 pounder shells mark II dated �942 
on base, each with three handles made from 303 shells and 
cartridge cases, in between each handle is a shield with an 
Australian Rising Sun collar badge (KC) affixed in the centre, 
both pots are fitted to a screw-on timber base. Fine. (2)

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

3�2
Australia, WWII, trench art, aluminium scimitar shaped 
letter opener with a bullet and casing as the handle, inscribed 
on one side of the blade is 'New Guinea �943', and on the 
opposite side the message, 'To: Lin: & Jack:/with: best: 
wishes:/From: George:', the bullet casing is marked MG 
�94� VII (MG is the Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 
2 in Footscray, Melbourne, Victoria). Aluminium needs 
cleaning, otherwise fine. 

$50

3�3
Australia, WWII, trench art photo frames (2) made of the 
metal from an aircraft, features a cut-out map of Australia 
with a fold-back base and another metal section fitted to 
ensure strength of fold-back base (tot size W �4.5cm x H 
�2cm x base 9.5cm), in the centre of the map is a cut-out 
area with an inscribed border to form a photo frame, at each 
side is an inscribed flag, below the left flag is inscribed A I F 
and below the right flag is inscribed �943, below these are 
inscribed fauna and below the map is inscribed Greetings, 
both frames have a b&w photo insert, one is an unidentified 
soldier wearing a helmet and the other features two officers 
and on the reverse is written, 'Lae CO. Lt Col Withy/& Tom 
McCauley/20.�0.4�'. The last photo with a stain, otherwise 
very fine. (2)

$�00

3�4*
WWII, trench art, features a large, tiered white metal plaque 
screwed to a piece of plain timber, the metal possibly from 
an aircraft wreck, affixed in the centre of the plaque is a USA 
Army button and at each corner of the timber is affixed a 
small USA �3-star button as used on US army trousers, the 
plaque is stipple engraved with a palm tree at each side of 
the central button, above the button is '�944' and below is 
'New Guinea', at the sides at left is 'Buna' and at the right is 
'Lae', also at the top and bottom are small pieces of mother-
of-pearl affixed to the timber. Fine. 

$70

3�5
WWII, silver container probably used as an ashtray with 
a lift-out stand, said to be from Changi POW Camp, the 
container with the silver hallmark of Carrington (& Co), 
�30 Regent St W. Very fine. 

$�80

The vendor advised that this container was given to him by a British POW, 
Richard (Dick) Rennick, who told him it came from the RAF officers' mess 
in Changi.

3�6
Australia, trench art aircraft, includes an Hudson bomber 
handcrafted from timber and painted silver, the sides of the 
tail wings are loose and need re-gluing; a Vampire jet possibly 
cast from metal from a crashed aircraft, also includes a stand 
with an octagonal silvered base and inscribed on this is the 
name, 'Mark/Dennis' (the stand is loose fitting); Spitfire jet 
in nickel silver mounted over a brown plastic circular base; 
an Hudson bomber in silvered brass mounted over a cast 
map of Australia which forms an ashtray, one propeller 
missing and some silvering missing and with much verdigris 
on aircraft and map. With defects as indicated, otherwise 
very good - fine. (4)

$�00

A tag with the handcrafted Hudson bomber states, 'crafted by Arthur 
Knight, Darwin'.

3�7*
Trench art, two .50 calibre cartridges affixed to a two-tier 
wooden base (20x6cm), with a brass rail between the two at 
the top of the cartridge cases, perhaps for use to keep keys. 
Good very fine. 

$70

3�8
HMAS Sydney fruit bowl, a timber bowl (2�.5cm diameter), 
on a circular central base, inside the bowl is a small blue 
enamel and gilt circular disc with an anchor in the centre 
and around this reads, 'Wood From/H.M.A.S. Sydney'. A 
few marks, probably needs re-staining, otherwise fine. 

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

3�9
Australia, trench art vase made from a large Japanese brass 
shell casing, with Japanese markings on the base, on one 
side is affixed an Australian Rising Sun collar badge (KC) 
and below this is an Australia metal title. With a stain on 
the side that can be polished out and a small dent, the badge 
and title have been cleaned, otherwise fine. 

$60
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320
Australia, trench art vases, made of brass shell casing (2�cm), 
on a polished cast circular brass base and fitted with a brass 
handle on two sides, in addition there is an Australian 
Rising Sun collar badge (KC) glued at one side as well as an 
Australia bronze title glued to the top of the base. Both vases 
missing one handle but these included with lot and need to 
be resoldered, also the Rising Sun badge on one vase is loose 
and needs to be reglued, otherwise very fine. (2)

$50

32�*
Australia, WWII trench art, egg cup set of four in a tray 
stand, made from brass shell casings, a 50 calibre casing 
(inert) and four pistol rounds (inert), all egg cups with 
Australian Rising Sun collar badges (KC) affixed at one side. 
Age toned very fine. 

$200

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

322
Australia, Rising Sun decorated crockery, each piece with an 
image of a small Rising Sun badge (KC), seven with black 
badge, includes small cups (3) and saucers (4), and four with 
light red badge, includes dinner plate (�) and saucers (3), 
the red badge items by John Maddock & Sons ltd, England 
and the black badge items by John Tams Ltd and others by 
TAMS Hotel Ware. The dinner plate with grazed surface, 
otherwise very fine - extremely fine. (��)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

323
Australia, Rising Sun decorated hexagonal black plastic 
napkin holders (�0), each piece with an image of a small 
Rising Sun badge (KC) struck in relief; cutlery in stainless 
steel or EPNS, all with image of Rising Sun badge (KC) at end 
of handle, includes spoons (3), teaspoon (�) and fish knife; 
also soup bowl marked 'Australian/National/Airways' on 
inside edge by Globe Pottery Co Ltd, England; white saucer, 
no maker; small bowl, made in China; also decorative metal 
candlestick holder for three candles, the base and each candle 
holder decorated with leaves and berries. The cutlery with 
usage marks, otherwise fine - extremely fine. (�9)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

324
Australia, Rising Sun decorated crockery, each piece with an 
image of a small blue Rising Sun badge (QC), includes large 
oval bowl with lid (approx 23Wx30.5Lx�2.5H cm), dinner 
plates (2), bread plates (3), saucer (�), small coffee cups (6), 
plus slightly larger (�) and a full-size cup (�), cheese/butter 
dish with handled cover lid (2) and another with lid but no 
dish, many by Maddock, England, some by Crown Lynn, 
New Zealand and others by Diana Vitrified Hotel Porcelain. 
The saucer with faded badge image and a small coffee cup 
with a hairline crack, otherwise all items mostly extremely 
fine. (�8)

$200
Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

325
Australia, Vietnam Veterans Parade, Sydney �987, 
commemorative ceramic beer steins by Cygnet Art 
Productions, on the side of each is an image of the plaque that 
commemorated the welcome home parade for all Vietnam 
Veterans 25 years after the war finished as well as the text, 
'Australian Vietnam Forces/Vietnam Veterans Parade/Sydney 
�987'. One stein with a chip at the top edge and the other 
with a chip at the base, otherwise extremely fine. (2)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

326
1st Bn Welsh Guards, vintage military drum shaped ice 
bucket (approx �6.8cm high, �6cm diameter), with plastic 
lid marked on the underside, 'Regimental Replicas England', 
with rope ties around the sides. Extremely fine. 

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

327
WWII, Royal Navy, H.M.S. Vernon, small presentation 
tray in silver (�0.�x7.3cm), hallmarked for London �924 
by maker 'C & R/C' (Charles & Richard Comyns), inside 
the tray is inscribed, 'Chief Wren.D.Renwick/[crest of HMS 
Vernon]/from Ward Room Officers./H.M.S.Vernon./28 
Aug.�939 - 25 Nov.�942'. Hairlines and a few small dents 
on base, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

328
RAFCYC (Royal Air Force Changi Yacht Club), beer 
tankard in pewter, marked on base, 'Malayan/C.K.T./Pewter', 
decorated with plain and patterned panels, in the central 
plain panel is inscribed, 'R.A.F.C.Y.C./2nd'; another beer 
tankard in pewter, with clear glass bottom, marked on 
outer base, 'Mui/Soon' on one side and on opposite side, 
'Swa/Tow' (Swatow is local dialect for Shantou, a coastal 
city and Special Economic Zone in Guangdong Province in 
China), the body of the tankard is engraved with a large 
Chinese dragon and at the base is inscribed, 'R.A.F.C.Y.C. 
New Year �949'. The last tankard with some dents, otherwise 
very fine. (2)

$70

In the �930s the Changi Garrison Yacht Club was established in Singapore 
by mainly British military personnel. After World War II it was revived 
and renamed RAF Changi Yacht Club. After the British withdrew from 
Singapore in �97� it was renamed NSPB (National Sports Promotion Board) 
Changi Sailing Club and then in �973 it became SSC (Singapore Sports 
Council) Changi Sailing Club and finally in �988 was renamed Changi 
Sailing Club.

Vendor advised that tankards were issued to ex POW Bill Nix, Royal 
Engineers.
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329
Australia, glass-bottomed pewter beer tankard, by Hardy 
Bros. Ltd, Made in England, inscribed on one side, 'Presented 
To/Flt. Lt. H.J.West. D.S.O., D.F.C./from/The Staff of C.F.S 
(Central Flying School)/R.A.A.F./�953'. With a few small 
bumps, needs cleaning, otherwise very fine. 

$70

Hubert John West DSO, DFC served in WWII with the RAFVR. After the 
war he was promoted to Flight Lieutenant and then on 0�Jan�958 he was 
promoted to Squadron Leader.

DSO: Fourth Supplement to LG �3/�0/�944, p4747 - to Acting Flying Officer 
Hubert John West (�72475), RAFVR, �0�Sqn.

Citation: One night in August, �944, Flying Officer West was captain of 
an aircraft detailed to attack a target in France. At the commencement of 
the bombing run the aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire. Flying Officer 
West was badly injured in the left leg by a large fragment of shrapnel. With 
outstanding courage and coolness, he refused treatment until the target 
had been successfully bombed and the aircraft had passed over the enemy 
coast on the return flight. This officer later made an excellent landing at 
an advanced airfield and then lost consciousness. His devotion to duty and 
splendid example are of a very high order.

DFC: Third Supplement to LG 4/�2/�945, p5946 - Flying Officer Hubert 
John West, DSO, (�72475), RAFVR, �0�Sqn.

330*
Digger James Club, goblet in epns, engraved on one side is the 
badge of Royal Australian Army Medical Corps and above 
this is inscribed, 'DIGGER JAMES', and below, 'CLUB'. Age 
toned, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

The Digger James Club was established at �st Military Hospital in the �960s 
until it closed in �996. The club was so named to honour Major General 
William Brian 'Digger' James AC, AO (Mil), MBE, MC. He served in Korea 
where he was severely wounded and lost his left foot. He was awarded the 
Military Cross for his service in Korea. After rehabilitating from his injuries 
he transferred to the Royal Armoured Corps. In �957 he resigned to take 
up medical studies at Sydney University. He graduated in �963 and after 
serving his hospital residency he rejoined the Army as a medical officer in 
the Royal Australian Army Medical Corps. He served in Vietnam and was 
appointed a Member of the Order of the British Empire for his service. He 
also served with the British St John's Ambulance relief team at the end of the 
Biafran Civil War in Nigeria in �97� and was awarded the Order of St John. 
On his return to Australia he held various important military appointments 
before retiring in �985. He also held the positions of RSL National President 
(�993-97) and President of United Service Club Brisbane (�990-92) and was 
Chairman of the Australian War Memorial and other important positions 
and was also a patron of many other groups.

With research and photo of Major-General 'Digger' James.

33�*
Australia, pewter beer tankard, base stamped, "Kirra" 
Pewter, by Pewter Products P/L, Melbourne, Australia, 
one side inscribed, 'Presented to/Lt. Col. C.H.A.East MBE/
Second Commanding Officer/by the/Officers 4 RAR/8th Jan. 
68'. Needs cleaning, a few bumps, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

�75�2 Colin (Hubert) Alan East, RA Infy, born �6Jun�92� at Waverley, 
Sydney, NSW; WWII Service: �75�2 (420�2�, QX4535); Enl.08Nov�938 
at Brisbane, Qld; served in Middle East and Borneo; Vietnam War Service: 
Official Duty (from Army HQs, Canberra) 08Jun-��Jul�965 and 25Jun-
30Jun�966; Disch.29Feb�976; joins Department of Foreign Affairs; transfers 
to Department of Veterans' Affairs in �982; retires in �986 and serves as 
Life Governor of the Royal Australian Regiment Foundation, President of 
the Australia-Papua New Guinea Friendship Association, President of the 
Royal United Services Institution of NSW and Vice-President of the Royal 
Commonwealth Society; Died at his home 07Dec�999.

In �964 Lt-Col East was the first Australian and the first foreign student 
to attend the Indonesian Army's Command and Staff College (Seskoad) in 
Bandung. He joined the Army in �938 as a Private and served in World War II 
and was severely wounded at the Battle of Tobruk. The balance of his WWII 
service was in Darwin and as company commander in the 2/9th Infantry 
Battalion in the � July landing at Balikpapan. He also served with BCOF 
(awarded MBE) and in the Korean War. He completed the Australian Staff 
College in �955 and �957 and also attended the University of Melbourne 
where he studied the Indonesian language and culture. He was posted to 
the 28th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade in British-Malaya from the end 
of �957 (awarded MID). On �� November �966 he became Commanding 
Officer 4RAR at Terendak Garrison, Malacca, Malaya and the unit was part 
of the British Commonwealth Far East Strategic Reserve. In �968 he was 
promoted to Colonel and appointed as Commanding Officer of � Recruit 
Training Battalion. It appears that the above tankard was presented to him 
when he was leaving 4RAR to take command of the Training Battalion. 
Lt-Col East's contribution to Australia-Indonesia relations is recognised to 
this day by the annual Colin East Award Study Visit which recognises the 
importance of people to people links between the Australian Defence Force 
and the Indonesian National Armed Forces.

332
Great Britain, pewter beer tankard with badge (QC) of 
the Grenadier Guards fitted to one side, base stamped, 
'Buckingham Pewter/Made In England'. Needs cleaning and 
with some surface marks, otherwise very fine. 

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.
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333*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, The Regiment Award of 
Merit, in gilt bronze (44.5mm), unnamed. Very fine. 

$70

334
Air Combat Collection, a model aircraft collection (�:�00 
scale), each fighting aircraft on a plastic stand with 
identification name at base, a collection of 32 models. Some 
parts, mainly armaments, have come loose and need to be 
reattached, and some stands need to be refitted, otherwise 
extremely fine. (32)

$300

335
Australia, military documents, includes parchment 
appointment document (Temporary) to Augustus Gibson 
Farleigh to 2nd Lieutenant in the Land Forces from 20 May 
�9�6 signed and dated 20 August �9�7; Form of Commission 
from AIF Base Records Office, Victoria Barracks dated 8 
September �9�9 sent to Hon. J.G.Farleigh MLC, the father 
of Lieutenant A.G.Farleigh, 34th Battalion; Military Forces 
of the Commonwealth of Australia Rifle Clubs, Marksman's 
Certificate certifying that No. �4325 Farleigh, A.G. a 
member of the Hawkesbury A. College Rifle Club qualified 
as a Marksman for year ending 30 June �909; also b&w 
photos (2) of Hawkesbury Agricultural College 2nd XV, 
�907, and another for �st XV, �908, both photos include 
A.G.Farleigh as a team member. The documents are framed 
in white cardboard on a white foam backing board, the first 
with an edge tear, the third with a small hole, all have age 
toning or foxing marks, the photos are framed individually 
on a large grey cardboard and have much foxing and one 
has a water stain on the cardboard, both photos are faded 
with age, otherwise good - fine. (5)

$�50

Augustus Gibson Farleigh, leather merchant, age 25, born at Sydney, NSW, 
the son of the Hon. John Gibson Farleigh, member of NSW Legislative 
Council 2�Jul�908 to 22Apr�934; Enl.04Feb�9�6 at Casula, NSW, with 
previous service as an officer in school cadets; Emb.�7Oct�9�6; training 
in England; to Lieutenant 0�Aug�9�7; to France 08Aug�9�7; TOS 34Bn 
�7Aug�9�7; to Adjutant �2Nov�9�7; WIA 04Apr�9�8 GSW left foot and 
right thigh, France; relinquished role of Adjutant 04Apr�9�8; Mentioned 
in Despatches 27Dec�9�8; married Alice Madeline Richards at St Stephens 
Church, Wimborne, England on 09Oct�9�9;RTA 09Jan�920 with wife; 
Appt terminated 23Apr�920.

336
Welcome Home and Thank You certificate, issued by The 
Camperdown Soldiers & Sailors' Welcome Home Association 
to James Scanlan, dated 26th Septr �9�8 and signed by David 
Gilpin, President (former Mayor of Camperdown and later 
Mayor of Sydney) and the Hon Secretary, an illustrated and 
coloured certificate (24.5x30.5cm). Paper splits and loss of 
paper at edge as well as a small hole and age toning, the 
body of the certificate with age toning and other stains and 
marks, otherwise very good. 

$50

James Scanlan, labourer, age �9, born at Camperdown, Sydney, NSW; 
Enl.�7Oct�9�5, at RAS Grounds, Sydney, NSW, with 2 years service in 
militia; Emb.08Mar�9�6; to France 09Sep�9�6; TOS �7Bn 24Sep�9�6; 
WIA 03May�9�7 shrapnel wound to arm, ankle and back, France; RTA 
20Dec�9�7; Disch.09Aug�9�8 Medically Unfit.

337
Certificate of Appreciation, The Call to Arms presented to 
Frank Miller by the Council of the Municipality of Newtown, 
signed on 7 December �946 by the Mayor, W.F Bodkin and 
the Town Clerk, R.P.Hitchen, the illustrated and coloured 
certificate printed on cardboard (approx 30x42.5cm) and 
suitable for framing. Foxing around the unprinted outer edge, 
some very small foxing spots, otherwise good very fine. 

$�00

Frank Miller, born 26Nov�920 at Enmore, Sydney, NSW; Enl.06Sep�939; 
Home Port at Sydney, NSW; Disch.��Mar�946 as S3322 Able Seaman, 
HMAS Penguin.

338
Queen Victoria, signed military commission, to Edward 
Owen Langham Esq., dated 26 June �886, for the rank 
of Captain in the 2nd Sussex Volunteer Artillery Forces, 
countersigned and sealed, framed under glass, (5� x 43 
cm). Very fine. 

$�00
With London Gazette notation on reverse.

lot 339
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339*
Great Britain, Sloper Award of Merit, profusely illustrated 
cartoon-like and coloured certificate named to Pte Rennie 
'because he won the Queen's Prize at Bisley' and with this 
award he may use after his name the initials 'F.O.S.', sealed 
and dated Fourth day of August �894, in a frame (approx 
30x40.5cm), not under glass. Some age toning and a small 
water stain, otherwise good very fine and rare. 

$400
The following article was published in The Press, New Zealand, Volume LII, 
Issue 9075, �0 April �895, page 2.

PRIVATE M. S. RENNIE.

Malcolm Stark Rennie is, as his name indicates a native of Scotland, and was 
born at Mary Hill, a suburb of Glasgow. He is thirty-three years of age, and 
has for several years held a very high position amongst the rifle shots of the 
United Kingdom. The first corps to which young Rennie attached himself was 
the �st Dumbarton, a corps noted alike for its drill and its shooting, and one 
which has many times gained the encomiums of the Commander-in-Chief. 
His natural taste soon led him into the shooting squad of this corps, and it 
was not long before he asserted his superiority with the rifle, putting down 
some of the most redoubtable of the Dumbarton shots.

At drill he was as good as on the range, and it was not long before he was 
in the ranks of the non-commissioned officers; �888 finding him ranking 
as a sergeant. It was only natural that an ambitious marksman like Rennie 
should wish to pit himself against the very best shooting men he could find 
for he had learnt the lesson that super-excellence can only be attained by the 
very keenest competition, and so in the natural order of things he attached 
himself to the 3rd Lanark Rifles in �889, which was then as now the finest 
shooting Volunteer corps in Scotland. Young Rennie had already made too 
great a name in the shooting world to be passed over by his new comrades, 
and it was a very short time before he was one of the recognised shots of a 
company which contains more Queen's Hundred men than any other. What 
did a great deal to stamp his superiority about this time was the fact that 
he won a Martini rifle given by the Colonel of the corps for competition, 
and in which all the principal men competed. After this great things were 
prophesied for Rennie who by the way was always a great favourite, his genial 
good nature and manly enthusiasm for his corps being a byword amongst 
his comrades. Since his first year in the 3rd Lanark he was always included 
in that corps' first team for matches against other corps, and his name was 
invariably found close to the head of the score sheet. 

In �889 such was the fame of the young shot that he was chosen to represent 
Scotland in the International Team, and has been a member of that team 
ever since, an honour which falls to the lot of but few. At the National Rifle 
Association meetings he has been a constant attendant since he took up 
shooting, and many of the very best prizes have fallen to his prowess. In 
the Grand Aggregate Match, one of the greatest at the Bisley Meeting, he 
has on several occasions occupied high places, and this year he succeeded 
in getting a close second and winning the silver cross trophy. He also got a 
high place in the Volunteer Aggregate as well as in the All Comers Aggregate, 
whilst most of the other prize lists have his name in a prominent position 
upon them. In the Queen's Prize he fired 65 shots at all ranges, making 283 
points out of a possible 330, which is the highest score yet made for this 
great trophy, and when the weather is taken into consideration there is little 
doubt that Private Rennie is the finest shot that Scotland has ever produced. 
Many humorous stories are told of the 3rd Lanark men at Bisley, where they 
were wonderfully successful this season, as in addition to Rennie receiving 
first place, M'Gibbon was second, Muirhead fourth, Izatt ninth, whilst five 
others of the corps' representatives succeeded in getting into the coveted 
Queen's Hundred.

Rennie holds one of the N.R.A. medals and as a medallist took part in the 
Prince of Wales's, in which he got a prominent place. All the 3rd Lanark 
men are earnest believers in the merits of the Webley-M'Gibbon Martini, 
as is only natural considering that M'Gibbon is a member of the corps, 
and one of its most prominent shots. Rennie's �894 shoots, as given in the 
3rd Lanark Chronicle are, International 84; Scottish Meeting-�st in Grand 
Aggregate, First Stage Championship 5th, Second Stage Championship 5th, 
Bannockburn Prizes 8th, Coal Exchange Aggregate 9th, besides several minor 
prizes. In the Western District competitions he got fifth place. The Inter-
regimental Match saw Rennie at the head with 99 out of �05, whilst in the 
Corps competitions his name appears constantly in the prize list. All these 
are, in addition to the prizes he took at Bisley, a record which should surely 
satisfy any rifleman in the world. Rennie has since been unanimously elected 
a Lieutenant of the 3rd Lanark, another testimony to his sterling worth. 
He is not a teetotaller, indeed rumour says that the mixture kept by Rennie 
and M'Gibbon at Bisley for a slight cold or such like had a label bearing 
the well-known "Bullseye" brand, and that it was to this as a corrective to 
the execrable weather that both owed their wonderful shooting. Rennie, 
although not a heavy smoker, loves a pipe, and does not believe that the 
use of the fragrant weed does him any harm. He is in business as a timber 
merchant in Glasgow.'

340
Germany, certificate dated 24 April �9�8 for award of the 
Iron Cross II Class to Gefreiter (Private �st Class) Karl Groll; 
Middle Eastern document, possibly Turkish, unissued; b&w 
photo of an unidentified Imperial Russian officer; another 
b&w photo of an unidentified WWI Australian soldier, both 
photos mounted in cardboard suitable for framing. Both 
documents with tears and missing paper as well as age toning, 
the first photo with a tear, otherwise good - very fine. (4)

$50

34�
USA, Certificate of Appreciation To Colonel Henry K. 
Benson, Jr. From Offices of Commander In Chief And 
Chief of Staff Far East And United Nations Commands, a 
large certificate (approx 37.3x45cm) featuring a border of 
various countries' flags and in the centre, below the printed 
inscription are three columns of signatures (44). Some foxing 
at edges and a few light marks, otherwise good very fine. 

$200

By �960, Brigadier General Henry K. Benson Jr, was Commanding General, 
7th Logistical Command and in March �966 Major General Henry K. Benson 
Jr was in command of XX Corps.

342
The Cry Of The Mothers, Australians! Enlist Now! coloured 
recruitment poster (92.4x�3�.7cm), �9�5, drawn by 
J.S.Watkins, printed by W.A.Gullick, Govt Printer, Sydney, 
features a semi-naked mother raising her fists to the sky and 
with two dead children prostate at her feet. With folds and 
some toning marks, a short edge split at one fold, otherwise 
fine. 

$�50

The poster is based on reported atrocities committed by Germans against 
civilian Belgians in �9�4. The mother's torn clothing may be alluding to 
allegations of rape by German soldiers.

343
WWII Naval autographs, Commonwealth Bank of Australia, 
Goulburn St, Sydney cheque no. M 052950 dated 25th July 
�9?9 unused but with autographs of Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser, 
C.I.Cof British Pacific Fleet and Captain P.V.McLaughlin of 
H.M.S.Swiftsure, mat framed under perspex in a small timber 
frame (2�.5x�6.5cm), with details written on the matting 
material including that the signatures were applied at Mark 
Foys' Empress Rooms, 25th July �945. Some foxing and age 
toning on the cheque and what appears to be a water stain 
mark on the matting, otherwise very fine. 

$�50

Admiral Sir Bruce Austin Fraser (�888-�98�) GCB, KBE, �st Baron Fraser 
of North Cape, Commander-in-Chief of British Pacific Fleet.

344
RAAF, coloured water painting of a 'Seagull' flying boat 
(approx 20x�5.5cm), signed by the artist (appears to be 
J.Hayes �937) in a timber frame that is too large (approx 
26.5x22cm); This man is your Friend He fights for Freedom 
August �942 You Invest In The War Loan, advertisement 
featuring an Australian Digger and the Australian flag in a 
metal frame with a small Rising Sun badge across the top 
centre, with fold-out timber leg stand; also a WWI postcard 
from France, dated Sept �st �9�6, the front of the card with 
a woven lion and the British and French flags, on the reverse 
is a handwritten short letter to the soldier's cousin. All items 
with foxing, otherwise fine. (3)

$50
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345
Boer War, B & W reproduced photos, said to be NSW 
Mounted Rifles A, B, C, D, E and F Squadrons, each of the 
six photos with printed identification of each soldier; also 
a range of photocopied b&w photos and one reproduced 
photo, mostly with names of soldiers, also a few other Boer 
War related photocopied reports or documents (total items 
��). Fine - uncirculated. (�7)

$50

346
Boer War, very large laminated b&w medal roll charts (2), 
one features NSW Mounted Rifles with names and list of 
engagements and skirmishes as well as remarks e.g. wounded, 
invalided or killed; another similar for NSW Regt. of Lancers; 
large coloured chart of Decorations and Medals awarded to 
Australians as published in the Sunday Mail in Queensland 
for Anzac Day 20�4; another large coloured chart of 
Orders, Decorations and Medals awarded to Canadians 
and illustrated in the Sequence of Order of Wear. Very fine 
- uncirculated. (4)

$�00

347
When The Empire Calls, New Patriotic Song dedicated to the 
Members of the Colonial Contingents in South Africa, Tenth 
Edition, words by Hugh Macdonald, M.L.A. and music by 
Alfred Hill, with signature of Alfred Hill beside his printed 
name, large document (27.5x36.5cm), with coloured soft 
cover, 5 pages, copyright to W.H.Paling & Co Ltd, Sydney, 
Brisbane and Newcastle. Front cover loose, with foxing on 
front and back cover and spotting on other pages as well as 
some edge nicks, otherwise good fine. 

$50

348
WWI Souvenir of Cairo 24 Postcard, booklet containing 
24 b&w postcards; also Nominal Roll of the Overseas 
Contingents for the Coronation �9��, first edition, �978, 
soft cover, 34pp, includes Naval, Military, Commonwealth 
Countries as well as Australian Cadet Contingent. The first 
front and back cover frayed and some postcards with foxing, 
otherwise intact and fine, the second good very fine. (2)

$50

Ex David Harrower ACM Collection.

349
World War II, a selection of photographs and an allied 
coloured cartoon page with six separate sections all relating 
to the �939-45 war in the Pacific against the Japanese, this 
page used as an air-drop propaganda leaflet in New Guinea in 
�943 and with all text in Japanese suggesting to the Japanese 
forces that they face humiliation, disease, death by drowning 
or bombardment and it implies that no good reason exists for 
a continuation of the war, and as well as the cartoon sheet 
there are photographs that show a Japanese officer being 
dragged from a culvert on Leyte Island, three photos show 
General Hatazo Adachi and other officers surrendering at 
Wewak, PNG, another photo shows Japanese in the act of 
surrendering being watched over by armed allied soldiers 
and another photo with descriptive text on the back shows 
the aftermath of a US Marine force battle with the Japanese 
in the Gilbert Islands with bodies strewn along the beach at 
Tarawa in November �943 (5,700 Japanese soldiers were 
killed). Folds and foxing on the cartoon sheet, overall very 
good - fine, an interesting lot. (8 items)

$�80

350
Military newspaper cuttings, also includes a few newspapers, 
mostly relating to Australian forces, also a large poster 
depicting WWII artillery combat in Malaya and on the other 
side are full details and a map of 'The Long March To Hell' 
relating to Australians captured by the Japanese in WWII; 
original page (front and back) of The Illustrated London 
News No.�243 Vol. XLIV, Saturday, January 30, �864, on 
the front page is an illustration relating to The War in New 
Zealand; a large coloured poster titled "Bravo", featuring a 
Lancer on horseback from the Supplement to the "Illustrated 
Sydney News" for September �886. The last poster with 
some tears and foxing, the rest make for very interesting 
and informative reading, poor - fine. (lot)

$50

35�
Research documents and photos, compiled over many years 
by military historian and antique dealer, the late Len Barton, 
a massive volume of documents, noted a very large amount 
relating to Australians in the Waikato War in New Zealand, 
also research on the area of Windsor in outer Sydney and its 
contribution to the military forces as well as numerous other 
military research papers and other research into non-military 
related items such as a large volume of typed papers relating 
to a commentary of Alexander Brodie Spark's surviving 
manuscript letter-books, diaries and other papers outlining 
the life and times of Spark who was born in Scotland in 
�792 and died in Sydney in �856 including his rise to riches 
and leadership in Sydney and his later downfall. In one 
very large 45 litre plastic container and one small box, fine 
- very fine. (lot)

$500

352
Australia, convex silver disc (28mm), inscribed in centre 
is the letter T (the symbol on the badge of 2nd Australian 
Tunnelling Company), pin-back; also two postcards from 
2nd Australian Tunnelling Company 'Somewhere in France'. 
The cards with faded writing and foxing, the disc toned 
very fine. (2)

$50

353
Architects copy of the layout of the Eastern Command 
Prisoner of War Camp, 20.2.42 (size 62x38cm); together 
with a Japanese copy of a map of the North West Pacific 
Approaches to Bering Strait (74x�08cm) complied from the 
United States and British Charts of �923. Second item with 
repairs to tears, fair - very good. (2)

$�00

Ex W.(Bill) Woolmore Collection.

354
Sword and Lance, Northern Rivers cavalry, NSW �885-
�903, by Martin J.Buckley �988, hardcover with dust jacket, 
258pp with b&w and colour photos throughout and maps 
at front and back cover pages. Foxing on front and back 
cover pages and on page ends visible when book closed, 
otherwise good very fine. 

$20
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355
From The Australian Front, Shrapnel and Smiles, by Cassell 
and Company Ltd, �9�7, soft cover, �28pp with b&w 
photos and drawings throughout; From The Australian 
Front, Xmas �9�7, by Cassell and Company Ltd, �9�7, soft 
cover, �28pp with b&w photos and drawings throughout 
(identical contents to previous book); British Artists At The 
Front, by C.R.W. Nevinson, published from the offices of 
"Country Life" Ltd, soft cover, 20pp including �5pp with 
photos of coloured paintings by the artist, C.R.W. Nevinson; 
The Enemy �964, Notified in AAOs for 3�st July �964 and 
restricted publication at the time, soft cover, �84pp with 
information on typical Communist Asian military forces, 
some pages with handwritten alterations. The first three 
books with damage to front and back covers, otherwise very 
good - very fine. (4)

$20

356
Queenslanders Who Fought In The Great War, by Owen 
Wildman, published by Besley & Pike Ltd, Brisbane, �9�9 
(never reprinted), hardcover, 273pp, with b&w portraits 
and biographies of Queensland soldiers who served in the 
AIF, cover page with name, Mrs Margaret Black, written 
at the bottom right corner. Cover with some damage and a 
little loose, transparent page on title page damaged, foxing 
throughout but does not appear to have affected the photos, 
otherwise very good and very scarce. 

$�40

Mrs Margaret Black, probably the mother of Queensland soldier, Corporal 
Henry Clark Black MM.

357
Daryl Lindsay's "Digger" Book, published �9�9 at The Sun 
Art Studios, Melbourne with introduction by C.E.W.Bean, 
features �4 large coloured drawings of WWI soldiers and 
scenes by Daryl Lindsay, soft cover (approx 25x38cm), 
with cord binding. Foxing and some rough edges on cover, 
otherwise fine - very fine. 

$�50

part

358*
The 38th Battalion A.I.F., The Story and Official History 
of the 38th Battalion A.I.F. by Eric Fairey, foreward by Rt. 
Hon. W.M.Hughes, Prime Minister of Australia, published 
�920, card cover, ��0pp, includes awards, Roll of Honour, 
officers who joined from other battalions and Nominal Roll 
of other ranks; together with an unused Christmas card 
and envelope from 4th Pioneer Battn., A.I.F., France. Some 
very light foxing areas on edge of book and much foxing 
on envelope and some on card, otherwise nearly extremely 
fine; the card very fine. (2)

$70

359
Australian Army Badges, Part One, Two and Three as well 
as The Rising Sun Badge, all books by J.K.Cossum. With 
some foxing and also some stains on covers, some penned 
entries, otherwise fine and the standard reference works on 
the subject. (4)

$�50

360
Medal News, issues from 200� to 20�4, most monthly 
issues, each year stored in a Medal News hard cover binder. 
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (approx �50 in �4 binders)

$300
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MISCELLANEOUS 

36�*
African tribal knife, hand made steel blade (length �5cm), 
small brass and bone guard, with bone handle with brass 
ring pattern, brass pommel and this with X across the top, 
no sheath. Blade pitted and dark toned, a few chips in bone 
sections, otherwise good. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

362*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, c�880 modern copy, with watered 
steel blade (length �8.5cm), with armour piercing tip, with 
gold decoration at guard area and the decoration along the 
metal handle features two lions, with loop at top of pommel, 
with material covered scabbard. The scabbard well worn, 
the dagger very fine. 

$380

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

363
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�900-�920, probably from 
Afghanistan/Pakistan region, with thin curved steel blade 
with fuller (blade length ignoring curve �0.5cm), this etched 
to simulate Damascus steel, with jade and mother-of-pearl 
covered handle and with brass ring on pommel, in a plain 
leather scabbard. A few small chips in jade at handle end, 
otherwise good fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

364*
Indo-Persian khanjar dagger, curved steel blade (length 
ignoring curve ��.5cm), with wooden handle with star 
decorations on one side, with handcrafted steel scabbard 
with hammered decoration on one side and with two 
suspension loops soldered near the top. The handle with 
insect infestation mainly on the back and the blade with 
some black spotting, otherwise good. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

365*
Persian dagger, with curved steel blade (length �6cm), 
engraved down centre of blade on both sides, with steel 
guard and wood and bone decorated handle in the form of 
a bird, no scabbard. A few small marks or cracks on handle, 
otherwise fine. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

366*
Middle Eastern (Egyptian) dagger, c�800s, straight blade 
(�4cm), with dual centre fuller and decorated guard with 
coloured bone infills, handle carved in shape of an ibis with 
coloured infills, in a brass scabbard with carved decoration 
on one side and an Arabic inscription on the opposite side, 
with two suspension loops fitted. Solder marks where loops 
fitted to scabbard, a few flaws in carved handle, otherwise 
fine. 

$280

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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367*
Middle Eastern dagger, with curved blade (length ignoring 
curve 24cm), with chequered pattern, this mostly worn off, 
no guard, with wooden handle, with wooden sheath and 
brass chape, with brass fitting at top and this with attached 
securing clip for attaching to belt. Some dark spotting and 
grease remnants on blade and a few small chips to the handle, 
otherwise very good. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

368*
Arabian dagger, hand made with steel blade (length �7cm), 
with engraved pattern on both sides, no guard, with leather 
wrapped wooden handle with large pommel, with snakeskin 
sheath with twisted steel decoration on one side where the 
skin meets and the tip is wrapped in leather. Very good. 

$�20

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

369*
Indonesia, keris with hand cast steel blade, the blade attached 
to the handle by a small patterned metal fitting, the wooden 
handle with two different carved patterns on underside, 
with wooden scabbard with large, shaped traditional guard, 
the wooden scabbard damaged at tip and with the whole 
scabbard fitted inside a brass cover. Some loss of coating on 
the wooden guard and the brass scabbard needs polishing, 
otherwise very good. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

370*
Bhutan/Tibet, dagger with steel blade (length �9cm), no 
guard, elaborately decorated metal handle and scabbard, 
the scabbard with green lanyard attached. Black spotting on 
blade and toning to other metal, otherwise good fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

37�*
India katar, c�9th century, tapered steel blade (length 
28.5cm), the blade with six sunken panels on each side 
ornately decorated with animals with each scene separated 
by a gap in the blade, with two reinforcement bars in steel 
grip and the sides of the handle with voided decoration, no 
scabbard. The blade with some dark spotting and toning, 
otherwise fine. 

$250

Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

372*
Italy, dagger with silvered steel blade (length �6cm) hand 
decorated all over, on one side in the middle of the blade 
is marked, 'Made/in Italy', the guard forms part of the 
shaped metal handle and with a steel scabbard, the handle 
and scabbard are decorated with monsters and dragons as 
well as two sitting cherubs on both sides of the scabbard. 
The blade has been oiled but the lower half is toned black, 
otherwise fine. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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373*
Germany, a baroque revival Di Medici dagger with stainless 
steel (rostfrei) double edged blade (length 2�cm), made by 
Solingen, with gilt pattern on one side of the blade and a 
brass guard, the stainless steel scabbard ornately decorated 
with devil monsters and the belt attachment in the form of a 
goddess, the handle also ornately decorated. Very fine. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

374*
Germany, vintage dagger with steel blade (length �3.5cm), 
one side marked, 'Franz Wenk/Solingen' and symbol, no 
guard, ornately decorated handle in silvered and gilt, the 
scabbard also ornately decorated in silvered and gilt, with 
belt bracket fitted. Very fine. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

375*
Germany, dagger with steel blade (length �5.5cm), made by 
Carl Schlieper, Solingen, with metal guard and patterned 
handle, with a leather scabbard with metal tip, the securing 
leather at the top of the scabbard is damaged and needs 
replacing. The blade oiled and with some pitting, otherwise 
fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

376*
Germany, hunting knife with steel blade (length �2cm), by 
Jowika, Solingen, with brass guard and moulded copy of a 
deer foot for the handle, no sheath. Very fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

377*
Philippines, hand made knife with steel blade (length 9.5cm), 
with wooden handle wrapped in wire at top, bottom and 
middle, no guard, the scabbard is wood with a turned tip, 
and is also wire wrapped at top, bottom and middle, the 
belt fitting is carved in wood. Pitting to the crudely made 
blade, otherwise fine. 

$60

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

378*
Scottish Sgian Dubh, c�880, a straight fluted steel knife 
(blade length 9.3cm), with scalloped filework on the top edge, 
worn by the Seaforth Highlanders, features brass fittings 
on the hilt and leather scabbard, the hilt with St Andrew 
standing in front of a cross and this overlays a carved star 
shaped badge stamped on the black bog oak hilt, at the 
pommel is a cairngorm stone, scabbard stamped by maker, 
'Scott. Adele Ltd./London'. Very fine. 

$280

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

379*
Small belt knife, steel blade (length ��cm), with bone handle, 
possibly from an antler, the handle with silvered fitting at 
each end, in a leather scabbard also with silvered fittings at 
top and the tip. Some pit marking on top of silvered handle 
fitting, otherwise good fine. 

$70

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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380*
Bowie knife, with steel blade (length �4cm), no maker details, 
with steel guard and wooden handle, at the end of the handle 
is decorated with a steel eagle with orange gemstone eyes, 
no scabbard. Very fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

38�*
Dagger, modern casting in silvered metal, double sided blade 
(length �6cm), with guard and silvered metal handle in the 
shape of a standing medieval knight, no scabbard. With 
pitting from casting, otherwise fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

382*
Unidentified knife, a short steel blade (length ��cm), with a 
long, thin, round wooden handle, this held to the blade by 
wrapped copper wire, fitted into a handmade bark sheath 
sewn at the side with leather stitching and with two pierced 
holes at the top for carrying. Toned, fine. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

lot 383

383*
Russian Caucasian powder flask, c�800s, in horn with silver 
dark blue niello decoration, with silver dark blue niello spring 
loaded charging lever and silver dark blue niello covered refill 
end section. A few small dents on niello decorative sections, 
otherwise fine and rare. 

$800

384*
Colts powder flask, in copper with brass spring loaded top 
spout fitting, with American eagle design on both sides and 
the words above, 'Colts/Patent', used with the Colt pocket 
model �849 pistol. Good very fine. 

$250

385*
Powder flask, in copper with brass spring loaded top and 
with size of measure gauge on spout, the gauge not working, 
by James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield, with repousse decoration 
on both sides of the body. Fine. 

$60
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386
Powder flask, copper body with striped pattern, the top 
marked by maker, 'G. & J.W. Hawksley/Sheffield', with 
a brass spout marked, 'Grams/ 3/2 < /2 ½ /2 ¼ '. Body 
separating at side and bottom join line, a few dents, spring 
on cut-off trigger not working, otherwise age toned, fine. 

$30

387
Percussion firearms' parts, includes hammers - very large 
(�), large (5, includes � left hander), medium (2), small (5, 
includes � left hander); gunflint holder - large (6, includes 
� left hander), medium (2), small (3, includes one left and 
one right but both missing top plate and one right with top 
plate); lock plate with hammer but the hammer broken; sling 
swivel for �85� Enfield rifle; other minor items (4). Apart 
from the defects mentioned, very good - fine. (30)

$280

388
Firearm's tools, vintage shotgun cartridge reloading tools in 
metal (3), two with bench clamps fitted, all different; also 
brass cylinder (approx 9cm long x �.5cm diameter), sealed 
all around and marked on top 'OA'. Very good - fine. (4)

$�50

389
Firearm's tools, gun reloading tool, an upright metal tool for 
filling, ramming, capping, decapping and roll turning; tool 
to prepare machine gun belt for reloading. With oxidation, 
otherwise very good; some oxidation otherwise good fine. 
(2)

$�30

390*
Firearm's tools, mostly brass bodied �2 gauge vintage 
shotgun cartridge roll over tool with cartridge extractor and 
brass capping/decapping tool, with a bench clamp fitted. 
Good fine. 

$�00

39�
Firearm's tools, vintage shotgun shell hand reloading tool; 
Shooting Instructor's Rifle Aim Corrector, c�895, made of 
brass with angled glass window for viewing rifle's aim, on 
the side above the screw fitting is a hallmark of Crown over 
C. Fine - good fine. (2)

$80

392*
Firearm's tools, vintage bullet shell unloading and reloading 
metal press with metal arm, all in steel and mounted on a 
rectangular steel base. All metal darkened and with some 
oxidation, otherwise fine. 

$60

393*
Percussion rifle lock plate, c�850, steel plate decoratively 
engraved with a hunting scene and with the name, 
'G.Goulcher' in an ornate scroll. Age toning, otherwise 
very fine. 

$40

George Goulcher of New York manufactured precision percussion locks.

394
Gun Sighting Telescope, Pattern G344, in brass by Aldis 
Brothers, Birmingham, in original hinged lid timber box 
marked on the lid, 'Aldis/Gun Sighting Telescope Illuminated/
Pattern G 344'. The box aged and with some damage and 
on one end is painted 'G344 xx/160103', the telescope very 
good. 

$80

395*
Telescope, Carl Zeiss, early 20th century, brass construction 
with eye piece and cardinal marker adjustment, on brass 
bound mahogany tripod, telescope stamped Carl Zeiss 
Germany, (40cm long). Very fine and scarce. 

$200
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396*
Chile, c�9�0, Police sidearm bayonet in steel (blade length 
28.5cm), with steel guard with hole for fitting to rifle, brass 
handle with grooves on one side and Chilean coat-of-arms 
at base and eagle head shape at top, this marked A 882, 
with steel scabbard with brass tip and with a leather belt 
fitting. Good fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

397*
Indonesian Lantaka Cannon, c�8th century, a portable 
cannon (length �25cm; barrel opening 4cm), made in bronze 
with cast twin dragons for lifting handles, mounted on a 
modern made-to-fit metal stand, this item and its stand are 
very heavy. Some age toning, otherwise good fine. 

$600

A Lantaka is a type of bronze cannon that was mounted on merchant vessels 
travelling the waterways of the Malay Archipelago. They were used in great 
numbers and various sizes in pre-colonial South East Asia especially in 
Malaysia, the Philippines and Indonesia. They were mainly used to defend 
against pirates demanding tribute for the local chief, or potentate. They 
were usually mounted with a swivel post and yoke to be set up anywhere 
on a ship or fortification.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from Sydney Office, or buyer to 
make own arrangements.

398*
Roman, clay fired oil lamp, (c.4th-5th century A.D.), linear 
designs to body, (9.5cm long). Very fine and scarce. 

$�00

With certificate of authenticity from M.R.Roberts.

399
Miner's hand lamp, c�920, cast aluminium miner's carbide 
lamp (approx �9cm tall), name in relief on back, 'Pinnacle/5', 
made by Pinnacle Engineering Works, Melbourne, Victoria, 
with attached carry handle and also suspension hook. The 
shield with several dings, otherwise very good and scarce. 

$70

400
Miner's hand lamp, vintage brass miner's carbide lamp 
(approx �5cm tall), with fold-down carry handle, on the 
base is impressed, 'H.T.J. ' Heavily toned with dent on top 
edge and the base resoldered, otherwise fine. 

$50

40�
Miner's helmet lamp, vintage Demon carbide strike light in 
brass with flint strike wheel on shield and with helmet bracket 
soldered on back instead of a hook (9.5cm tall); another in 
brass but without flint strike wheel on shield and with helmet 
hook on back (�.5cm tall). The second lamp heavily toned, 
otherwise very good; the first lamp with some dents on top, 
otherwise very fine. (2)

$80

402
Germany, fire brigade 'Feuerwehr' visor cap, with internal 
lining, no chin strap. Marks where front badge has been 
removed, cap is dusty and needs cleaning, otherwise fine. 

$50

403
British Fireman's helmet, paper weight, a vintage miniature 
brass helmeton a timber base; small whip, a short timber 
handle with �7 small leather cords attached; an unidentified 
small nickel press-down hand-held device. Fine - very fine. 
(3)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

404
Siam letter opener, a vintage Buddha in relief above SIAM 
(now Thailand) at the brass handle end above a black horn 
handle and a brass blade. Extremely fine. 

$20
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405
Horse spurs, one single spur in brass with strap buckle 
attached to one side lug; vintage very large single spur in 
silvered bronze, elaborately decorated and with securing 
leather strap, the large spur wheel in bronze with oxidation 
and missing a few spikes and one broken; also acrylic 
map of Australia suspended by chains from an overhead 
beam between two columns on a rectangular timber base 
(23x8.5cm), there appears to be something missing from the 
top of the overhead beam. Very good - fine. (3)

$50

406*
Horned tray, features large, curled ram's horns with silvered 
covers at the tips and at the base is fitted a small silvered 
oval tray below which is a silvered facing head of a deer 
with antlers. A screw missing from the tray fitting and some 
damage to one of the metal tip covers, some edge bumps to 
the back edge of the tray and some rubbing at the edge of 
the horns where it rests on surface, otherwise fine. 

$�50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

407
Afghanistan, pale yellow woollen Pakol hat with flat top and 
rolled up bottom edge, lined with grey cotton material, with 
maker's label on inside. With a few moth holes, otherwise 
very fine. 

$50
This is a traditional form of an Afghan man's headwear.

408
Collection of porcelain and metal items including, teapot 
- cups & saucers; vases of varous periods and styles; glass 
items including drinking vessels. Very fine. (boxed)

$200

409
Japan, selection of ivory figurines, including a seated artisan 
at his craft, (75mm high); a seated man in theatrical pose 
holding a fan, (80mm high); an elderly traveller with a 
gourd, (55mm high); card holder with intricately carved 
border reliefs; two small brooches; a barrel; a ploychrome 
plaque. Very fine. (8)

$200

4�0*
Japan/China, �9th century, ivory carving depicting a 
naturalistic leaf with a reclining woman holding a fly-whisk, 
(�80mm long). Very fine. 

$�00

4��*
Japan, �9th century, wooden carved netsuke depicting a 
double mask, holed for suspension, (�6mm high). Very 
fine. 

$�00

4�2
China, 20th century, stone carved amulets, squatting female 
figure in brown stone, (85mm high); another in brown stone, 
kneeling female figure holding cup, (65mm high); figurine of 
a reclining lady holding a fan, (55mm long); carved amulet 
of a praying divinity, holed for suspension, (50mm long); 
Buddhist circular luck symbol, enamelled in black and white, 
(45mm diameter). Very fine. (5)

$�00

4�3
China, 20th century, replica of an �8th century gold bowl, 
of circular form with scalloped body, chased to the outside; 
replica of a large cash coin; replica of a Hong Kong �867 
Shanghai tael, in replica PCGS slab; two replica silver Dragon 
coins in replica slabs; another, in replica slab. Very fine. (6)

$�00

4�4
Meerschaum Carved Pipe, c�800s, depicts the head of a lady 
with elaborate hair wearing jewels and a necklace, amber 
mouthpiece, silver mounted, in original velvet lined shaped 
leather case. Black marks around top tobacco burning hole, 
very fine. 

$�00

4�5
Sailor's Head pipe, made of clay, c�940s, a vintage 
Goedewaagen PIJP Gouda Holland, with original label 
attached; another clay pipe of a man's head with turban 
headdress, with plastic stem; a wood pipe with carved 
soldier's head. Very fine. (3)

$70
4�6
Smoking pipes, includes African Native's head clay bowl with 
plastic and stainless steel stem, broken at end but broken 
section included with lot; another with turban headed man 
clay bowl with plastic stem; another turban headed man clay 
bowl with plastic and stainless steel stem; tobacco storage 
horn with hinged-lid with handcrafted brass decoration 
around the lid and brass ring around the top of container; 
another horn tobacco storage container with hinged-lid with 
similar handcrafted silver decoration around the lid and with 
silver ring around the top of the container, this inscribed, 
'Alex Ingles', and on the horn is a silver heart inscribed, 'P 
I'. The second last with chip in edge of lid and lid does not 
close properly, the last lid also does not close properly, the 
pipes all used with black stains around bowl and one with 
crack at one side, otherwise fine. (5)

$70
4�7
China, late �9th, early 20th century, bronze statuette of an 
aged Buddha, sitting cross-legged holding bowl, on custom 
wooden stand, (70mm high); Tibet, late �9th - early 20th 
century, statuette of enthroned Buddha, seated under canopy 
with dragon motif to back, (��0mm high). Very fine. (2)

$�00
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4�8
China, 20th century, large red glazed bowl, decorated inside 
and out with yellow and pink flowers, gilt rim, mark to base, 
(26mm diameter). Very fine. 

$50

4�9*
Pocket chronometer, by Hy (Henry) Moser & Cie (Company), 
in 900 fine silver with gold plating sections, rear cover with 
patterned design and with shield in centre, this inscribed 
with initials, 'J.P', with white dial and two sub dials, the 
main dial with black Arabic numerals from � to �2 and 
black Arabic numerals in yellow circles from �3 to 24 and 
around the outside is a seconds dial, the sub dials also have 
black Arabic numerals, one in 5 second intervals to 30 and 
the other in �0 second intervals to 60, all hands are black 
except the main ones that are gold. Not in working order 
and small press piece missing from top of winder, nonetheless 
a scarce issue, good fine. 

$220

420*
Presentation Dinner Gong, c�890s, a silvered brass gong 
suspended between two large cow horns decorated with 
silvered brass fittings at each end, these horns fit into a raised 
timber base with a silvered brass shield across the centre, this 
is unnamed, on the bottom square base are silvered brass 
fittings on each corner and at the front are two brass fittings 
where the timber and leather striker rests, one with a hook 
and one with the brass fitting but missing the hook, together 
with a timber and leather striker (approx size of the whole 
unit is H50cm x W37cm). Silvering on the fittings and the 
gong worn, otherwise fine. 

$300

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

42�
Cigarette Cards, early 20th century, three albums, varying 
topics including cats, fashion, Sydney schools; family bible, 
c.�870s, with children's names and photographs of a Sydney 
family; London Society, 2 volumes, �862; cased telescopic 
attachment; sterling silver Christening set, fork, knife, spoon, 
hallmarked Sheffield, Martin Hall & Co, �86�, in original 
box; gold filled sovereign case; Armistice Day, �� November, 
�922 Order of Proceedings at The War Memorial Hospital; 
Commemoration Service St Leonards Park North Sydney 
�930; St Lukes Clovelly, Order of Service Anzac Day �924. 
Very fine. (lot)

$�00

422
Collector cards, issued by Brooke Bond Tea circa mid 
�960's, various themes, includes tweezers. Fine - very fine. 
(approx 250)

$30
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423
Various items, includes P & O Lines, Iberia souvenir lifebuoy, 
�959 in Hobart, also features the names of Adelaide, Sydney, 
Melbourne and Fremantle; metal stand-up frame for business 
cards, at top is inscribed, S. S. Orsova; vintage KIGU powder 
compact in brass, on the front is inscribed the initials, 'MIK'; 
small brown plastic container, on the underside of the lid in 
relief is, 'Dendy-Point/Melb.'; small black hinged-lid box, 
inside is a very small brass bird; antique faux tortoise shell 
card case (approx 8x�0.5cm), with large elaborate silver 
shield on the front and this with the initials, 'TIB', there 
is a piece missing at the top right and the case no longer 
closes shut; photo frame (2�.5x26.5cm), in black and white 
mother-of-pearl pattern, with white plastic backing; another 
in identical material but oval in shape (approx �5.5x20cm) 
(note that some of the items in the frames have flaws). Fine 
- very fine. (9)

$�00

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

424
Miscellaneous items, includes cigar case in EPNS, c�9�0, 
silvered on outside and gilt on inside, stamped by maker, 
S&Bm (Smith & Bartlam, Birmingham), holds four cigars, 
the lid with engraved floral decoration and in the centre are 
the engraved initials, 'J. A'; vintage large, black binoculars 
made in France by Sportiere, WWI era, the body covered 
in black leather and when extended the glass extensions 
are both marked, 'Army & Navy/Paris'; mini pocket size 
binoculars, marked by maker, 'Trojan/Made In USA'; also 
commemorative medals, To Celebrate The Jubilee of Her 
Majesty Queen Victoria, �887, in white metal (45.5mm), 
pierced hole at top for suspension ring (not in Eimer or 
BHM); Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, �897, in bronze 
(56mm) (Eimer �8�7; BHM 3506). The leather on the second 
item is worn and faded, the third item has considerable 
oxidation, both items need restoration, the last medal with 
surface marks, otherwise overall poor - very fine. (5)

$60

425
Porcelain objects, �9th - 20th century, Chinese reclining 
figure; bonbon dish; otter figurine; Parian ware bust; small 
salts; bowls; vintage ivory fan; another painted. Very fine. 
(lot)

$�00

426
Royal Doulton, commemorative trinket dishes (3), two for 
Australia's Centenary of Federation �90� - 200� (both of 
these in Royal Doulton boxes of issue), and another for Queen 
Elizabeth II fiftieth year of reign �952 - 2002; Municipality 
of Kogarah silver plated teaspoon, Stuart by Perfection, still 
in sealed container of issue; also Japanese artwork, (tot size 
approx �2.2x9.7cm), featuring five rectangular black blocks 
which combine to feature a golden drawing of a cherry 
blossom tree and each block has golden Japanese text on 
reverse, in a patterned perspex covered pack. The plates 
and spoon uncirculated, the Japanese blocks with a nick on 
the back edge of one, otherwise virtually uncirculated, the 
box very fine. (5)

$70

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

DOCUMENTS 

427
Ministers of State for Australia invitation, issued to Mr 
W.J.Woolcott to meet Their Royal Highnesses The Duke 
and Duchess of Cornwall & York at an Evening Reception 
at the Exhibition Building Melbourne on 9th of May �90� 
in Celebration of the Opening of The Parliament of the 
Commonwealth of Australia, an illustrated and coloured 
invitation (29x23cm), by 'Julian Ashton/& Howard Deli', 
glued to a cardboard backing; Australian Commonwealth 
Celebrations, The Government of Victoria, invitation to 
Mr W.J.Woolcott to attend the Royal Review at Flemington 
on Friday �0th of May �90�, an illustrated and coloured 
invitation (28x2�.5cm), by 'Sands & McDougall Limited, 
Melb', issued on a large cardboard sheet (36.5x30cm) 
suitable for framing. The first with a few age spots, otherwise 
bright colours and good very fine, the second with some 
marks on surrounding cardboard but invitation extremely 
fine. (2) 

$�50

Mr W.J.Woolcott was a Melbourne solicitor.

428
Commonwealth of Australia State Banquet, Town Hall, 
Sydney, � January �90� (Commonwealth Day), two menus 
with one menu cover and another menu inside section glued 
to a cardboard backing, this now separated in the middle 
so the cover is on one half and the inside of the menu is on 
other half but this needs to be reglued to the board, with the 
cover featuring many signatures of those in attendance, noted 
Edmund Barton, Australia's first Prime Minister. Cardboard 
backing damaged and printing on backing faded, the menu 
cover and signatures also faded with age but still very legible 
and the inside of the menu faded, otherwise very good. 

$50

Those in attendance and most of whose signatures are on the cover included 
the Lieutenant-Governor (Sir Frederick Darley) who presided, and supporting 
him on the right were his Excellency Admiral Pearson, Sir William Lyne, the 
Hon. E. Barton (Federal Premier), Archbishop Smith, Sir John Forrest, Mr. 
R. J. Seddon (Premier of New Zealand) Mr. F. B. Suttor (Vice President of 
the Executive Council of New South Wales), Mr. John See, M. L. A. (New 
South Wales), Mr. Dickson, Mr. G. H. Reid, M. L. A., Mr. R. E. O'Connor, 
Q. C., Sir John Downer (South Australia), and Colonel Wyndham, Mr. 
Henniker Heston, M.P. (England), and Sir Robert Stout. On the left were 
Sir Samuel Way, Bart. (Chief Justice of South Australia), Sir Samuel Griffith 
(Chief Justice of Queensland), Mr. Layard (Attorney-General of Ceylon), 
Hon. R. Philp (Premier of Queensland), Hon. F. W. Holder (Premier of South 
Australia), Sir George Turner (Premier of Victoria), Mr. C. C. Kingston, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Peyton, and Major-General French. The vice-chairmen 
were Mr. E. W. O'Sullivan (Minister for Works), Mr. J. Perry (Minister for 
Public Instruction), Mr. J. L. Fagan (Minister for Mines and Agriculture), 
and Mr. W. H. Wood (Minister for Justice).

429
New South Wales Government Railway and Tramway 
Ambulance Corps, Certificate No.�0�99 to T. P. Carroll dated 
at Sydney, 3rd August �9�7 for passing the examination to 
qualify to render First Aid to the Injured, under perspex in 
a timber frame (43x37.5cm). Some foxing on certificate, 
otherwise very fine. 

$50
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430
Water rescue citation, a signed and sealed letter from the 
Municipality of Waverly Council recording its appreciation 
for the bravery displayed by Mr Bert Doherty in rescuing 
Miss T.Kirby from drowning off the rocks at Ben Buckler, 
North Bondi on Sunday �8th March �923, signed by 
C.W.Kavenagh, Mayor and L.W.Beagley, Town Clerk and 
outlining full details of the rescue. Glued to backing paper, 
aged and with some foxing, some short tears at edges, 
otherwise very good. 

$50

This was one of the most famous rescues of all times when lifesaver Rob 
Chalmers risked his life to save Miss Kirby who had been swept off the rocks 
and who could not swim. They were both rescued by Bert Doherty and his 
two brothers in their fishing boat after managing to make the perilous journey 
around the point at Ben Buckler in spite of very heavy seas. Chalmers was 
awarded the Surf Life Saving Society's Meritorious Award.

43�
Wilson's Sydney & Suburban Street Directory, �926, 
including �25 maps & Blue Mountains Guide, with 
advertisements throughout, a total of 7�� pages, with 
hardcover; also Australian one dollar banknote, Johnston/
Stone (�982) (R.78) DLX74528�. The Directory well 
aged and with foxing, cover loose, otherwise fine and very 
interesting reading, the note with folds and some foxing 
spots, otherwise very fine. (2)

$50

Ex Warwick G. Cary Collection.

432
Wimbledon Speedway, official programmes, Monday, April 
23rd, �962, and Monday �0th June, �963, the last with the 
race results written in biro. Very fine. (2)

$40

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

433
Charles Aznavour, autographed b&w photo (approx 
�9x25cm), from the �970 movie, 'The Adventurers'. Good 
very fine. 

$40

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

STAMPS 

434*
Australia, a collection of MUH/mint and used stamps housed 
in a stock book, containing, kangaroos to £2 (2, 3rd and 
small mult wmk, both as telegraph issues), noted multiples 
of �st wmk to �/- incl.4d (2) and 5/- (probably CTO), large 
OS (7) incl. 4d and 5d, small OS (5) incl 2d, 5d, and 6d mint; 
2nd wmk (�2) inc. 2/- (2); 3rd wmk. various (36) to �0/- (2, 
one OS perf); small Mult wmk (�2) to 5/-. with £2 telegraph 
OS perf to 5/- etc, C of A to �0/-, and specimen set �0/- to 
£2; KGV and extensive range of types and wmks (�08) OS 
and dies etc (mint and used); 3d (incl. M/S) and 6d kooka 
mint; Canberra booklet; 3d air (4) �/6 air (6), K/Smith set 
incl. OS O/P; Harbour bridge �932 set (7), with 5/- used; 
Victoria cent both perf sets, Macarthur set (4), Anzac, silver 
Jubilee, S Aust. and �50th anniv. sets mint or used some with 
extras, KGVI sets to £� (both types) and �0- specimen, noted 
3d white wattles, coil pairs etc. MUH, mint and used some 
as CTO. (approx 250+)

$750

435
Australia, George V, one penny red, engraved (SG.�7). 
MUH. 

$�0

436*
Australia, Sydney Harbour Bridge, �932, set of three, 2d, 
3d, 5/-. Mint. 

$350
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437*
Australia, Sydney Harbour Bridge, �932, set of 2d, 3d, 5/-. 
Fine used and CTO. 

$200

438
Australia, , Australia Post Year Books, �98� (shrink 
wrapped), �982-�995, �999. MUH. (�6)

$300

439
Australia Post Year Books, �98�, �982, �983, �984, �985, 
�986, �987, �988, �989, �990, �99�, �992, �993, �994, 
�995, �996, �997; Australian Bicentennial Collection, �988. 
MUH. (�8)

$250

440
Australia, Australia Post year books �980's-�990's. MUH. 
(�8)

$�00

44�
Australia, Australia Post Year Books, years �98�-�992, in 
one carton. MUH. (20)

$300

442
Australia Post Year Books, �982, �983, �984, �985; two 
albums of various decimal issues; an album containing 
decimal booklets, partial mint sheets (approx F.V = $�50). 
MUH. (�00's) 

$200

443
Australian Bicentennial Collection, �988; Decimal album, by 
Seven Seas (some cancelled); an album of mostly cancelled 
world stamps c�935 - �985; USA, mint sheet of 20 x 32c, 
James Dean; mint sheet of 50 x 20c, States. Used - MUH. 
(5)

$60

444*
Australian Olympic Legends, Herb Elliott framed collection 
including First Day of Issue envelope with pair of stamps, 
signed by Herb Elliott, and with certificate of authenticity, 
limited edition ��06 of 2000, under perspex in a timber 
frame (34x45.5cm). Uncirculated as framed. 

$�50

445
Australian Gold Medallists, Sydney 2000, set of postage 
stamps, seventeen panes of �0 x 45c stamps, commemorating 
gold medallists, in a frame (�05 x ��4 cm). MUH. 

$80

446
Australia, a selection of Australia Post mint packs, various 
themes and denominations, c�972 - �990, includes some 
AAT, GB and world. Approx F.V = $800. Mostly MUH. 
(�00's) 

$250

447
Australia, five Lighthouse albums of mint decimal issues, 
one album quarter full, various themes and denominations, 
includes a small proportion of world; Australian Stamp 
Replica Card Album; an album of FDC's; Great Britain, 
several mint sheets and commemorative issues. All stamps 
c�975 - �995. MUH. (�00's) 

$250

448
Australia, one dollar booklets (Eucalyptus) (2), 60c booklets 
(2); P.O. packs (5), Seasons Greetings cards (5), FDC (5); Year 
of the Monkey 20�6 folder Christmas Island. MUH. (20)

$20
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449
Australia, FDC albums (5) decimal issues, two albums of 
various Olympic Sydney 2000, Paralympics, Beijing, etc, all 
including pre-decimal Kingsford-Smith �93� pairs and two 
blocks of four; also five empty FDC albums. Used-MUH. 
(approx 300)

$�40

450
Australia, an assortment, mostly decimal FDC's, includes a 
mint run of ten, 2005 and five, 20�2, for the Sydney Swans 
premiership. In a box, mostly MUH. (approx �50)

$30

45�
Australia, an assortment of mostly decimal FDC's, includes 
some world stamps and FDC's, c�965 - �990. In a carton, 
used - MUH. (�00's) 

$�00

452
Australia, two albums of decimal's; an album of stamped 
postcards. FDC. (approx �20)

$80

453*
China, �980 Monkey, 8f vermillion, black and gold (SG 
2968, cat. �500 pounds); �978 galloping horses, 5Y M/Sheet) 
multicoloured (SG 278�, cat 500 pounds); �980 Paintings 
of Qi Baishi, 2Y M/Sheet (SG 2955, cat. 275 pounds); �98� 
twelve beauties, 2Y M/Sheet (SG 3�58, cat.�20 pounds); 
�979 International year of the child, 8f and 60f with edge 
selvege (SG 2859-2860, cat �7 pounds). All MUH, several 
rare. (6)

$�,000

454
Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia, Macedonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, a 
mixture ijn a stockbook arranged by country. Used/cancelled 
- MUH. (approx 300)

$80

455
Equatorial Guinea, Guyana, Guine Bissau, Indonesia,and 
Thailand, a mixture, in three albums. Used/Cancelled - 
MUH. (approx 250)

$70

456
Grenada, a mixed range of issues stored in a small Chinese 
stamp album, lot includes multiple pictorial issues from QEII 
reign during the post �960 to �980s, but with extensive 
duplication. Used, a few mint/MUH. (about 200)

$20

457
Iran/Persia, various issues and denominations, includes �9�� 
Ahmed Mirza issue, marked as "very high cat value" by 
Collector, in one large and one medium sized stockbooks. 
Used - MUH. (500 +) 

$�20

458
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika together with Tanzania, an 
extensive range of issues stored in a Chinese stamp album, lot 
includes multiple issues from the 20th century, series mostly 
post �960 to �980s, but with much duplication. Appears to 
be mostly used, a few mint/MUH. (�00s)

$60

459
Latin American nations, twenty one different nations in three 
small and two large albums. Used - MUH. (approx 600)

$80

460
Liberia and South West Africa, various issues and 
denominations, c�930's - �980's. Used - MUH. (approx 
500)

$60

46�
Mohammedan nations, a mixture, in two stockbooks, 
aranged by country. Used/cancelled - MUH. (approx 600)

$80

462
Monaco, United Nations, Albania, Estonia, Haiti and 
Ethiopia, a mixture, in three albums. Used/cancelled - MUH. 
(approx 300)

$80

463
Montenegro, San Marino and Vatican City, a mixture, in 
two albums. Used/cancelled - MUH. (approx 200)

$60

464
Pakistan and Nepal, Indian native states, together with issues 
from Burma (Myanmar) stored in a �6 page green stock 
book, much duplication, noted issues from �947 (O/P) to 
� rupee; others in quantity to �970s, includes Service O/P 
issues, Nepal a range of recent issues. Mostly used a few 
mint/MUH. (�00s)

$60
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465
Papua New Guinea, Seven Seas albums (2), with �952-�988, 
plus extras; FDC album (4), plus stock books (6), plus loose 
FDC etc, all in one large plastic box. Used - MUH. (�00s)

$�80

466
South Asian and South East Asian nations, Cambodia, Laos, 
Vietnam, Bhutan, Bangladesh a mixture in a stockbook. 
Used/cancelled - MUH. (approx 300)

$80

467
Yugoslavia, Ukraine, Georgia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 
a mixture, in a large 64 page stockbook. Used/cancelled - 
MUH. (approx �000)

$�20

468
Portugal and colonies, a mixture in a large stockbook. Used/
cancelled - MUH. (approx 300)

$80

469
World stamps, a mixture from a variety of nations, most 
appear used/cancelled at a glance, includes some Australian 
pre decimal loose and decimal mint packs; also a bag of coins, 
mostly Australian one and two cents (approx �.0 kg). In a 
carton grouped mainly in separate envelopes, used/cancelled 
- MUH. (approx 7.30 kg including packaging)

$�20

470
Mint packs, partial mint sheets, FDC's, some mixed world 
stamps and FDC's. In a carton, used/cancelled - MUH. 
(approx 300)

$�00

47�
World stamps, an assortment from various nations, a large 
proportion have been used/ cancelled, c�950 - �990. In nine 
albums, used/cancelled - MUH. (�00's) 

$80

472
World stamps, a variety of nations, a mixture, a large 
proportion being Latin American nations, in three albums. 
Used/cancelled - MUH. (approx 300)

$80

473
World stamps, an assortment from a variety of nations, 
c�890s-�980s, many cancelled, countries include Albania, 
Bulgaria �879-�970, Brazil and South America; British 
Commonwealth (Queen Victoria); North Korea; Australian 
framas �984-9�. Used - MUH. (approx 2500)

$�40
Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

474
World stamps, a large accumulation from a variety of 
nations, all appear cancelled. In a large carton, used/
cancelled. (�000's, approx 7.00 kg) 

$60

475
China, Postage Stamp Catalogue, Republic of China �878-
20��, large hard bound volume, coloured throughout, 
produced by the China Stamp Society, xl + 689 pps. As 
new. 

$�00

476
The Kevin Nelson Collection, Commonwealth of Australia 
Postal History �90�-�94� book; The Cecil Walkley 
Collection, Postal History of Western Australia book, both 
published 27 November 20�0; also pin-back silver badge 
with pearl attached at front, XVIe Congress UPU Tokyo 
�969, issued for Universal Postal Union Congress held in 
Tokyo. Extremely fine. (3)

$40

477
New Zealand, phonecards, various denominations,c.�992-
95 (27) (approx F. V =NZD $250.00); Commonwealth 
nations, various, mint stamps for the 25th anniversary of 
the Coronation (2� sheets of 6 stamps each), with official 
album. MUH/UNC. (48)

$30

478
Postcards, a variety of nations and scenes, a good proportion 
being England and Scotland, all with writing on the backs, 
c�960-�995. Fine - extremely fine. (approx 250)

$80

479
Australia, various groups of postcards, from most states, 
�960's in colour. Fine-extremely fine. (approx �50)

$50
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

NUMISMATIC AND OTHER 
LITERATURE 

480
An eclectic assortment of numismatic literature and 
catalogues, including Hans Shulman �950's to �960's, 
Modern Coins, Coins of the Greek World The Thomas Olive 
Mabbott Collection, weight �0kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

48�
Roman Imperial Coinage (RIC), Volume I, Revised Edition, 
from 3� BC to AD 69, Revised Edition, by C.H.V.Sutherland, 
Green cloth hardbound with dust jacket, Spink & Son 
Ltd, London, �984; Sear, David, Roman Coins and Their 
Values, Vol I, 2000 (2); Vol II, 2002; Vol III, 2005; Vol IV, 
20��; Greek Imperial Coins and Their Values, Spink, 2008; 
Byzantine Coins and Their Values, Spink, 20�0; Mattingly, 
Harold., Roman Coins, London, �962. Very fine with minor 
foxing. (9)

$250

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection & Mark E.Freehill collection Noble Numimstics 
Sale ��7 (lot 2326).

482
Kent, J.P.C., & Hirmer, M., & A., Roman Coins, London, 
�978, 368pp., �99 plates, profusely illustrated , 3�cm. Very 
fine and scarce. 

$�00

A remarkable coffee table book on Roman Coins, profusely illustrated. A 
similar example in Noble Numismatics Sale 84 (lot 2434) realised $380 
hammer

Ex Mark E.Freehill collection, Noble Numismatics Sale ��7 (lot 23�9).
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483
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge auction catalogue of: Select 
and Valuable Collection of Anglo-Saxon, English & Anglo-
Gallic Coins, in Gold, Silver and Coper, including Brilliant 
Proofs and Patterns, formed by Henry Clark, �898. Some 
foxing, otherwise very fine. 

$80
Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

484
Numerous auction catalogues, from the �960's - �980's, 
including Rigby Postal History (�6), Bournemouth Stamp 
Auctions (36), Coin Auction M.R. Roberts Wynyard 
Coin Centre (2�), The Asylum Quarterly Journals of the 
Numismatic Bibliomania (20), Newsletter The Journal of the 
London Numismatic Club (�7), weight �4kg. Fine. (��0)

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

485
Numismatic Literature, Australian World Coins, Medals and 
Banknotes, Bond and Banking, Patrick Finn Numismatist, 
weight 20kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

486
Kent, J.P.C, Hirmer, M., and Hirmer, A., 'Roman Coins', 
London, �978, 368 pp., green hardcover with dust jacket. 
Fine. 

$80

487
British Museum, A Catalogue of The Greek Coins of Phrygia, 
53 plates, cvi + 49�pps, �906 Forni reprint �964. As new, 
extremely fine. 

$40

488
Numismatic Catalogues from Sotheby's, Christie's, Spinks, 
Coins and Paper Money, Order Medals and Decorations, 
Militaria, weight �5kg. Fine. (30)

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

489
Assortment of Catalogues, predominantly US, Coins Gold, 
Silver, Copper US & Foreign coins - Hans M.F. Schulman, 
Coins of the World North and South America, Munzen und 
Medaillen A.G, weight �0kg. Fine. (50+) 

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

490
Numismatic literature, including Money and Banking in 
New Zealand RBNZ, New Zealand Famous Firsts, Alan 
Sutherland weight �5kg. Fine. (20+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

49�
Leu Numismatik, Auction 8 'The Collection of Regierungsrat 
Dr.iur Hans Krahenbuhl", Zurich 23 October 202�, 383 
pps, 404 lots, hard boundcoloured throughout, (collection 
of Greek and Roman Coins); Auction 9, "The Collection of 
Dipl-Ing Christian Gollnow", Zurich 24 October 202� (coins 
of the Civil War 68-9); �67 pps, 76 lots, hard bound coloured 
throughouts. Both about as new with dust jackets. (2)

$40

492
Assorted catalogues, including Jacques Schulman �960 
- �967 (8); Chicago International Coin Fair, weight 20kg. 
Fair - fine. (approx 30)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

493
Numismatic literature, journals, newsletters and reference 
materials, weight �5kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Colelction.

494
Numismatic Literature, including Paper Money Magazines, 
Spinks Catalogue, Antiques Collector, Christies Catalogue, 
Stamp Bulletin, weight �5kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

495
American numismatic literature, an assortment, including 
'Official ANA Grading Standards for United States Coins', 
by the American Numismatic Association, Racine, �98�, 
352 pp., binding almost undone; 'America's Foreign Coins', 
by Oscar Schilke and Raphael Solomon, New York, �964, 
2�� pp.; 'A Guide Book of United States Coins 20�2', by 
R.S.Yeoman and Kenneth Bressett, Atlanta, 20��, 430 pp. 
Nearly fine. (3)

$30

496
An eclectic assortment of numismatic literature and 
catalogues, including Hans Shulman �950's to �960's, 
Modern Coins, Coins of the Greek World The Thomas Olive 
Mabbott Collection, weight �0kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

497
Variety of Spinks Catalogues, Important Collection of Islamic 
Coins, Gold and Silver, Zurich �986, Coin and Medal 
Auctions �985 - �987, USA Auctions � - 4, �982, Bowers and 
Merena Galleries The Virgil M. Brand Collection American 
Coins Part I, weight �0kg. Fine. (30)

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

498
Numismatic Literature, International Bank Note Society 
�976-77, Bond and Banknote News, Money Matters, weight 
25kg. Fine. (80+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

499
Gibbons Stamp Weekly, Volume � - 9, �905 - �909 (9), 
Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal �897 - �934, approx 
25kg. (2�). Fine. (30)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill.
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500
Numismatic Literature, The Postage Stamps of New Zealand 
Volume 7 KJ McNaught, pp360, A Collectors Guide to 
British Cheques, The Standard Catalogue of British Postal 
Orders �88� - �98�, weight �0kg. Fine. (20+) 

$�0
Mark E. Freehill Collection.

50�
Philatelic Literature, US catalogues and price lists circa 
�950's - �960's Fritz Billig, weight �0kg. Fine. (�00+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection. 

502
Philatelic literature and catalogues, Postal History Society 
Bulletin �940s - �960s, Plumridge & Co catalogues �928 
- 29, Philatelic Journal of America, Part � Stanley Gibbons 
priced catalogue of stamps of The British Empire �920 pp 
456, Illustrated Encyclopedia of Stamp Collecting, Otto 
Hornung pp 3�9, The Postal History of British Borneo by 
Edmund B. Proud �987 pp 453, approx 5 Boxes, weight 
55kg. Fine. (lot)

$�00
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection

503
Litherland, A.R & Simpkin, B.T., Standard Catalogue of 
British Orders Decorations & Medals with valuations, Spink, 
London, �990, 222pp.; Joslin, E.C. & Litherland, A.R. & 
Simpkin, B.T., British Battles & Medals, Spink, London, 
�988, �99pp, (2); Wedgwood Olympic plate, Munich �972, 
stamped Wedgwood; Wedgwood Olympic plate, Montreal 
�976, marked Wedgwood; small porcelain foal, European 
manufacture, brown and cream. Very fine. (5)

$40

504
Carlisle, L.J. Australian Commemorative Medals and 
Medalets from �788, Sydney, �983, hardbound. This copy 
with the reverse and obverse medals of C.�90�/39 impressed 
into front cover, copy No.40 and signed by author. Front 
cover slightly warped, otherwise in near new condition. 

$�00

505
Australian Agricultural Show, medals and awards, �822-
�9�0, by Hugh Armstrong and Les Carlisle, hardcover 
335pp, Brisbane 20�6. As new. 

$50

506
Westpac, '200: The Westpac Story', Sydney, 20�7, 30� pp., 
hardcover with dust jacket. Fine. 

$60

507
Selection of Economic Reports, from Gambia, Sierra Leone 
and Fiji from the �960's - �980's, weight �0kg. Fine. 
(20+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

508
Numismatic Literature Banking and Money, an eclectic 
collection of banking history from across the world, Hong 
Kong, Malaysia, Australia, weight 20kg. Fine. (50+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

509
Numismatic Literature, Australian Banking and Monetary 
Statistics Reserve Bank of Australia Occasional Paper No. 
4A �8�7 - �945, Butlin, Hall and White pp562, Paper No. 
4B �945 - �970, White pp68� Hardbound; Assorted World 
Paper Money Literature, weight �5kg. Fine. (30+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

5�0
Swanston, Charles, an excerpt from 'Charles Swanston and 
the Derwent Bank �827-50', pages �6�-�83, from the Colin 
Pitchfork Numismatic Library, book number BU-4. Some 
foxing otherwise fine. 

$50
Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

5��
Assorted Travel and reference books, Indonesia (20+); South 
America (�3). Fine. ( (�3)

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

5�2
Assorted literature and reference books on Sarawak, �0kg. 
Fine. (20+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

5�3
The Sarawak Journal, various editions spanning from 200� 
through to Volume 65. Fine. (35)

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

5�4
Miscellaneous Literature, including coffee table books, Full 
Throttle Images of Australian Speedway�970-2009, weight 
�0kg. Fine. (�7)

$�0
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

5�5
Assortment of Coffee Table books, including Organic 
& Wholefoods, Explore Historic Australia, Australia's 
Wilderness Heritage, Gemstones of the Southern Continents 
by Lin Sutherland. All fine. (7)

$40

5�6
A selection of books, chronicling the shipping industry, lost 
liners and an informative look at the Titanic. Fine. (�4)

$70

5�7
An eclectic assortment of books, including Chronicle of the 
World, travel and history including such titles as 'Helenic 
Maritime Museum', Piraeus 2005; 'Double Standards, The 
Rudolf Hess cover-up', Picknett, Prince & Prior. Generally 
fine. (20)

$�00

5�8
Shipping, featuring the Warships of the World illustrated 
Encyclopedia by Gino Galuppini, Wooden Ship The Art 
History and Revival of Wooden Boatbuilding, by Peter H. 
Spectre and David Larkin, Shipping Wonders of the World 
Vol I and II, edited by Clarence Winchester. All fine. (�8)

$�00
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5�9
Ship Monthly Magazines, �995 - 2003 Navy and Commercial 
Ships. Nearly fine. (approx �50)

$70

520
Assortment of coffee table books, including Exploring the 
Lusitania by Robert D. Ballard probing the mysteries of the 
sinking that changed history. All Fine. (7)

$20

52�
"Princess Mary's Gift Book", by Hodder & Stoughton, 
London, �9�4, �44pp illustrated throughout. Writing on 
inside of front cover, paper toned, very fine. 

$50

522
War, Historical literature featuring The Campaigns of 
Napoleon by David Chandler and Frederick the Great by 
David Fraser (4). Fine. 

$30

523
Monuments of Civilization, India, Maurizio Taddei / Clement 
Greenberg, New York, �977; The Arts of India, Basil Gray, 
Oxford, �98�; India Discovered - The Achievement of the 
British Raj, John Keay, Leicester, �98�; In The Image of Man 
- The Indian Perception of the Universe Through 2000 Years 
of Painting and Sculpture, London, �982; History of Indian 
and Indonesian Art, Ananda K.Coomaraswamy, New York, 
�985; Krishna The Divine Lover, Myth and Legend Through 
Indian Art, Lausanne, �982; Oriental Erotic Art, Philip 
Rawson, New York, �98�. Very fine, all illustrated. (7)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

524
Chinese Bronzes, Christian Deydier, Fribourg, �980; Chinese 
Jade Throughout the Ages, Stanley Charles Nott, Japan, �2th 
ed �98�; Jade of the East, Geoffrey Wills, Second printing, 
Japan, �977; Oriental Trade Ceramics in South East Asia, 
John S.Guy, New York, �990; Chinpoiserie, The Impact of 
Oriental Styles on Western Art and Decoration, Oliver Impey, 
London, �977. Very fine, all illustrated. (5)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

525
A Survey of Chinese Ceramics, Liu Liang-yu, Aries Gemini 
Publishing, Vol �, Early Wares: Prehistoric To Tenth Century 
(�99�); Vol 2, Sung Wares (�99�); Vol 3, Liao, Hsi-Hsia, 
Chin and Yuan Wares (�992); Vol 4, Ming Offical Wares 
(�99�); Vol 5, Ch'ing Official and Popular Wares (�99�), 
large folio hardcover, richly illustrated. Extremely fine and 
a scarce set. (5)

$220

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

526
Koleksi Keramik, Adam Malik, "The Adam Malik Ceramic 
Collection", Adhyatman, Sumarah et al., Jakarta: Ceramic 
Society of Indonesia, �980, hardcover, profusely illustrated. 
Extremely fine and scarce. 

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection. From the first edition run of �000.

527
Artifacts of China, compiled by the Editorial Committee 
of Artifacts of China, �976, The Globe International 
Corporation, hardcover, 596pp, profusely illustrated; 
China, Land of Splendours, �975, The Globe International 
Corporation, 596pp, profusely illustrated. Very fine and 
scarce. (2)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

528
The Palace Museum Peking, Treasures of the Forbidden 
City, Wan-go Weng / Yang Boda, London, �982; China, A 
History in Art, The Globe International Corporation, �977; 
The Horizon Book of the Arts of China, New York, �969; 
Art Treasures of Dunhuang, Hong Kong, �98�. Very fine, 
all large format volumes. (4)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

529
Iconography of Religions, A.C.Moore, London, �977; The 
Path of Beauty, Li Zehou, Beijing, �988, The Penguin Atlas 
of Ancient History, C.McEvedy, �967; Tao Magic, London, 
�975; The Book of Change, London, �979; The Nanking 
Cargo, M.Hatcher, London, �987; Kali, The Feminine Force, 
A.Mookerjee, London, �988; Enku, Sculptor, K.Tanahashi, 
Shambhala, �982; Yoga Art, A.Mookerjee, New York, �975; 
The Mythic Image, J.Campbell, Princeton, �974; Outlines 
of Chinese Symbolism and Art Motives, C.A.S.Williams, 
Tokyo, �974; Chinese Birthday, Wedding, Funeral and Other 
Customs, Peking, �923; Opium, B.Hodgson, Vancouver, 
�999; The Illustrated History of Antiquities, London, �999; 
Discovery of Australia, G.Collingridge, Gladesville, �983; 
Emblems of Unity, G.J.Smith, Crows Nest, �992; John 
Balmain, P.Reynolds, Balmain, 2000; The Making of the 
Six Towns, Stoke-on-Trent, �985. Very fine, all illustrated. 
(�8)

$�20

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

530
The Art of Japanese Tantrism, Pierre Rambach, Geneva, 
�979; Buddhist Paintings, Japanese National Treasures: 
Restored Copies by Miyahara Ryusen, Tokyo, �98�; Satsuma, 
Masterpieces from the world's important collections, 
London, �99�; Hindu Divinities in Japanese Buddhist 
Pantheon, D.N.Bakshi, Calcutta, �979; Classic Buddhist 
Sculpture, The Tempyo Period, Jiro Sugiyama, Japan, �982; 
Art in Japanese Esoteric Buddhism, Takaaki Sawa, Japan, 
�972; Arts of Japan 4, The Arts of Shinto,Haruki Kageyama, 
Tokyo, �973; Mudra, A Study of Symbolic Gestures in 
Japanese Buddhist Sculpture, E.Dale Saunders, New York, 
�960; We Japanese: Being descriptions of the customs of 
the Japanese besides numerous other subjects, Vol II, Japan, 
December �946. Very fine, all illustrated. (9)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection. The "We Japanese" volume rare.
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53�
A Connoisseur's Guide to Chinese Ceramics, Cecile and 
Michel Beurdeley, Harper & Row, New York, �974, 
hardcover, 3�7 pp, ��� tipped-in color plates, 350+ 
b&w; Oriental Ceramic Art, W.T.Walters, London, �98�, 
hardcover, 429pp, ��6 colour plates, 400+ b&w; A 
Handbook of Chinese Ceramics, G.Valenstein, New York, 
�989; Chinese Ceramics, Porcelain of the Qing Dynasty 
�644-�9��, London, �986; Chinese Ceramics, M.Tregear, 
Ashmolean Musem, �987; China - Trade Porcelain, John 
Goldsmith Phillips, Ipswich, c.�950s; The Chinese Potter, 
A Pictorial History of Chinese Ceramics, Margaret Medley, 
New York, �976. Very fine. (7)

$�20

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

532*
Report of the Committee of the Society of Arts, &c. together 
with the Approved Communications and Evidence Upon 
the Same, relative to the mode of Preventing the Forgery of 
Banknotes, printed by the Society, London, �8�9, 72pps; 
blank pages at back of book affixed with newspaper 
clippings, letters and a booklet 'How to Detect Forged 
BankNotes', London, �856. With handwritten notations on 
first three pages, a book plate on inside front cover 'Walter 
Hawkins', front cover broken away from spine, general 
wear, good. 

$800

Ex Spink (London) Sale ��040 (lot 352) 3rd October 20��.

533
The Image of the Buddha, David L.Snellgrove, Japan, 
�978; Rati Lila, Giuseppe Tucci, Geneva, �969; Buddhist 
Wall Paintings of Ladakh, Charles Genoud et al, Geneva, 
�98�; Nepal Where the Gods are Young, Asia House, �975; 
Bronzes of Kashmir, P.Pal, New Delhi, �975; Nepal, Art 
Treasures from the Himalayas, E&R.Waldschmidt, London, 
�969; Himalayan Buddhist Art, Vol � & 2 - Thangka Prints. 
Very fine, all illustrated. (8)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

534
Tibetan Sacred Art, The Heritage of Tantra, Detlef Ingo Lauf, 
Shambhala, �976; Eternal Tibet, Philippe Blanc, Paris, �982; 
Tibetan Tantric Charms and Amulets, New York, �978; 
Mystic Art of Ancient Tibet, Blanche Christine Olschak, 
Shambhala, �987 (2); Sacred Art of Tibet, California, �974. 
Very fine, all illustrated. (6)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

535
Chinese Ivory Sculpture, Warren E. Cox, Crown Publishers 
New York, �946, �st Edition, folio, Seventy five illustrations, 
in black and white with �6 figures & 48 plates, signed by 
the author, #209 of �250 copies; Chinese Ivories from the 
Shang to the Qing, British Museum, �984, hardcover, 200pp, 
illustrated; Ivory, A History and Collector's Guide, Thames 
and Hudson, �987, 352pp, profusely illustrated. Very fine, 
the first book rare. (3)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

536
South Indian Bronzes, C.Sivaramamurti, Lalit Kala 
Akademi, Second Printing, New Delhi, �98�; Indian Ivories, 
V.P.Dwivedi, Delhi, �976; Ritual Art of India, Ajit Mookerjee, 
London, �985; Tree and Serpent Worship, Illustrations of 
Mythology and Art in India, Delhi, �97�; Elements of 
Buddhist Iconography, Ananda K.Coomaraswamy, Third 
Edition, Cambridge, �979; Pathway Icons, The Wayside 
Art of India, Priya Mookerjee, London, �987; Raven=Hill's 
Indian Sketch Book, London, January �920. Very fine, all 
illustrated. (7)

$�20

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

537
Iconography of the Hindus Buddhists and Jains, R.S.Gupte, 
2nd ed, Bombay, �980; Iconographic Dictionary of the 
Indian Religions - Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Gosta 
Liebert, Delhi, �986; The Illustrated Dictionary of Hindu 
Iconography, Margaret Stutley, London, �985; The 
Development of Hindu Iconography, Jitendra Nath Banerjea, 
4th ed, new Delhi, �985 (2). Very fine. (5)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.


